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INTRODUCTION.

Thi Crestor hu not endomd aU men alike He hu
crowned wme u kings and prince, among their feUowi
They aro kings by divine right. They are king-fiUcd by
the King of kings. They are sons of the Infinite; they are
attuned with deity and in sympathy with universal
humanity. They are conscious not only of fatherhood
but of brotherhood. They love not so much to receive as
to give. To them to be is to bless. They are greater than
any material splendors by which they could be surrounded
To such an one his palar may be an outwaid expreanon of
hunsclf, but his real fulness cannot be eipressed It is a
rare pnvilcge to stand within his courts; but when the
recoUection of aU the wealth and splendor of the palare
with Its architecture and art, its courts and corridors iti
coronets and crowns, has faded from the memory, there
stUl remains in undiminished beauty the recoUection of
him whose seal of divine right was in the great simplicity
broad sympathy and boundless love, that made him king'

It 13 my rare privUege to walk with you, up the broad
avenue, that I may stand for a moment under the paUtial
portal and present you to the splendid spirit whose out-
ward expression is found in the foUowing chaplers.
As no king has a right tx) reign until he has learned to

serve, and as hardship prepares for kingship, so with the
author to whom you ore to be presented.

Dr. Charles Frederic Ooss was bom fifty-two years ago
His eariy life was full of hardship and struggle, but hi^
sympathies were broad, his purposes inspiring, his life
courageous. When he had worked his way through coUege

[3]



Introduction

and romploted hi» preparation for the goqicl minirtry, hg
entered upon life'a great work in one of the frontier townl
in America. To him the privilege of being a blening to
those who 10 much needed hie minietry wis greater than
the self-denial and privationa which the work imposed.
Ho came with a mearago from the King of kings. He wai
not a herald, but he came in the «pirit of a king's son,
and as such was known, respected and loved.

It was after his service of a few years on the western
plains that Dwinht L. Moody, the great evangelist, listen-
mg to the humble story of his life, was impressed by the
greatness of the man, and invited him to Chicago as his
co-worker and as pastor in charge of Mr. Moody's church
in that city.

After giving himself in largest measure to this extensive
work, Mr. Goss, with broken physical powers, sought rest
and real, sration abroad, but his health was not regained
until after he had spent two years on the plains in the open
air as one of God's husbandmen. From his free life in the
West he was called ten years ago to the assistant pastorate
of Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York, and
a couple of years later to the Avondale Presbyterian
Ciiurch, Cincinnati, Ohio, where his ministry has con-
tinued to abound in extensive service and great usefulness.
It wag here that he wrote, among other books. The Re-
demption of David Carton, the book which gave him a
national reputation. He is to-day one of the best-known
and most widely-read writers on the Sunday-school lessons
in America.

.Hut why do I keep you waiting under the portals while
the king awaits you within?

Stlvanub SuUj.

PH1I.ADBLPH1A, PsNNSTLTANU. IT. 8. A.
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HUSBAND, WIFE AND HOME.

HESE three wonfa-j-husband,

wife and home—might almost

be called the alphabet of civili-

zation, for with them hmnanity
must spell out its destiny.

That ineradicable affinity

which draws the sexes together is the greatest

single mystery of the mortal part of our existence.

To discover its divine significance; to give liberty

to its action, but to withhold license; to conse-
crate it to the elevation of the race as well as
the happiness of the individual—these are our
sacred and sublime duties.

So significant and so fascinating is this attraction

of human atoms for each other that its observa-
tion and discussion never become stale or need-

Love is the inspiration of literature and of art;

politics and war are games of love, and if you
trace even religion back to its early beginnings,

you are amazed to discover how deeply it is

[»]



1^u8t)an^, TlOlife an& Home

rooted in the mystery of sex. This sublime and

terrible affinity is to the phenomena of human life

what the attraction of gravitation is to those of

the material universe. If you wish to make the

individual happy, you have only to provide him

(or her) with a congenial mate. If you wish to

lift Society into a state of blessedness, you have

only to point out how people can gratiiy purely

the manifold passions of sex.

And yet this greatest of all problems, this fun-

damental question into which all others seem

capable of being resolved, is the one about which

few of us are deeply wise, and none of us are per-

mitted freely to discuss. Of all the mysteries of

human life, there is not any one more utterly con-

founding than this—that we cannot talk freely

about that one thing which concerns us most.

We are denounced if we debate it in books. We
are deserted if we broach it upon platforms. We
are shunned if we try to elucidate it in private

conversation. It is the subject that animates the

coarse witticisms of almost all classes and condi-

tions of men; but those who banter it freely in jest

will not tolerate its presentation in seriousness.

Fathers shrink from explaining it to their sons,

and mothers refuse to unfold it to their daughters.

Children are left to learn all they know about it

[10]
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«ttgbanb> Mlfc anb Home
from the most shameful and inadequate sources
and to wreck themselves upon rocks which their
parents and guardians might have taught them
how to avoid.

Is this secrecy necessary? Will more harm
than good come from free discussion of the prob-
- as of sex? Has Nature made it impossible for
us to talk about that which is the most vital con-
cern of every individual member of the race?
Can no system of education be devised by which
the adolescent mind can be illuminated without its
sensuality being excited? We tremblingly await
the commg of some new genius like Pestalozzi-mo compelled the scholastic world to revise
the whole of their ta^k, to reflect on the nature
and destiny of man and also on the proper way
of leading him from his youth toward that de*.
tiny.

There are hopeful signs in the sky. Books are
issuing from the press in which this whole sub-
ject IS being broached with a delicacy that rives
promise of a better future-a future in which the
inculcation of the virtues of the soul shall be as
scientific as the cultivation of the faculties of the
mind.

In the meantime, while humanity is still in this
state of morbid sensitiveness, we can at least with

[11]



«U0ban&, TOHfe an& Home

utter freedom discuss the beauty of that home life
which is the highest expression and sphere of
sexual love. To the glorification of this noblest
of all human institutions—the home, it ir the duty
of humanity to consecrate its highest genius and
its noblest effort. The celebration of its blessed-
ness ought to be the purpose of the poet's loftiest
songs. To adorn the walls of those buildings
which shield th"s sacred life of the family, the
artists should dedicate their supremest powers.
To enact laws whicli shall give it the greatest
freedom and security ought to be the highest
ambition of the statesman; and there 13 no nobler
mission for the soldier than to lay his Ufe down
in its defence.

Do you imagine that the "home" (in the sense
in which we now understand that word) has
attained a position of absolute security among
the institutions of human life? it is a fond and
foolish delusion. No in-stitution is secure that is

not defended by eternal vigilance. " Instability" is

the one word Nature has written upon all organ-
izations and ideas. The evil passions of humanity
are at eternal war with the good. There is not a
conclusion at which men have arrived to-<:ay
which is not being set upon with the virulence of
an invincible madness by the destructive forces

[12]



l^u9ban^, TOife an^ Home

in the brain and heart of man. Millions of our
fellows are deUberately and desperately cnga^
in an attempt to undermine and destroy civil

government, private property, common schools,

churches, and the home.

In fact, it is against this last and noblest of

them all that the fiercest attacks are being
made. It may seem like the ravi.ngs of a madman
when I say that only as heroic and indomitable

effort as was made to save Holland from Spain
can preserve human society from polygamy, poly-

andry, free love, or some other age-old and rotten

form of relationship between the sexes. But the

single phf-nomenon of the increasing number of

divorces (to say nothing of Mormonism and
Communism) ought to startle all patriots from
that easy security which is forever inviting the

impudence and the onslaught of lust. We must
of necessity fight as hard to-day to preserve the
home as our ancestors did to achieve it. And our
posterity will have to battle as hard as we, for no
man sees the signs of a diminution of that anarchic

disposition in the soul of humanity to gratify its

lusts without restraint.

It is not pleasant to impugn the motives of our
fellow-men. But it would be the very imbecility

of charity to admit that the people who denounce
[13]
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Christian marriage and the home made up of one
man and one woman bound in perpetual ties
(with their children) can be sincere and good.
They know, unless they arc unpardonably ignor-
ant, that "marri;.!;c," as Goethe said, "is the
beginning and summit of all civilization." They
know that it is the final act of Nature's selection
among all other possible relationships. One after
another she has experimented with the others
and cast them all aside. She does not attempt to
deny that in the present state of human develop-
ment this final and divine relationship will work
hardship in many cases. But she proclaims upon
the housetop and with a note of unwavering assur-
ance: "This is the true relationship between the
male and female members of the race. I have
tried them all. i'he rest are false!"

"God has set the type of marriage everywhere
throughout creation," Luther nobly said.

It is to the defence and honor of this conception
of the home (as composed of the man and woman
bound together in the indissoluble ties of wedlock
with their children) that this volume is dedicated'

tl4]



ACCEPTING PAAIILY RESPONSI-
BILITIES.

[VERY imbuemcnt with power
or endowment with grace in-

volves some sort of responsi-

bility. Thot is to say, having
been given the gift, wo must
be answerable for its use.

But the most distinctive gift of life is sex.
And yet everywhere in human society we see
people trying to enjoy its prerogatives without
performing its duties.

l^t us bring the i>eople of the average American
commumty into court to answer this charge.
Young men, how many of you are trying to

hlch the pleasures of manhood while you shirk
the duties of the married state? Husbands and
wives, how many of you an- quaffing the pleasures
of matrimony while refusing to bear the burdens
of parenthood?

Parents, how many of you are immersing your-
selves in business and pleasure while repudiating



Hccgpttna yamUg ItegpongtbllfHge

«.pona,biIity for the moral .„d spiritual «luction

1^7 °^P""«' °' »' l*'* putting it off on the
.houlder, of employ^,? How many of you are
tonng to crawl out from under the «,pon,ibih-ty
of canng for poor or helpless relatives, of sharing
your homes with fathen.in-law and mothe,^in!
law and bachelor uncles and spinster aunts?

I wonder .f I can feather a few shaft,, draw mybow at a venture, and hit one of these skulkei, onthe great battleBeld of life.

In the fi«t place, a responsibility avoided is not
.«pon3.b.hty evaded; for our neglected duties
keep. Nature puts t' n in cold storage. Wedmk away from them, as Jonah did wheiThe fled

to Joppa to take ship for Ta«hish. But that
undone duty came "cross lots" to the very spotwhere the great 6sh cast him on the shore andonce more insisted on its performance. Who has

iT\ ^"^ ""' ^'""' "^^ "--y h-e a

Z^^r'^ "" *"" -" ""-'-'«' ''-

But more than this. Our duties present them-
Jves m a twofold aapect: at fi.t L opportum"-

ne^.^
'^"'"«»..''°d second as avenge.^ of their

neglect Now .t .s comparatively ea.y to avoid
the task pre.sented in the opportunity, but the
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trouble is to evade the opportunity when it has
been transformed into the avenger. The sea
which engulfed the ret reant Jonah was his "duty"
become his "punishment."

No I You have not done with marriage when
you have refused to enter into it. Neithsr have
you done with the children to whom you refused
to give birth, nor with the dependent and helpless
relatives whom you refused to support. Hidden
behind some mask in which you may never recog-
nize them, these metamorphused duties lie in wait
along the pathway of your life, all ready to mete
out the punishment of your sin. Nature is organ-
ized upon the principle of retributive justice. Her
laws are automatic. To eveiy transgression its

own punishment is attached. To multitudes of
people now feeUng the coils of destiny folding
around them like a great anaconda it has to be
said: "These eoils are the duties that you avoided,
but could not evade. They vanished as oppor^
tuniUes, but have returned to you as judges and
executioners."

In the second place, responsibilities accepted
are weights which turn into wings. Undoubtedly
the obligations and duties of the married life are
burdens which are often grievous to be borne. It
is hard to give up our bachelor or our spinster

[17]
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Hccepttng famug l?egpongtb»»ieg

way. and divide our income and our luxurien with
another. It is hard to bear children and to rear
Uiem. to discipline them and chasten them and
agonia, over 'hem. It is hard to give up our spare
bedroom to some dependent old uncle, or to have
the peace of our Iiouachold dliturbed by some
querulous old grandfather. It i., hani to have to
go without iKwks and pictures and automobiles in
order to shield some miserable, extravagant and
ungrateful relative fr.,m the consequences of his
own wrongdoing.

But the beauty of it is that responsibilities
accepted change their forms, just as responsi-
bdities avoided do. They appear at firat as
weights and afterward as wings. The disagree-
able burden that presses us down beneath its
load at l.%st begins to grow buoyant and lift us up.
It carries us instead of our carrying it.

Years pass sometimes before this beatific
transformation takes place. We seem likely to
be crushed by the weary load. But we have only
to be patient and to wait; for the time will surely
come when the strength and grace developed by
the faithful performance of these tasks will be-
come so great as to make the task itself seem light.
Have you ever observed a mother carrying a

sick baby ? Is there not a true sense in which the
ri8]
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b«l>y U really carrying htrf It « ihe burden
the care, the ta.sk, the responsihiliiy „f life that
alone can furnish inspiration for living. Nothing
cnuhes us so quickly as carc-frrenesa. We can
support the whole weight of the atm<aphere, hut
not the emptiness of a vacuum.
The solemn experience of the agrs has taught

us many truths about <Iuty which we ought tobum into our memories as with a branding-iron
Every duty we omit obscures some truth we

should have known."
"To run out of the path of duty is to run into

the way of danger."

"The slightest deviation from a known dut>
will sometimes lead us to the abyss."
"He who is false to the present duty breaks a

threa.I in the loom and will find the flaw in the
pattern, when, perhaps, it will l« too |at« to rtpaa

"Duty frowns on you when you flee from her
but when you follow her she smiles."
"As birds were made to fly and rivers to run, so

the soul was made to follow duty."
"The every-day cares and duties which men

cal drudgery are the weights and counterpoises
of the clock of time, giving its pendulum a true
vibration and its hands a regular motion. And

[18]
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when they cease to hang upon its wheels, the pen-
dulum no longer swings, the hands no longer work,
the clock stands still."

Nothing, then, can be so pitiful, futile, and
tragic as to try to avoid the responsibilities of sex.
They are inevitable; they are imposed by heaven
and they are divinely arranged for our highest
good. It is necessary for us to accept them and
to discharge them nobly. It is the solemn obliga-
tion of men and women to many, to rear children,
to make their home an asylum for the helpless'

members of their family circle; to toil, to econo-
mize, to sacrifice and, if necessary, to die for
others.

Have you been dodging and skulking along the
pathway of life to avoid some one of these great
and gracious obligations? For shame I Come
out in the open. Meet that obligation face to
face. Embrace it in your arms and press it to
your heart.

Can anythingbe more irrational than to beafraid
to perform the functions of nature—to be afraid
to hve, to labor, to marry, to bear children, to
found a home, to suffer, to die?

[20]
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PROFIT AND LOSS OF MATRIMONY.

N a perfectly normal human ex-

perience the profit and loss of

marriage is no more a matter of

calculation than is the mating
of birds or the blossoming of

flowers. Imagine a rosebud
sitting down to Hgiire out whether it had better
bloom or not.

When cveiything goes as it ought to the affec-
tions of young hearts burst into blossom like
lilies, and, hand-in-hand, under the impulse of
a divine emotion, they make their way to the mar-
riage altar without a doubt or question as to what
is sacrificed or gained.

But in the strain of life there am so many
abnormal experiences. Through poverty, or the
pressure of unusual responsibilities, or the acci-
dents of solitude, or preoccupation, multitudes
grow out of that divine period of impulse and
instinct into another of reflection and calculation
before they fall in love. To them marriage

[21]
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becomes a "question." They have reached that
unhappy stage where thU heaven-appointed rela-
tionship appears a matter not of necessity, but of
choice. Nothing is more pitiful than its cold and
impartial discussion. The dilemma "to marry
or not to marry" is a tragedy like that other one,
to be or not to be." for marriage is as much a

duty and a privilege as life itself.

But because muhitudcs of human beings are
this day and every day debating it as cohlly as
an investment in stocks or the purchase of an
automobile, let us erect a balance and throw the
reasons for and against tlie marriage relationship
slowly and calmly into the scales.

WTiat do we avoid by staying single?
I. The risk of drawing a blank or catching a

Tartar! Certainly, if marriage is not a complete
lottery it is in many senses a game of chance.
Nothing is more certain than that the real, vital,
essential principles of character are a post-marital
discovery. Enormous risks are taken. But this
is true of the acquirement of any great good in
hfe. People who do not take the hazard of a
noble chance may gain trifles, but not immen-
sities.

2. The loss of personal liberty. The older we
grow the more we prize the alluring sweetness of

[22]
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entire freedom from entangling alUances. Anv-thmg that hampers the play of our own free will
becomes mtolerable or irksome. B5. staying
smgje we preserve our liberty to use all ou. moneym the gratification of our personal tastes. The
world ,s fuller and fuller of luxuries which it is
bhss to enjoy. If you stay single you can spend
your money m their acquisition without a qualm" '"

"'''f*^'
yo" o"gtt not to divide with awoman who also has tastes of her own

A man would be dishonest who denied the gain

ness. There is a deep and real pleasure in being
free as a b,rd of the air. with no clamorous will!
to cross your ow. „.nd no uncomplaini... butappeahng souls .^ ^ct us of selfishness.^ Butthe great trouble

. uch gains is that they a^e

Jo fatal losses. What people gain i„ ,iLrtv
they lose m love and goodness. And the testimon;
of h,story .s that unless this liberty is consecrated
o some m.s3.on (that of a priest, a soldier, annventor, an art,st, a nurse, a philanthropist)
Lberty becomes license, and license becomes lusor laxness.

JV-hat do we gain by getting married?
1. TTie satisfaction that we are obeying a fun-damental law and elemental instinct. Is it no" a

[23]
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solid comfort to be in line with Nature, to per-

form heaven-appointed obligations, to march with

the procession? If there is an indescribable joy

in saying " I am a man," " I am a woman," there

is a similar joy in saying "I am a married man,"
"I am a married woman." "I have obeyed a
primordial law—to help perpetuate the race and
people the earth."

2. The enjoyment of love. No soul has tried

the deepest experience of life that has not given

and received love. To be a human being and
have never loved is like being a bird and never

have flown. Who has not loved has not Uved.

The most wonderful and meaningful of all the

phases of life has been untried and unkno—n by
those who have not loved.

3. The comfort of friendship. Even in mar-
riage where the deep- a love has never been

developed, where there ^as been much living at

cross-purposes and even unhappiness and bitter-

ness, there is liable to be an incalculable amount
of sympathetic companionship.

4. The benefit of ballast. It is of enonnous
importance to everyone to have weights end

burdens imposed upon him in life. We get

"flighty" without them, like balloons; we reel

and pitch like ships; we throw our feet like trot-

[24]
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ting horses. What we need is gravity. Something
must hold us down. Ask any serious-minded man
or woman what has done the most to form his or
her character, and the answer will lie, "The
burden of the family." It is this that keeps them
steady on their keels.

5. Incentive—which is the deepest need of life.

As tlie years multiply the danger of every living

soul lies in the discovery of the vanity of exist-

ence. When we see how little the struggle amounts
to, that fatal cry arises from broken hearts to

trembling Ups, "What's the use?" Weariness,
lassitude, ennui, pessimism—these are the foes of
all men and women who are not driven to their

tasks by stem necessity or impelled by some
divine incentive. But is there any other such
incentive as a wife and a brood of little children?
How they keep men up to their work. With the
thought of these dear objects in their minds, how
fathers march up to cannon mouths; how mothtrs
dare the deadly foes a.id do the impossible deeds
of life.

Which scale-pan rises?

I say once more, as I have said so often in the
wedding service, "Marriage is the ever^blessed

ordinance of God."

[25]



IV

HOM^AIAKERS" VERSUS "HOUSE-
KEEPERS."

HE two words "housekeepers"
and "homcmakers " look alike;

but nothing is more deceptive
than resemblance. "House-
keeping" is a sort of counter-
feit of "homemaking."

Undoubtedly "housekeeping" is an art, and
a very fine art, too. In eve-7 community you
may see it brought to its highest perfection. There
are certain famous residences (I cannot call them
homes) where a snider would die of fright and a
fly would commit suicide from the very weight of
solitude.

You can see your face in the panels of the
doors and eat your meals on the hard-wood stair-
case. A lace curtain that should hang awry would
blush Turkey red, and a chair left out of place
would walk solemnly back to where it belonged on
Its own four shining legs. Everywhere there is a
beautiful harmony of color and arrangement To

[20]
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l"ok at it, this interior is perfect. It affords the
tye supreme delight.

No wonder the woman who plans and executes
this dream of beauty conies under the spell of her
own creation. It is the charnotcristic of art to
fascinate her votaries. "Art for art's sake" i,
the final maxim of her devotees. I„ this case it
is housekeeping for housekeeping's .sake No
matter for the man an.l children; no matter for
the guests; no matter for the domestic life I^t
them all be sacrificed on the altar of this JMoch
Jf

need be, for the fires of that grinning god must
be kept burning. The women who become the
victims of the housekeeping mania do not realize
It. Maniacs never do.

Now there can be no doubt that a well-kept
house in and of itself is a thing of beauty; but the
trouble 13 that it is not only not a joy forever but
never. For a beautiful house is not by inner
necessity a beautiful home, any more than a
beautiful shell is nece.ssarily the abo<Ie of a sea-
fish. Poor fellow-he may have been dead a cen-
tury.

The art of perfect housekeeping may possibly
be coincident with that of perfect homemaking.
Ihere is no essential contradiction between the
two, but there does seem to be a sort of moral

t27J
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antagonism. It is, at any rate, 'lard to bring both

to their highest perfection under the same roof.

To do either alone requires only an average

woman consecrated to her task. To accomplish

both together requires an extraonlinary genius.

And so we say give us the homemaker. Give us

the woman who knows how to render a home

the abode of comfort, to fill it ' ith that divine

atmosphere that invites repose; to imbue it \nth a

presence that awakens'dreams of peace and love.

We ma) not be able to describe an ideal home,

but we know one the moment we cross its thresh-

old. No icy blast of perfection blows through

the door. No shrill voice inquires whether we

have wiped our shoes, or brushed tl\e dust from

our coat, or bids us not to step on the polished

floor with the heels of our boots. We hear the

sweet voices of children singing in the nursery, or

the patter of their scurrying feet as they come

romping down the stairs to meet their father

returning home from work. A low-spoken

woman, with smiling face and cordial manner,

meets us in the hall and bids us welcome. We

catch sight of a broken toy on the landing of the

staircase, and perhaps of a boy's hat flung into a

comer—the little rascal. He gets a playful pinch

of the ear to pay for it, and a quiet command to
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go and pick it up .md hang it on the hook; and
when ho comes back from his accomplished errand
he is so far from any consciousness of Iiaving

committed a crime, that he actually puts his

arm around his mother's waist and gets a kiss.

We enter the living-room. Pictures of brave
men, beautiful women and smiling landscapes

adorn the walls. The furniture is old-fashioned,

and, if the truth must be told, is not without a
few suggestive nicks. But the chairs are so com-
fortable. And that "Davenport I" It looks as if

the children had actually rolled and tumbled on
that expensive upholstery. And the springs are
sunken at one end as if John and Mary had sat

there very close together, and very often, after the

children hatl gone to bed.

Dinner is announce^ .
. We pass into the dining-

room informally. The food is simple and whole-
some; the maid moves quietly about the table.

The conversation is all cheerful (the children

having a modest little part), and John tells his

best story in his big, bass voice, while Mary draws
him out with her bright eyes and shows by her
laughter that she admires him profoundly, and
by every ejtpression of her countenance that her
life is enshrined in his heart.

At 11 o'clock we part for the night, reluctant to
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lose a moment of their sweet home Ufe. On the

table of the guest-room are little books to give us

a word of wisdom and goo<l cheer before we go to

sleep. Repose and peace are everywhere. We sit

long by the open fire, reflecting on the beauty of

"jll and wondering at the divine art of the

woman. Certainly, the materials with which she

has wrought this miracle are not lavish. There is

not a sign of wealth. There are even evidences

to be seen by sharp -rlances of very strei uous
economies. But if sb 'id possessed only half

these materials, or even one-tenth, she would have
made a home that would have still tasted of

heaven. What she has put into this work of art

wa-i herself. Other artists have had as fine can"as

Hiid as fine paint as the great masters. A maste>
piece i.s not a question of material, but soul. Mary
has made this paradise as they made those pictures

—by consecration, devotion, genius—the sublim-

est genius of the world, the genius of the home-
maker.

I maintain against all-comers that it requires

a greater endowment of soul to make an ideal

home than to carve the Veni; de Milo, to paint

the Last Supper or to build St. Peter's.

[30]
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HEI'.E are disagreeable facts in

our modern life which none of

us like to face, and one of them
is that married women of the

well-to-<lo classes so often Ix;-

come the legalized mistresses

rather than the efficient helpmeets of their hus-
bands.

^* " » pathetic aspect of this peril that it often
Ku.^ jrigin in the inherent chivalry of American
manhood. There is in the souls of these men an
instinct deep as their being to make the lives of
their mothers, wives and daughters happy as the
day is long. They do not begrudge the to;i it

costs. They rather glory in it, casting themselves
into the tasks of life with all the enthusiasm of
devotees and martyrs. To see his wife relieved
from labor and from care, to provide a beautiful
home inwhich she can live and furnish her with ser-
vants who shall obey her lightest wish—this is the
cherished dream of the tj-pical American husband

[31]
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Now is it not a trngnly that such worthy ami

unaelfiah dreams ahoiikl l>rcoinc the means of a

woman's degradation insteml of lier elevation?

But how often it happens in this very mysterious

life of ours that wc ourselves and those whom we
love best Iwcome the victims rather than the l)ene-

ficiaries of virtues carried to excess.

See how this chivalious devotion operates. A
woman who would have stood the hardest di.«-

cipline of Ufe without a murmur is made a darling

and a playtliing. Every want and even every

whim is gratified, until luxury becomes a neces-

sity, and then a scourge.

It was not the perils of the mountain passes and

the dangers of fields of battle, but the lu.\ury of

Capua that corrupted the soldiers of Hannibal.

To women luxury is as fatal as to soldiers. The
idol of a too generous man's home becomes an

dler. Exertion grows irksome and finally intol-

srable. She shrinks from hardship and at last

from effort. The dread of the care of little chil-

dren and the limitation which they put on selfish

enjoyment prevent her from becoming a mother.

Time hangs heavily on her hands and she begins

to seek diversion in society and clubs. Contact

with larger circles of life develops a supe-ficial

culture. She grows more beautiful with the ptna-

[32]
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in;; years. Her husbanil taken a deeper delight

in her personal attraction and her physical charms.

To sec her sit in that po.tturc of grace licncaih the

electric light; to behold her move across the room
like a crimson cloud nthwart the evening sky; to

hold a hand as soft as velvet and tn kins a check

OS roun<l and luscious ns a peach—for a limiteil

period of his life this .seems like the greatest glory

of existence to her husband. It is his supreme

pride that he is able to keep this beautiful creature

in this blis-sful idleness. He exults in the fact that

she is his, to exhibit to his friends and to displav

at public functions. It is true that there is no

deep liond of sympathy between them such as

comes from l)oaring burdens and sharing sorrows

together, but her beauty is his compensation.

.'>ii(li women are the most daxzling attoctions

if '.u world. They lend a splendor to the passing

show and cast a glamour over the misery of exist-

ence. And yet the more closely one looks at the

characters, conditions and influence of women
who lead such lives the more one trembles. In

what respect do they differ (in essence) from mere

mistresses ? When you find the very central quali-

fication of wifehood is it not "helpmeetness?"

How can a woman be a true wife to a man who
does not in some way share with him the burden,

[33]
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the care and sorrow of human life I How can she

be a good and noble woman if she is not useful, in

the true sense of the word?

That person must be a superficial observer of

human life who does not know many wives of

whom little more can be said than this, "They
minister to the sensual needs of their husbands."

And the terrible thing about them is that they

exist in ever-increasing numbers. Tlicy are to be
found in hotels and apartment houses idling their

time away, as afraid of labor as of a pestilence.

By and by the passion for travel seizes them and
they go abroad in shoals. Europe is overrun with

them. They drift from London to Paris, from
Paris to Rome, from Rome to Brusseb, spending
anywhere from one thousand to one hundred
thousand dollars on their journey—glad at last to

escape from the performance of even the single

service they have rendered to these too generous

husbands.

I have no panacea for this evil. I only wish to

point it out. It is necessary to know the truth.

Such conditions have to be depicted. Beyond
the possibility of a doubt, the chivalry of American
manhood has helped corrupt its womanhood.

Shall men become less chivalrous, then? No,
but more wisely chivabxius. It is not true chivalry

[34]
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to treat a woman in such a way as to superinduce

these vices. It is as base to corrupt a wife as a
child with excessive gratifications. It was not
women who asked for these superfluous luxuries

in the first place. It was the extravagant devotion

which men offered them.

And what shall our women do? They m ^t

open their eyes to this great peril. Tliere are mul-
titudes who are not yet in danger. The great

masses of them are still pulling loyally in the har-

nesses with their husbands. Their hands are
marked with toil. They have not been emanci-
pated from labor (thank God), and they are wives
in the truest sense of the word—^helpmeets in the

struggles of life.

But among the readers of this essay there will

be not a few women who are wives in name alone.

To loll in bed all the morning, to play cards all

the afternoon, to go to the theatre at night—is

this to live? Is it to be a woman and a wife? It

is only to do exactly what some women do who are

not wives at all.

It is not the " marriage vow " that makes a wife,

but fellowship in the burden-bearing of human
life.

No man can permanently respect a woman who
is not useful. The time will come when his heart

[35]
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THE WELCOME OF THE BABY.

aHAT a profound tragedy it fa

that the advent of a httle child

(the most touching and the
most sublime phenomenon in

the world) may excite regret and
even anger in a home I Did

you ever stop to think that the ecstasy with which
a baby fa welcomed fa an acquired and not a
natural joy, and so fa the high-water mark of
human evolution?

One summer while lying in a hospital bed, I
heard from the lips of a young nurse a powerful
description of her horror at the discovery that
babies were not always welcome. She learned
this hideous lesson in a New York institution,
where the homeless women of the great metropolfa
came to give birth to their offspring. When she
saw with her own eyes that these perverted
wretches had to be watched for fear they would
desert the seed of their own bodies (or even kill
them), she said that the very world seemed to rock
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beneath her feet, and she disco .ered with amaze-

ment that the love of children (I say "love" in

the Christian sease) is the finest fruit of count-

less centuries of the education of the moral and

spiritual nature of human beings.

The race will never go back to barbarism and

paganism, but individuals are constantly doing so.

It is not only the miserable outcasts of the slums

and the tenderloins who hate their offspring, but

the occupants of hotels, flats and "houses that are

not homes" are manifesting ^r same repugnance

to childbearing.

I know a group of ten young couples who were

married, some eight or nine years ago, and there

are only three children among them, and these

are all in the same home.

This is not the place to discuss the details of

this revival of paganism. The whole subject of

antagonism to the bearing of children is replete

with warning; for married people in great num-

bers to be hostile to their advent is to threaten

the stability of human society and to precipitate

themselves individually into the abyss.

But it is the place to set forth in the glowing

colors of truth, the blessing of the child in the

home and to bid husbands and wives hail its

advent with such joy as that with which wanderers

[38]
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in a wilderness greet the rising sun, or shipwrecked
mariners the vessel hastening to their aid.

The traditional diflScuIties and embarrassments
of childbearing and rearing are more imaginary
than real. There is not a better authenticated,
nor more wonderful and more beautiful fact in life

than this—that men and women with large fam-
ilies of children do not have to work perceptibly
harder, nor to deny themselves many more of the
real comforts of life than those who have none.
"It is as easy for a hen to scratch for a dozen
chickens as one." It is not actual troubles that
people avoid by refusing to have children, nor
actual bene6t3 that they gain. Their sole and
single motive is a selfish and irrational love of

ease and luxury, and Nature is never more grimly
ironical than when she multiples the sorrows of
childless people without giving them new re-

sources to bear them. It is as absurd to try to

avoid troubles by refusing to have children as
to avoid labor by refusing to have arms.

It may be an open question how many children

families ought to have, but there is no question
that they ought to have some. When people de-
liberately refuse to bid these little bearers of all the

best joys of life a hearty welcome, you may .set

f knaves, but fools.
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The baby introduces us to joys that are not only

unknowable, but unimaginable, without its pres-

ence in our lives. There is i feeling of wonder at

its advent which is deeper and more joyous than

our wonder at stars and flowers. There is a kind

of tenderness in our souls that no other object

can awaken but a (;hiUl. There is an ineffable

happiness in seeing ourselves reproduced in a

little boy or girl. It b a happiness than can be

caricatured and made to appear absurd, but it

cannot be overlooked in taking stock of life's

values.

One time a little "upstart" introduced his

family of eight children to Susan B. Anthony in

these words: "My wife has presented m' with

eight sons. Do you not see that her mission is

grander than yours?"

"Sir," she replied, surveying him contemptu-

ously, " I have seen very few men worthy of being

reproduced eight times."

Nevertheless, to see ourselves reappearing in a

child must be ranked among the first joys of life.

If we have a right to Uve at all, we have a right to

live again.

There are resources of power and wisdom in our

souls that nothing has ever called out but a child.

And the exercise of these new powers and this
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higher wisdom produces a divine satisfaction. It
is the bee tliat malces possible the blooms of
flowers, and it is this little human bee who so fer-

tilizes our human souls as to bring them to their

noblest perfection.

But above all, there is a certain kind of love that
wakens only at the voice of the child. Love is of
various denominations and magnitudes. There
are the loves of friends, of parents, of sweethearts,
of flowers, of birds, of music, of country and of
Go<l. But no one who has ever felt the love of a
little child can put it second to any other emotion
in the soul. "The clew of our destiny, wander
where we will, lies at the cradle foot." " Children
are God's apostles sent forth day by day to preach
of love and hope and peace."

And what of the future? Can you not see that
those tiny hands which clutch at your fingers are
some time to minister to your old age; to close
your eyes when you die and to tenderly lay your
body in the grave? If you had ever died alone
and unattended and could begin life over again,
you would sacrifice almost everything for a son or
daughter tohold your hand in the .supreme moment
when your feet touch the waters of the dark river.

But (besides all this) have you no conviction,
no purpose, no hope, no philosophy of life, that
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you do not wish to have buried with you? Have

you no longing to impart a sacred thought to a

child and say, "I give you this torch and bid you

keep it burning, as the vestal virgins did their

lamps, when I am gone."

Oh! bid the baby welcome. I*t the day of its

advent be a day of joy. Let it come amidst the

songs of the angels, as the Christ-child did.

Devote yourselves to it. Gazt into its eyes. Press

it to your heart. Listen to its 'narticulate dis-

closures of the mystery and meanin.; of life. It is

a seer, an oracle. It has come from God, bringing

its "trailing clouds of glory."

"O child I new-bom deniien

Of life's grent city I On thy head

The glory of the moon is shed

Like a celestial benison I

Here at the portal dost thou stand

And with thy little hand

Thou opcnest the mysterious gate

Into the future's undiscovcied land."

I

I
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JOY OP PARENTHOOD.

HE more ardently a man loves

his fellow-men and the more
eagerly he desires their happi-
ness the more earnestly he
must plead with ihem to sur-

round themselves with chil-
dren. If you haven't any of your own, beg,
borrow—I had almost said steal—some.
There is an old couple in Ohio who have

adopted and reare<I twenty-two, the paper says,
and adds that "every one of them has become an
honorable and useful citizen."

The heads of those old people were "screwed
on right," and their hearts were in the proper
places. Do you imagine they were ever lonely,
or ever suffered from ennui, or ever questioned
that they had a mission, or ever wished that they
were dead? How the rafters of that old farm-
house must have rung with merry peals of laugh-
ter! What joy must those old hearts have had
when the letters began coming home from the
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twenty-two boy. .ml girb who had Rone out into

the woria to hustle tor themselves. And think

of the vUit. from them when they come back to

the oia homestead bringing their am fuU of

babies and their hearts full of grateful I-/'-.

Ask the gray-headed old people who have

brought up big families of children whether they

regret it. Inquire of fathers and mothers whether

any other joy is s., sweet as that of parenthood.

Wat-h thes- .iderly people at thoM moments

when "... . are off their guard and the )oy of

their Tarts over the children whom God has

given them breaks forth into sudden manifesta-

*'°You would never think from old Hardtack's

countenance that he had any sentiment m hxm

He looked as if he could bite a tcnpenny nail

in two with his teeth, or could foreclose a mort-

gage on a poor farmer as remorselessly as a steel

trap forecloses on a viroodchuck's front foot.

But you cannot tell how far a toad can jump

from the look of him, nor how young an old

fellow's heart is from the gray hairs m his mus-

tache.
. , , ,

Hardtack's only daughter, who had been away

to school, was coming home for Christmas and

for a week he has been sort of "off his trolley.
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The last night before h--- arrival he could not

sleep, because the (Irive-whi'ila of the big loco-

motive that was bringing her Westward sccmefl

to be going round ami round in his hcail, and his

"Maria" heard him murmuring in an early

morning doze, "She's coming home—she's com-
ing home."

Nevertheless, in the morning he went down to

business, but could not keep his mind upon it,

and the long columns of figures on his ledger

seemed to get themselves into inextricable tangles.

Sometimes, instead of writing his figures with a
dollar sign, he would insert the hours at which
the train would arrive at Albany, Buffalo and
Cleveland, and the columns read like this:

S225.00

10.45 A.M.

t560.00

7.20 P.M.

IHSCOO

12.15 A.M.

Once, when he was dictating a letter, he a.ston-

ishcd the typewriter by saying, "I send you by
the next freight 125 pounds of as fine a girl as
ever walked in shoe-leather."

When Maria came down to take him to the
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train, he was as nervous as he was upon his

wedding day, a quarter of a century before. He
asked the conductor for a transfer to Vassar Col-

lege instead of to the Union Depot, and when he

bought an evening paper gave the newsboy a

dollar bill and told him to keep the change.

The train was an hour and fifteen minutes late,

and he paced the depot like a caged lion. " She'll

be half-starved," he said to the gatekeeper, who

saw through the old fellow, and answered soberly:

"Guess not; they have probably fed her a ton and

a half of coal since leaving Cleveland."

At last the great locomotive came booming

into the station, and Hardtack, forgetting Maria

entirely, tore down the platform like a madman.

His heart was pounding so hard, and there was

such a queer sort of mist on his spectacles, that

he did not recognize his "darling" when he saw

her on the platform, and went to the end of the

train with a scared notion that she had not come.

In the meantime the young girl had flung

herself upon her mother like a little cyclone, and

then started off for old Hardtack. She came up

behind him, threw both arms around his neck,

and gave him such a volley of kisses about hLs

neck and ears that a young soldier said they

Bounded like a rapid-firing gun.
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what had happened; and those soft young armsand those warn young kisses and the lump in

thmk that he had been seized by a whirlwind
and blowTi over the walls into Paradise,

f/j" ?
''!^^"*«"«'«1 himself at last he justhirned and picked that 125 pounds of girl in

she ^TLT^ '?'' '"''' ^"^ °" W' heart as ifshe had been a !; ;le baby.

the'^""'
°W,dadl"said she. as unconscious offe young soId,er and the cu.iege boys and the

^Mlonh?^"^'^'^'^*^^— *-«>-

That night Hardtack wiped his glasses, over

and said: No one need give me any more Chrisi:
maspresenla. I've got all I want"
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GIVE YOUR "BEST" TO YOUR HOME.

|N every one of us there is a,

"best" and a "worst." We
have cream and skim milk,

silk and fustian in our make-

up. It is a test question,

"What do you do with the

'best' that is in you?" Some men give the best

that is in them to their business. If there is

justification for any error, it is tor this one.

Business is terribly exacting. Competition was

never so fierce. Men v/ere never so consecrated

to money getting. Other people are putting

their noble powers into rival enterprises, and if

we do not follow their example we shall get lost

in the shuffle.

Some men give their best to their boon com-

panions. It is at the mid-day lunch, or at the

evening banquet, or at the "union," or the

"league" that you see the full display of their

mental resources. All their powers are .saved up

to be consecrated upon these altars. It is there

[48]
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tlmt their wit, their grace, their energy are all
consumed.

As for the women, many devote their supreme
talents to society. It is for the afternoon tea theevcnmg reception, the card party that they nurse
their strength. Thither they bring their sweetest
smiles and their most captivating manners.
Ihere they wear their brightest jeweb and their
uamtiest gowns.

]«any lavish their greatest gifts upon the
Club. To that msatiable shrine they carry

offenngs of intellectual, moral and spiritual
graces of which their husbands and their chil-
dren never dreamed. Nothing is too goo,l for
the club: time, money, strength, cheerfulness,
courage, purpose, life itself are thrown into that
bottomless p,t with all the abandon of devotee-
ism. And how is your mother getting alone?"
ask^lher teacher of a little giri who had just told
of the amval of a Uby sister. "Oh! mother
wasn t there-she was at the club." the child
replied.

It is to none of these objects, however good
(and not even to the church, nor to the a>m-
munity, nor to philanthropy) that we ought to
g.ve our "best," but to our homes. It is In our
homes that we ought to wear our best clothes

[49]
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and our richest jewels. Put them on, now and
then, just for your husband and your children.

Don't you think it would do them good to see you
in all your loveliness? It is in our homes that we
ought also to put on our best manners; there

we ought to wear our most smiling faces; there

we ought to display our richest mental resources.

But what are the facts? People give to their

homes the frazzled ends of their time, their

strength and their talents. There ir. something
both piteous and monstrous about the niggard-

liness of our life at home. Men come back to

it wrung out like sponges and squeezed out like

oranges. They say they cannot help it. Well,
give them the benefit of all the doubt there is.

The exactions of the outside world are terrible.

But, after all, it is not so much "necessity" as
lack of correct ideas that accounts for most men
bringing home nothing but the dregs of their

best selves.

Women pour their strength into the toil of

mere housekeeping with the reckless waste of
prodigab and have nothing left but quivering

nerves and exasperated tempers for the evening
hour at the fireside. They exonerate themselves

by describing the tyranny of cooking and clean-

ing and mending. But who does not know that

[80]
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a higher conception of domestic life and nobler
Ideals of motherhood and wifehood would make
them save up the best of all their fund of enerev
for the contact with children and husband.
A fundamental and unpardonable error always

and everywhere is the failure to perceive the
relative values of things. It b the creation of a
true home atmosphere that is the first business
of all married people. Every power of body
mind and spirit is primarily indebted to this
great end, and its achievement is worthy of the
exercise of your highest talents.

It is because most people do not like to play
their best parts" to such "small audiences,"
that you see so little high art on the diminutive
domestic stage. "What!" we say, (away down
out of hearing m our souls), "you don't think I
can put forth my best efforts to be brave and
cheerful and witty and charming in this little,
pitiful, domestic circle, do you? I need a greater
arena for my talents. How can I work myself
up to my highest pitch before this petty, un-
appieciative audience? There's my old father
or mother-half-senile and wholly self.<»ntred
There 3 my wife (or my husband) tired and
stupid to a degreo. Besides these, there is no one
but the childrej, and they aren't old enough to

[61]
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appreciate my powers. No, indeed I I can't

put on my grand manner in this poor presence.

"

For shamel At your own fireside you are in the

most sacred spot on earth. This Uttle audience

ought to move you as deeply as the sixty thousand

people who used to gather in the Roman amphi-

theatre. Have you any story too good to tell

that group of beloved beings? Do you know
where there is any crowd before whom you ought

to try harder to show off all your best gifts and
graces? How poUte you were to those rich ladies

who came into the store to buy silk dresses to-day I

How charmingly you entertained those people

who came to make their party call! You put

yoiu- best foot forward then. Why not do it at

the evening meal for the benefit of your loved

ones? It seems such a pity to show everybody

else the best side of your nature and them the

worst. If you can be considerate and sweet

tempered and charming everywhere else, why
not at home?

Of course, it cannot be denied that homes are

dull places sometimes. We get old and accus-

tomed to each other. Trouble arrives to sadden

us. It's very hard to rise above the atmosphere

of grief and melancholy that comes with the

advancing shadows of life. But we owe all the

[82]
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Ught and sweetness there is in us to that sacred
group of beings who assemble around the fire-
sule. We built it. We gathered these people
there, rhe responsibility of their happiness is
upon our shoulders. And if we can only come
home with a smile on our faces end tell them our
funniest stories, sing them our best songs, show
them our sweetest manners, perhaps we can
transform their sadness and gloom into happi-
ness and good cheer.
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IX

MATRIMONIAL FRICTION TURNED TO
PROFIT.

HE contact of people either

in masses or couplets always

generates energy. That is why

in war, soldiers march in bat-

talions; in political campaigns

people assemble in mass-meet-

ings; in reli^ous revivals they are asked to sit

close together in the pews. "Touch elbowsl" is

the command issued to .straggling armies in dark

and fearsome nights. Each individual is like an

electric cell in a battery. By some mysterious

law their union is multiplication instead of addi-

tion. Ten men are always more than ten times

one man.

In the same way even two of the cells become

a battery and, alasl sometimes battering-rams.

These separate, individual lives, like two streams

that have run quietly in their own channeb, make

a roaring maelstrom when they unite. There is

a sudden development of an evil power in this

[54]
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friction, of which neither they nor their friends
had ever dreamed.

What is to be done with this new power?
Power IS always either baneful or beneficent.
destructive or creative. This incessant friction.
in which .sparlB are forever flying-what shall
Its mission be?

I will answer this question on the assumption
that this friction is inevitable-for if life proves
anything at all, it is that there arq temperaments
that antagonize and irritate each other by some
mysterious and perhaps unalterable necessity of
nature. '

The thing to do with matrimonial friction is
to transform it to character power. The trans-
formation of the Herce energies of heat and light,
of rushing winds and falling waters into beneficial
potencies is the great problem of modern science
It IS accomplishc.1 by a thousand wonderful
devices, but not by any easy ones. It took im-
measurable genius and illimitable consecration
to discover and perfect them. Well, it is no easy
thing to transform the friction of married life
into beauty and strength of character, but it can
be done.

No quality in the soul is nobler than that of
self-control, and it is this quaUty that the quiet

[55]
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endumiicx' nf matrimoniul (riction itt last turns

into. At first the siiiliirn 5urpriMS of unknown
traiUi of cliaroctcr, tlie HilTercncm of habit, of

opinion, of to-ste, excite anil irritate the youn);

marrieil couple. Hot words follow anil quarrels

develop. There are tears of bitterness and

regret. Days and perliaps wcck^ of constraint

and coldness ensue. Rut by and by it begins to

dawn on the mind of one or Ixitli that the other

is alw an individual, with all an individual's

right to his or her personal identity, judgment

and opinion. And a socrol moment it is when
that lefvion is fully and finally learned. Probably

nine out of ten men expect to alxsorb a woman's

personality into their own—and the reverse.

We want that other will to be submerged and

swalloweil up in ours. It is madness, but it is

human nature. And so, when at lost we see and

feel the clear right of that other soul to its indi-

viduality a first great step has been taken.

A second step is taken when we finally deter-

mine to endure in silence the incurable con-

tradictions and oppositions in the characters of

our husbands and wives. We have learned that

nothing but discord and strife follow the attempt

to bend their wills or alter their temperaments

to suit our own, and we decide to take them as
[M]
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they are. This involves «lf.repre«ion. his,
harcl way to l» taught it, l,„t the worst duration
which teaches self.rcprcs,i„n nt the right time
« letter than the In^st which trachcs us rv, ry-
thing el.« an<I not that. Our jxn.r sclM.vc can
be iwoncilcl to the sacrifice of ovcrvth.., - but
Itself. We are egoti.,ta, although ea.i, „ne"my,,
Mine IS not egotism, but con.i,,. ,.,.wcr."

And when a man at la.st learns t/i :„l,! his - ^<'n.
self .lown an.l keep it from aggris ;v.. a„;..,t, .,

of Its rights he has turned into the naihw,, , .

paradise.

Complete self-mastery in matrimonial ™n-
flicts IS a long ami .lifficult acquisition. Prob-
ably It is fully acquire,! in the fewest possiblu
oases. But in what mulUtudes of houses it is
developed to such a point that daily life becomes
not only endurable Imt blissful. Married people
learn that they can control themselves in the
presence of each other as well as in the presence
of strangers or companions. "If I can control
myself before the mrancst and most aggravating
boss m the world, why can't I control myself in
the presence of my wife," Brown asks his con-
science. "If I can govern my resentment over
the cook s peculiarities, why can't I over those of
my husband," Mrs. Brown inquires of her soul

[S7]
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And so the frictinn grows less and less. Fewer
sparks fly. The teeth of the cogwheels play

together more smoothly and quietly. The old

enerjry of conflict and contradiction has passed

into self-control, and fine and noble character

is the resultant. It may seem a harsh dispensa-

tion of Providence, but female termagants have

often made male heroe.<i, and male gadBies have

often developc<l female saints.

At any rate, however self-mastery is acquired

it is the fundamental virtue, and to-day as in

antiquity, "He that ruleth his spirit is greater

than be that taketh a city."

[«8]
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"MAKING ENDS MEET."

ISHOULD soy (offhand) that
" °''*-''*" of all the troubles

of matnmony are matters of
money. The problem of "mak-
>ng ends meet" "gets onto
human nerves." Tu =r.l>.»:™

day and mght. It ean never be disposed of for8-d and all but recurs to^Iay wilh the sameho^b^e eon,ple„ties as yesterday, and will comeoack to us to-morrow just as grimly

told meThT^^"' ' ""'^^*^ '""' '""" ™™P-vtow me that there arc at least ten thousandfam,hes m the city of Cincinnati tangW ut^y
debts to mstitution, like his own. Ais rLZ
he any more dramatic evidence of the fierce natuLof the struggle to "make ends meet?"
I have heard of a lunatic in an insane asylumwho wanders about the p^ounds trying to b ,,gthe two ends of a rubber band together fround2
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trunks of the trees. The poor fellow had gone

crazy trying "to make ends meet." And wasn't

it quite enoa|;h to drive him ma.1? Think of the

genius and like agony that you yourself liave put

into the e#oi*, and tlien multiply this by the

numbers of individuals in your community, and

you will form some conception of the strain that is

bearing on the nerves of the human race. And
when you multiply, do not exempt anyone; for

the rich are as hard put to it as the poor. Every

time a man's wages, his salary or his profits are

increased new expenses arise, just as new pests

develop with the increase of vegetables in a gar-

den. There isn't a more surprising experience in

the workl than the results of a "raise." The
instant it comes we begin to "spread out," and

so overtax our income just about as much as

before. On ten thousand dollars a year men have

more luxuries, but no easier time paying for them,

than when living on five thousaml dollars or even

one thousand dollars. Whatever the scale of

living we are all of us chasing our debts as a dog

chases his tail.

No wonder the everlasting grind wears out our

nerves. Just stop for a moment to measure the

heroism revealed in this tragic struggle. Con-

sider tlie self-denial, the honestv, the fidelity, the

[60]
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patience, the genius that go into the ta«k of aworkingman and hi, wife who have TLr afen"'y on a dollar and a half a day, SyTyntt^3UT.„,ed that there a™ so mLyllZ ^i
-.ou^o.esinthewoHd.athertlL.t^!;^^':^

;o»-rart:;::rirri-^
Je mortgage company says that this is^ tht

pany agreed. If the men would give their warn,

where women are treated as darUngs^S.«T^'
helpmeets, it is different.

^ *"
n. A man is extravagant when the wom«.

.» econonncal, and they are bankrupted.

IV Slh
"" "^!!^/ ""'' '^^y ^^- misers.IV. Both are spendthrifts, and they go to ruin

' ^"v- ^y a"J by he gets sensi-

^S?*^fMiigid
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live, and then morose. "AMiat do they care for

me? All they value the old man for is to earn

money for them to spend. I may wear myself out

and drop in my harness, and ^heir only feeling

will be one of indignation," he says to himself,

until love dies in his heart.

Or a womanwho longs for the noble life that only

thrift can procure, sees her husband frittering away

his money on cigars or dropping it into slot-

machines, while she and the children have scant

share of the very necessities of life, and she broods

over it until she becomes embittered.

Reproaches begin to be heard. Quarrelling fol-

lows. Then comes separation or the divorce court.

Now this is what I have to say: If people want

happy homes they must arrive at a mutual agree-

ment about the use of money. There are certain

inexorable laws which they break at their peril.

Along the path of obedience to these laws, and

along that path alone, they may travel to the goal

of domestic felicity.

1. We must live within our incomes.

2. We must save something for emergencies.

3. We must agree absolutely as to the objects

of expenditure.

4. Neither one of us may indulge in a purely

selfish luxury.

[62]
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never ou^t to question hefho^J^ ^r

tones of solemn indignation- "Don't 7 i

tell you what I've seen »!!. '^ J V "'''"^

home? What J T "''' "''>™ I ''""eomer What more do yon want?"A man ought to be a gentleman, to be married

was broken mto little bits because h.r 1, T j
told hfr *k„* 1,

oecause her husbandtold her that she was not "saving." Slie confounded the word "saving" w!.!. •'
,

felt insulted Sh. ^ economy," and'" She was economical, but not sav-
«g. ^"omy" makes money go a long wa^.
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but "saving" lands it in the bank. "Economy"
is good, but it is "saving" that turns rainy days

to sunshine. Women are likely to be econom-

ical and not saving, men to be saving and not

economical.

The expenditure of money is as sacred a matter

as the expenditure of strength or time.

Hear the conclusion of the whole matter: No
home will be happy where money b not expended

wisely.

''vte^ *'.
,
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XI

SACHIFICING HOME TO BUSINESS.

HERE is always danger of casti-

gating an innocent party when
one becomes a social critic.

The pupils of one of the head
masters of Eton have recorded

of him that he found a row of
boys standing in his study one morning, and
without a moment's hesitation began to thrash
them with his cane. They were too terrified to
remonstrate until he had gone half-way down the
line, when one of them plucked up courage enough
to falter out: "Please, sir, we're not up for pun-
ishment; we are the confirmation class."

Most of the men upon whom the blows I am
about to adminl'^ter will fall may prove to be
"domestic models," but I must strike out with the
hope of hitting a guilty one among the innocent,
now and then.

There is a vicious circle in the reasoning of the
modern business man. "I want to make a happy
home," he says, "and so must conduct a succes*-

[65]
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ful busineiiii; but to do this, I must give myself
to it body and soul."

By sacrificing himself to hif ^.tiiness, he remhn
himself incapable of maki'i^ a liomo. Aad he
does it in this way

: The b ' energies of his heart
and mind are absorbed to uch a degree in the
conduct of some great commercial enterprise tSat
he has nothing to contribute to domestic life when
he comes home at night, like a squeezed orange.
The en<Tgies of men are not like thuse of a river.

The water that turns th« wheel of a factory is

exactly as able to turn that of a grist-mill a quarter
of a mile farther down the stream. But the man
who has |x>ured out the last drop of his strength
on the wheel of his business simply goes home
empty to his family.

Among the most pitiful spectacles in this world,
I put that of the haggard, exhausted man of
affairs sitting helpless and useless in the circle

about the fireside. If he is not so nervous and
fretful as to forbid all merriment, he is so used up
that he cannot enjoy it. If he realizes his condi-
tion he decorates his face with a smile; but it is at
best no better than a petrification. His mind is

not on the .scene or the subject. His thoughts are
down at the shop or the store. He scarcely hears
the children when they speak.

[M]
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I-ater in the evening his wife may try to engage
his attention upon some problem of tlie rlomcstic
life. Billy has not l)iei\ beha^-ing well at school,
or Mary is begging to take music lessons, or
Bri.lget has "given notice," or most likely gone
off without aayl.'g "fiooj-bye."

She does her best, poor woman, but even while
she is talking she knows by the look of his eye that
his mind is wandering.

"You aren't listening to a word I say. Vou
don't care any more about your home than if it

were a boarding-house," she snaps.

"I guess if you had all my big burdens on your
mind you'd 6nd it as hard as I do to listen to tittle-

tattle," he replies.

"Who asks you to burden yourself in this way?
I'm sure I don't."

"Talk is cheap. You want an establishment,
and it takes money to keep it up. You ought
to know that a man can't cam money without the
concentration of all his strength on business."

"For my part, I would rather have less money
and more husband."

"Nonsense!"

"It's Uttle enough you know about a woman's
heart What I long for beyond all earthly things
is your love and your sympathy. I need you

[87]
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to help me ducipline the children. I wont you
to be interested in my household cares. I long to
hear your old gay Ungh. I hate that store. I hate
business, I'm sick and tired of money and posi-
tion. I want my lover back. I want to feel that he
hws me when I speak. Can't you understand T"
"Ehf What? Excuse me, but I wasn't listen-

ing. I just happened to think of an order for one
hundred dozen suits of underwear that I'll bet a
twenty-dolUr bill that stupid shipping clerk has
forgotten."

Ktiful, isn't it? mat are we going to do about
it? It's getting worse all the time. There is so
much truth in what the man says about the exac-
tions of business that we cannot help pitying him.
To succeed (or even not to fail) a man must keep
strained up Uke a fiddle-string. His competitors
are after him with a knife and tomahawk day and
night. If they would only be reasonable—he
could. But they won't. The whole pack are as
mad as March hares. There seems to be no
"middle way" to-day. A man must either "get
rich" or "go broke," and that in a mighty hurry.
He must either march at the heid of the proces^
sion or get out of the ranki entirely.

Nevertheless, the dilemma remains. This man
must give more time to his home or he won't have

[68]
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any. What he has now isn't a home. It's only a
house. If he has to sacrifice one thing or the other,
he had better sacrifice the business to the home
than the home to the business. And if he says,
"How can you have a home without a business,''
the answer is, "A simpler home with a less

exacting business."

More love, more peace, more of the bliss of the
fireside is what this age needs—not more fine
clothes, bob-tailed horses and long-tailed gowns.

Doesn't it sometimes seem as if we had lost our
minds? One time a kindly old clergyman stopped
by the side of a laboring man who was turning at
a windlass, bare-headed, beneath a blazing sun.
"Hey, man," said he, "working without your hat
is bad for your brains." "Faith, your riverencc,"
he replied, "if it's any brains I had, I wouldn't
be working at this windlass at all!"

Sometimes when I catch myself and other
dunces like me tearing along at breakneck speed,
eager, impetuous, absorbed, struggling for pleas-
ure or prizes that turn to ashes in our grasp and
sacrificing the joys of home to attain tnem, I
think we have as few brains as the Irishman. For
I know (as well as I know ray A, B, C's) that
undue absorption in business means the almost
inevitable destruction of home.

[69]
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SHOULD THE WIFE OBEY inJSBAND?

HAVE performed hundreds of

marriage ceremonies, but have
only asked one bride to promise

obedience to her husband. I

did this because she insisted

upon it, and I have never had
the heart to ask her whether she was glad.

Probably not one American woman in ten thou-
sand has any intention of obeying her husband
m the 'j;nse contemplated in the marriage service,

and so what is the use of asking her to promise
wliat she does not mean to perform? It always
seems n me dishonest.

The rt al problem of matrimony is not obedience
but deference. There is a certain subordination,

submission, recognition of superiority in both
friendship and marriage that is of the utmost
importance.

The case stands this way:
Either the man and woman have equally strong

wills and good judgment, which is a very great

[70]
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improbability: or the man lias the higher endow-
ment m these qualities, or, perchance, the woman.
New the moat important question for every

young couple is the early discovery of this supe-
nonty and its constant recognition. The little
home kingdom needs to be ruled by the noblest
mmd for the domestic state thrives best under
an anstocratic form of government. But here's
the "rub." In the vast majority of cases it is
the one who has the least sense who has the most
egotism, and the married life becomes one long
struggle on the part of the weaker member of the
finn to assert his or her personality. Our "per-
sonality!" .How we dread to have it swallowed
up or even subordinated. .\nd it would be a
temble thing to really lose it in another; to have
one's will and judgment so completely absorbedm ->'

a
husband or a wife as really to become

a nobody.

This tragedy often happens in the married life.
You have seen women who were nothing in the
world but little echoes of some big. blustering,
domineenng man. You have seen six-foot men
who were wagged like a tail by little, aggressive
capable and determined women.
Losing one's individuality in this way is like

bemg sucked down into quicksand. It would
[71]
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have been ignoble in Solomon's weakest wife to

have thus surremi •' her personality even to

the wisest of men.

And it is the instinctive fear of this ignoble

surrender that often lies at the bottom of lifelong

matrimonial unhappincss. A man or woman
makes the slow, painful discovery of his or her

inferiority and it is humiliating beyond words.

It is something to !« coverwl up, to lie denied,

to be resented. In the blind struggle against the

inevitable, self-assertion is the last resort, ^^'hat

this inferior mind lacks in greatness it must make
up for by obstinacy and aggressiveness. Day
after day and year after year it struggles for

supremacy by this fatal method, always devel-

oping its egotism at the expense of Us judgment;

always sacrificing its best interests to avert its

threatened loss.

This is a very subtle but very common and

very terrible evil in married life. Few such peo-

ple have the metaphysical acumen to understand

their own motives or the operation of their own
minds. It is a blind, instinctive and desperate

struggle for existence—the existence of the per-

sonality. The fear of being mentally absorbed

is like the fear of being bodily devoured. And
there is a genuine basis for the apprehension, for
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it is a characteristic of all superior minds, or

most of them, to swallow up inferior ones. Power
descends into tjTanny as rivers descend into the

sea. There is a deep ami terrihlu joy in domina-
ting minds that are Iwneath us. It Ls this delight

that turns men into brutes and women into

vipers.

But if it is a real danger (and a danger to lie

avoided) that the very personality of tlic weaker
partner should W swallowed up and extinguit:!.ed,

it is a still greater one that it .should l»come a

self-assertive and savage egotist. And the simjilc

truth of the matter is that home after home has

been wrecked because some vain or stupid man
or woman was not willing to acknowledge the

superiority of a nobler mind. Stop for a moment
and think of the homes you have seen ship-

%vrecked on this rock. Stop and inquire whether

it may not be the peril of your own.

But why should it be so terrible to acknowl-
edge that your husband is nobler and larger than

yourself? Be thankful if it is so. Try to climb up
on his broad shoulders and see the world through

his eyes. What an opportunity to be In such

close contact with an intelligence and a character

so much greater than your own. If you are motl&st

and simple and true to vourself, he will not crush
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you; he will elevate you. He will not bull" you-
he will enlighten you. Bend your proud' inlc'
neek to the yoke of hia judgment. Be less a.ist. -

tive and aggressive. Sit at his feet an.l lean..
If It becomes necessary-obey. Sometimes his
mnd has so much wider sweep than yours that it
will be far better for you to be like a child than a
wife.

And there are women whose judgments exceed
their husbands' in the same way. It is harder
for a nan to admit it, of course. But why should
a man prefer smashing his home to yielding to
the swift, clear intuitions of a wife whom God has
enriched with that noblest of all human endow-
ments-insight? It is tough, no doubt, to ac-
knowledge that this little fair-haired woman
whom you made such boasts of cherishing and
protecting and defending should reveal a cajjacity
that throws all your moderate talents into the
shade. But how great a blessing her gifts might
be to you. Be humble in their presence. Give
them your reverence. Do not be a sneak and a
puppy, and do not danglo after her like some
august divinity. But thank heaven that you
have those clear eyes to see through, and if you
have been wrecking your business prospects .nd
mismanaging your family affairs, sit quietly at

[71]
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the feet of this little sight-seeing woman and learn
the deeper truths which she beholds by some
divination that you know not of.

Terminate that fearful struggle of a brute will
with a high intelligence. Cease that futile and dis-
astrous self-assertion. I>o not cringe and truckle
like a slave, but offer a gen-.iine and noble defer-
ence to mental and moral superiority.
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JH£N two streams of water meet
they flow to the sen together.

Whether bpth are of the luae
volume or one is large enough
to swallow the other whole,

their direction is always iden-
tical. Hand in hand, heart to heart, they move
amicably l)etween the same banks t >ward the same
goal.

But it is not often so with two human lives.

At raru intervals it happens that their aims and
hopes are so nearly identical as to melt into a
single stream of tendencies and glide along like
a meadow brook among the grasses. More often
they suddenly discover that their motives, habits,
and purposes are dissimilar if not antagonistic.
One tries to tlow this way and the other that,
and so the waters rave and fret.

It is at this critical point of the married life

that the stem lesson of this brief essay needs to
be brought home. Two people who do not puU
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together will aoon begin to pjl apart, and it is

necessary for them to learn hw to make con-
cessions.

Take, for emmple, their "astes." How
seldom you find two people in whom they are
-milar. One likes to read, and the other to play
games. One is fond of the seashore and tie other
of the mountains. One likes to go to rarties
and the other to stay at hime. These differences
aeem the raen-st trifles before marriage, and are
the subjects of good-humored jests. Hut if a
wife insists on dragging her husband to recep-
tions and card parties *hen he is tired out with
busmess, there will soon be trouble in the camp.
Or if a woman hkes to read good books and her
husband will never listen to anything but the
suicides, murders and embezzlement, in the
yellow joumala-a breach will spring up that
will widen till their death. More homes than the
staUstiCians have ever counted have been broken
or r,mlercd permanentlj WTetched by differences
of taatc as trifling a., these.

What a selfish thing it is in a man not to con-
form to h.. wife's love for little things which do
not interest him. Of course, you don't like fancy
work, but IS that any reason why you should not
learn to? Uy down your oaper or your book

/31£i
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uid take up tliat pretty tuly or napkin tliat your

Mary U einlirnidcring. Show your iipprvciation

of her right to lie iiitcrrstol in whatever strikes

her fancy. Come out of yourself anil s<« tilings

from a woman's point of view. She is a woman,

and this basal fact must lie reckoned with. Or,

perhaps the shoe is on the other foot and it is the

man who has an incurable love for hunting and

Bshing. Both pastimes are distasteful to his wife,

and with the imperious will of a little tyrant she

tries to uproot his natural instincts. But who

gave her the right to dictate in such matters?

He is a man and has the privileges of his sex for

the rovgh life of the out-of-door worlil. flow

much bettur it would be for her to doi ^e. "hort

skirts and take to the woods with him.

But there are more serious differences than

those of "taste." There are differences of prin-

ciples. They do not i^veal themselves before

the marriage vows are taken. Each of the in-

fatuated lovers has softened or concealed those

traits and ideas that excited the antagonism of

the other. It was easy to put them out of sight

during ^urtship. But now that the honeymoon

is over and they have settled down to the daily

grind of life, nature begins to reassert itself. It

appears that the man has a deep-seated antipathy
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to r.l.g,o„. while .he w„m,n i, a devoted Chriv
tian. She bogs him to g„ t„ church. 1,„, he
"'"7 ""'' '""»'« "" l"'^ taking ri<h., into d.e~"ntry or ,,,.ting Ik^t garden,. First cme
the sharp ,„r„„«.si then .he ,1„.,, heart sorrows,
and nnull;, the o,»n .juarrels. Two wi-.s havext themselves in violent an'agonism. Two lives
are pullmg apart "It b t- e little rift within the
lute that b^ and by will ake the music mute
and ever widenmg slowlj .dence ali-

t"who? My answer is this^harp. since •, and
ean.est-the one with wh .m the prefc. -

isnot a matter of conscience. This presen jes-
tion IS not that fundamental one of the truth or
falsity of religion. It is simply the ,,uestion as
to whether a man has the right to de.spi.«, and
frample on the deepest .sensibility of th.. .soul of
that person whose claims upon his respect and
reverence are the holiest thing, in life. Suppase
that religion were the mere superstition that some
men think It i.,_what right has he who refuses
to let his wife interfere with his smoking or drink.
>ng or gambling to deny her the privilege of going
to church on Sunday and listening to the advocacy
rf Ideas which are dearer to her than life itself f
Wotiung was ever more unjust; nothing was ever
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more contemptible than such tyranny. When
I recall the brutal selfishness that I have seen men
show in such denials of the right of private judg-

ment and personal preference to their wives it

makes my blond boil! It is the most vulgar form

of tyranny to refuse a woman these privileges

and to draw her off against her will to places

from which her whole moral sense revolts. It

seems as if any man with a love of "fair play"

would perceive the injustice, and that anyone

possessing "common -sense" would see the

fatality of such abuse of power.

Be courteous. Be chivalrous. Be reverent

toward an awakened conscience. If you do not,

one of two things will happen. Either the con-

science will be destroyed or the heart will revolt.

In the one case you will have an immoral woman
for your wife and in the other will have lost her

love.

Does it follow that a woman must adopt the

ways of a man whose habits are loose because

it is required of a man that he make concessions

to her conscientious scruples? Alas I she docs

it at her peril. It is better to sacrifice home and

even life itself than to abate one jot or tittle of a

true matter of conscfence.

What problems open when we resolutely face
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the duties of the married life. ^Vhat dangers
threaten its happiness. How plainly some of its
great principles stand out to view. Among them,
there is none clearer than this one—that if you'
do not pull together you will pull apart.
Can you afford to sacrifice a happy home for

the sake of some selfish or stubborn whim? V/iU
you give up all the joy of the married life for the
gratification of some single desire? How much
better to repress your longings for that pleasure
whose gratification is being purchased at such a
cost and learn how to enjoy the pleasures of your
wife or husband.

Bring your ideas together. Cultivate the same
tastes. Seek the same objects in life. Make
concessions. Make sacrifices of everything (but
your noblest selves) to get into line and pull
together. It is in this way alone that people
achieve the glory of their "golden weddings."
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VEBYWHERE the divoree mill

keeps grinding. The solemn

spectacle of homes wrecked and

hearts broken by the thousand,

every year raises the most start-

ling questions about the rela-

tions of the sexes. But this b not a general dis-

cussion of abstract principles nor a criticism of

existing conditions. It b an appeal to individual

men and women who have made the terrible dis-

covery that the happiness of which they dreamed
through marriage has been blasted by the incom-

patibility of their temperaments. In all human
life there is no greater tragedy. The slow crystal-

lization of tliis suspicion into certainty is like losing

one's life blood drop by drop. In all such expe-

riences the burning question is: What shall we
do—endure the bitter disappointment and the

ceaseless sorrow with meek resignation, or dis-

rupt the hateful bond?

Undoubtedly the former alternative is the true
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one, but with what a wild protest it is repudiated
by these tortured human hearts. "We have
been defrauded of hfe's greatest enjoyment," they
exclaim. "We have a right to be happy and are
not. By what principle of justice can we be
required to pass our lives without happiness?"
This is an exceedingly bitter cry. It is wrung from
bleeding hearts. It raises a question that must be
answered in accordance with the eternal rightness
in the nature of things.

In the first place, such sufferers are bound to
remember that to some great degree (whose limits
may not be accurately defined) their individual
happiness must be subordinated to the good of
the State. This is a principle against which the
soul struggles in vain. The same mysterious
obligation that incites men to suffer wounds and
death for the good of their country on the batUe-
field ought to incite them to suffer marital unhap-
piness, if need be, for the benefit of society. It is

easy to resent and repudiate this duty, but it is

impossible to deny it. The frightful increase of
divorces is a national peril. The very existence of
righteousness in the State is threatened by it. Not
a citizen is exempt from the responsibiUty tliis

involves. The Tories of the Revolution and the
Copperheads of the RebelUon were not a whit
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more false to their country than are the people
who, for trivial and contemptible reaaons, threaten
the stability of our Government by breaking iU
most solemn contract and spreading the fatal
pestilence of easy divorces.

In the second place, the people who are contem-
plating divorce ought to realize what pusillanimity
and selfishness prompt the vast majority of these
unholy disruptions of the marriage bond. It was
only a few days ago that a man petitioned for a
divorce "because hU wife was getting old and he
wanted a younger one." And this is scarcely more
contemptible than the motives that secretly prompt
the majority of the people who break this sacred
tie. In some form or other it is almost always
self-love. People whine and say, "We are not
happy." Well, in the name of God, be happy!
You have as good a chance as the vast majority.
Nine out of ten of the couples that have at last
echieved peace have won it against exactly the
^me sort of odds which you are encountering.
"A right to be happy!" One get' *"ed of this
childish plaint. What most people want of life is

happiness without effort. Wliat most people seek
in marriage is the adoration and slavery of the
person whom they marry. Men marry women to
have them purr, caress and coddle them. Women
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marry men to have them dress, pet and flatter

them. Untrained to high moral obhgatiuns, insen-

sible to sublime ideals, incapable of self-control,

they enter into the "holy" estate of matrimony
absolutely and solely for their own pleasure. No
wonder they make shipwreck of it. This is not true

of all people who 6nd married life unendurable,
but it most unquestionably is true of the vast

masses, and it is not irreverent to say that even the
Divine Power is incapable of making such people
happy. The trouble with nine out of ten of all

the couples who find their marriage unendurable U
either that they are mad because the other party to

the contract is not willing to be a slave, or that

they themselves are not willing to pull their share
of the load. It is self-love that is making mar-
riage the despair of the age.

If you arc unhappy and desperate, take another
tack. Abandon your old scheme of happiness.
Do not any longer try to achieve it by attempting
to extort it from your husband or your wife. Try
to get it by self-sacrifice. Try to get it by giving
it. Divorce will not insure it, for you will take
that same selfish heart into another aUiance.

But even if you have exhausted every power in

trying to make your married life a blessing, do
not disrupt it except for that last, final and suffi-
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cient reason, infidelity to the sacred vow. You
know your present ills, but you do not know what
you are flying to. If you cannot dwell under the
same roof, then live apart. But remember that
marriage is o sacred thing. There is a mystery in
it. A certain holiness inheres in that strange rela-
tionship. It carries its own avenger in its bosom.
We may not lightly trifle with its august nature.
Think of the dangers of divorcs; think of its dis-
grace; think of ito possible regrets; contemplate
its almost certain self-reproaches.

It is best to be patient and resigned. Whatever
we may say, individual happiness is not the object
of existence in this life. To do one's duty is the
supreme obligation. It is right to desire happi-
ness and to labor for it. But it is sheer idiocy to
be mad and frantic because we do not find it.

There are no marriages or very few where it has
not been secured by never-ending self-abnegation
and effort. And even where hr.ppiness (the gush-
ing, exuberant happiness of the rare, ideal mar-
riages) occurs without effort, it is because those
hearts were unselfish to begin with.

Of course, it is a terrible thing to be defrauded of
the joy of an ideal married life. But it is a terrible

thing to be defrauded of other joys. Whose heart
is not at certain wild moments of desire and
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unreuon mad with the consciousness of the bliss

we miss in life? But this emotion is wicked and
sinful to the last degree. No matter what we
possess, there is always more that we want. No
husband and no wife has all the traits we covet.

No man's wife is so young and beautiful and bril-

liant but that, if bis heart is wring, he may not

in his neighbor's home see a youth or a beauty or

a brilliance that shall make hin feel that he has

been defrauded.

Quiet acceptance, patient endurance, submia-

Bve resignation—these are best
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'MAKING UP."

HAVI'; heard married folks affirm

will great solemnity, "We
nevur had a quarrel." But I

always wonder i' tliey do not

mean a "fight." Thot is easy

enough, of course; buta"quar-
rel." IIow in the world can two people wUh
any force of character and any strong convictions

about life get along for a quarter o.' a century

(or more) without some sort of clash that produces
altercation and estrangement ? They surely must
be angels or rabbits. There are so many things

in daily life thot put us out of temper.

Fatigue brings on quorrela. The whole world
looks so dork to a woman when she has washed
and ironed and bake<l, all in the same day. Every
bone in her body aches. There is a numbness in

the base of her brain. Her head throbs. The
slightest noise goes through her nerves like the

firing of a cannon. Poor old John! If he happens
to forget the oysters to-night he is liable to hear

£88]
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from it. For Mary Uri't herself. So, don't get

overtired.

Worry bringn on qiiarreln. If John has a note
coming due, or has just rcceiveil a bill which lie

hml forgotten all about, or ha.s had a strike in his

mill, he hardly knows the difference Iwtween a
ki.ss ond a cuff. .So, don't imrry.

A thousand other things bring on riuarrels, and
sometimes they just seem to come on of them-
selves. How hard it is for us to find another will

running across our own like a mill-race through a
garden. How hard it is to deal daily with opinions

and habits .liffering onlipodally from thmc we
have cherished longest. How hard it is to be
always yielding and giving up to someone else.

To what two people did life ever look the samef
Wlioevcr saw a couple whose opinions did not

often clash?

It would be sublime if people never did quarrel;

but they do, and, therefore, it is a matter of the

gravest importance that they should know how to
" make up" afterward. No quarrel is ever rightly

"made up" without these two things—downright

confession and whole-hearted forgiveness. They
are "patchetl up," but not "made up." Tlie

wound is hidden, but not healed, unless the

offender gets down on his marrow-bones, and the
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offended one bestows a gnurioiu pudon. It ii

paychologicmlly imponible for it to be otherwise.
You might M well try to heal a sword guh with-
)ut bringing the edges of the wound together; or

SI • ler lead pipe^ without rosin. God Iim nrdalnrd
and decreed it to be as it i», and ciuarreU that are
not settled by confession and pardon leave the
barb of the arrow in the wound, even if the shaft
is drawn. This fact is not understood or else It

is ignored, and the result is bitterness, agony and
sometimes divorce.

As I firmly believe that the art of " making up "

is eiicntial to ilomestie happiness, I want to try and
analv-ie its two elements. Confession and Pardon.

1. '^ontession.

The confession of n wrong is a spiritual neces-
sity to the one who perpetrates it. You may wish
it wa.s not so. People wish they could es> pe
'oothache without filling or extraction, but NatL-e
has willed it otherwise. No wrongdoer ever feels

a true self-respect without coi.fession. He realizes

that he ought to admit his error and that nothing
but obstinacy restrains him. It is ignominious
and cowardly not to do it, and he is ashamed of
himself. This mortification must be repressed in

order to secure his mental rest, and so he puts on
a bold front and bluffs it down—an act mhich
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stimulate, his egotism ml hjwlens his hmrt. He
bMomes proud, cold and bniUl. All hU finer
feelings die.

Confession is also a necessity for the victim of
the wrong. The soul suffers as the Ixxly does.
Pam IS the fundamenUl element in self-preserva-
tion. If it did not hurt to be insulte.1 and wronged
we should become the powive victims of injustice
and wrong. It does hurt, and thU hurt has but a
single healing lotion. We dream of relief through
revenge, but it is only a dream. Roenge embit-
ters and hardens. There is only one balm, and
that IS the acknowledgment of the wrong l.y the
one who has inflicted the wound. Nothing is tr re
mysterious and wonderful than the curative power
of confession. It soothes the pain and draws the
poison from the sore. It a water on fire and oil
on water.

Are you one of those hard, savage, brutal people
who never back down : never admit an error; never
acknowledge .1 fault? Nothing can be more base
and nothing more wicked. If you have been
unfair and unjust, go and make a clean breast of
It, for an "open confession is good for the soul."

2. Pardon.

^^

But forgiveness U as imperative a recessity as
confession." It U passing strange, but it is un-
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equivocally true, that a quarrel cannot be made up
without a pardon. The heart that has been hurt

can be rehcved and restored to its original state

of good-will only when that divine sentiment has

exuded, as gums exude from wounded trees. The
s^nse o't injustice is drained out by the act of

pardon. If you refuse to forgive, you will feel

unworthy and be unhappy. And as for the one
who has acknowledged the fault, nothing is more
certain than that he will be CKasperated by your
not forgiving him. It is humiliating enough to

confess, but it is maddening not to be forgiven.

And yet, in spite of this psychological law, some
people pride themselves in being vindictive. "We
forgive, but we never forget," they say—too stupid

to perceive the contradiction. To forgive t> to

forget. The soul that freely pardons gradually

loses the painful memory of the wound.
This spiritual "confession and pardon" is the

most beautiful phenomenon in nature. It is the

cure for all mental unhappincss. Hearts capable
of performing these two sublime acts will love

forever. The deepest and sweetest experiences

of their lives will be "making up" their quarrels.

Just as divided electric currents reunite wlien

passing through two poles of a battery, their love

will ming'<^ through confession and pardon.
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CURING YOUH "PAHTNER'S" PAULITS.

|ND so, you young "engaged"

I
people think you can "make
each other over" after you are
married? Ahl perhaps you
also think you can cure a cat
from scratching, a dog from

biting, and a horse from balking. You evidently
know but little about the vitality and obstinacy of
personal characteristics. When a young girl talks
glibly about reforming a drunkard, we old fellows
who know life must be pardoned if we heave a
sigh. When a young man confides in us that his
sweetheart is a flirt, but that he proposes to "take
it out of her" after the wedding day, we cannot
help shaking our heads. If you want to make
any great change in your loved one, you had better
try it before the wedding ceremony. It will cer-
tainly be easier then than later on. Remember,
please, that though you do your hair up in curl
papers every night, it always unkinks on the fol-
lowing day. The old proverb does not say-as
the wife inclines the husband bends.

[93]
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Ask people who have been married twenty-five

or thirty years whether they have ever succeeded

in effecting any great alterations in each other's

character. Ninety-nine out of a hundred will

answer emphatically, "No.'' What they have all

observed is the constant intensification of original

characteristics. Or, where great changes have

come, they are not along the lines they had marked

out. The fact of the matter is (however little

to our credit) human nature resents deliberate

efforts at alteration by others. Constant and

reiterated criticism and correction anger us and

produce an obstinate reaction. We can change

little ckildren but not "grown-ups." "It is hard

to teach an old dog new tricks." Let a woman
tell her husband three times a day " not to eat

with his knife," and at the end of a month he

will probably throw his fork out of the window.

Let a woman ask her husband every time he goes

out-of-doors if he has brushed his hair, and some

night he will come home with it shaved close

to his head. Too much and too oft-repeated

criticism raises an evil spirit in us.

One time a man bought a parrot that had been

advertised to say the word "uncle" at any time

and as often as called upon. He took the

bird home, invited some of his friends to din-
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ner and afterward tried to exhibit the parrot's
talents.

"Say 'uncle,'" he said.

The bird cocked his head on one side and
looked wise, but kept resolutely silent. Ten
times he repeated his exhortation, and then,
losing his temper, vrrung the bird's neck and
threw it out of the window, supposing it to be
dead.

The next morning he heard a peculiar noise
in the garden, and, going out, discovered the
parrot in a coop where he had a brood of valuable
chickens. The solemn-visaged bird was holding
one of them in his claws and shouting in an ex-
cited voice, "Say 'uncle,' say 'uncle.'"

As the poor little pullet refused to do so, the
parrot wrung its neck and threw it out of the coop,
and on the ground were the dead bodies of nine
of the brood.

If parrots and chickens won't say "uncle" just

because we tell them to, neither will husbands or
wives.

The bottom facts about the influence of married
people over each other are these: influence here
(as everywhere) is largely unconscious. V^'hat

we really try to do, we fail to accomplish. If we
alter each other at all, it is in unexpected ways and
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almost invariably by example and not liy criticism

or suggestion.

Did you ever happen to notice that tlie mar-

riage ceremony docs not say "Will you 'make'

each other better or worse, but "Will you 'take'

each other for better or for worse." There is

notliing better worth remembering than this

—

that we "take" each other for'what we are, and

not for what we can "make" each other to

become. Nothing but disappointment and un-

happiness can result from these nagging efforts

to alter the characteristics and dispositions of

our husbands and wives. It is easy not only to

drive them into open rebellion, but to goad our-

selves into unhappiness over their most trivial

defects.

Suppose a man's wife has a snub nose. He

has to put up with it, doesn't he? Could any-

thing be more foolish than for him tc say, " Until

this woman gets that snub out of her i.ose I will

not even enjoy her pretty hair and beautiful

teeth." You may reply that this is a physical

and irremediable defect, but that her bad gram-

mar or her carelessness about her attire is not.

Well, you may argue as you will, your dilemma

remains the same. You can eithe' overlook a

defect you cannot cure and enjoy virtues that
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are real and beautiful, or you can keep nagging
away at this one defect until you are both mad,
and the happiness has all gone out of your home.
Of course, there are vices of the soul which I

do not believe we arc called upon to endure in
one another. There are even minor deficiencies

of nature against which we ought perhaps to
riake a resolute stand. But tliese are only the
exceptions.

The rule is, take each other as you are. Over-
look the imperfections that you cannot cure.
Keep your thoughts away from them. Pass them
by. There are quiet, gentle ways of exerting a
pressure on the bad habit, if you only do not let

it irritate you and make your heart unhappy.
But it is a thousand times better to let it alone
and forget it. Just keep thmking about all those
other good and noble qualities.

Isn't it a dreadful thing to see a super-refined
and hypercritical woman allowing herself to be
exasperated by her husband's habit of picking
his teeth, to such a degree that his devotion,
purity, unselfishness, courage and honor are all

forced into an eclipse? Ihe habit is a bad one-
yes. But it isn't bad enjugh to justify your
roiling h-s temper and rousing the devil that lies

burie his hear* .\nd it isn't bad enc.ugh to
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warrant your getting that excitable spirit o( yours

all perturbed. Just try and remember how easy

it is to become critical and how like a maggot the

fault-finding disposition grows.

"He is the half-part of a blessed man, left to

be finished by such as she; and she a fair, divided

excellence, whose fulness of perfection lies in

him."

"Love in marriage should b* the accomplish-

ment of n beautiful dream, and not, as it too

often pro , es—the end.''

h I'
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QUESTIONABLE STORIES.

||HEN a war vessel blows up in a
harbor, especially in the vicin-

ity of Port Arthur, it is safe to

believe that a torpedo has done

the mischief. But when a

home breaks up in a com-
munity, the neighbors are left to guess which one

of the hundred secret vices was to blame.

There is one such vice that seldom comes to

light even in the most public trials for divorce.

In fact, the principals in the tragedy may not

themselves be able to trace the final disaster to

its true root. But every close student of human
life has, over and over again, seen the most sacred

ties broken by the curse of the "impure story."

One of the first misdemeanors committed by
the average man in his married life is that of tell-

ing his young bride some unseemly joke that he
has heard from the companions of his bachelor

days. There may be women who are used to this

form of wit and have a natural relish for it, but
r99]
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they are («w and far between, and it is only her

timidity and the natural fear of offending her

husband that prevent the average American girl

from showing the disgust she feels at hearing this

first exhibition of coarseness from the man she

has just promised to "love, cherish and obey."

It would be a ' .'oic and worthy act on the part

of every young bride to nip that habit in the bud

with a fine flash of anger and to forbid her hus-

band telling her any story after her marriage that

he would not tell her before. For if she listens

once she is lost. Nothing is more natural and

inevitable than for a man to judge a woman by

himself. If his own heart is impure he believes

the same elements are only dormant, if not really

active, in his wife's. If, therefore, she laughs

out of coimdeTaiian he thinks she does it out of

approbation, and tells her another and another

until she has lost the right to protest.

Has anyone ever measured the comipting

power of impure stories T They spoil afterniinner

speeches. The pollute the very atmosphere of

students' rooms and business men's ofBces. No
man who actually rolls a filthy joke like a sweet

morsel under his tongue can be a Christian gen-

tleman. This hideous vice is nothing better than

the turkey buzzard's love for carrion.
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But if the influence of this accursed style of
wit is so destructive of genuine manhood, what
must be its influence upon womanhood. For at
last women Ixjcome infcctc<l with the virus. No
one is absolutely immune. The constant hearing
of these .stories at first blunts sensibilities and
afterward creates a relish, for women can be
taught to love the morbid and the horrible in
spite of their sex. Gradually the finer fibres of
their moral natures are broken down, and they
begin to tell the stories to which they formerly
only listened. By and by the blush of modesty is

gone, and they tolerate and even enjoy the in-
nuendoes of a low class of men in mixei! society.
But it is only a single step from the toleration of
a vile suggestion in public to one in private. The
woman who permits a man to see a gleam of
enjoyment in her eye at some coarse speech in a
crowd has only herself to blame if he makes
another when she is alone. Everywhere and at
all times a low to.ie of conversation breeds a low
tone of morals, and most people dare do the
things they talk about.

The curse of the impure story ues in the hold-
ing up of sacred things to ridicule, for ridicule is

the deadUest foe of hohness. When the Romans
began to laugh at their sacred chickens, the

[101]
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imperial city fell. When children are permitted

to make fun of the church and the Biole, religion

is doomed. When the sexes begin to jest ulmut

the holy mysteries of manhood and womanhood,

the days of virtue arc numbered.

The home is built upon the corner-stone of

virtue. And can you wonder that loose ideas

about the latter destroy the former? Many a

man who cultivated his wife's taste for an impure

story has only himself to thank when, at last, he

discovers nothing but dead coals in the ashes of

a once happy fireside.

I firmly believe that every wife ought to take a

strong stand about this matter. She ought to

refuse to laugh. She ought to refuse to smile.

Let her even refuse to listen, for nothing was ever

gained by hearing such a story under any cir-

cumstances. Decent people are always shocked.

The person who tells it experiences regrr The

effect of it is always degrading. Are there not

enough pure things to laugh at? Every phase

of our life has its comic aspect, and we ought to

train ourselves to perceive humor and hail it

with laughter, but only when it is pure. There

is ahnost as much of heaven in a hearty laugh

as in an earnest prayer. "Morally considered,

laughter is next to the ten commandments."

[102]
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OBSERVING CONVENTIONALITIES.

HUSKY young Westerner came

to Chicago to make his fortune,

and did it. At last he fell in

love with a young woman in

one of the upper circles of the

social world and married her.

In their new home the husband felt himself

to be rightfully emancipated from some of the

conventionalities which he had been compelled

to observe during his courtship, and one sultry

spring morning sat down at the breakfast table

without his coat. Tlie young bride was shocked

and ventured a mild protest.

"But I'm hot," he said.

"Yes, I know, dear, but it's not good form."

" Hang form. Can't a fellow do as he wants to

in his own home?"

"Not at the expense of the proprieties of culti-

vated society."

"Propriety! I hate that word. Out West we

go in for comfort. Propriety is only a synonym

[104]
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for misery. If a fellow can't sit down in liis shirt-
sleeves in his own dining-room when he's hot, he's
no better than a slave."

This terminated the conversation, for his shrewd
little wife knew a trick worth two of u.seless argu-
ment with a headstrong man. But at breakfast
on the following morning she appeared at the
table without her dress-waist, and her husband
nearly had a fit.

" Good Lord !" he gasped, "you aren't going to
eat your breakfast in that rig?"

"Why not ? It's unbearably hot, and I go in for
comfort. It's l>ad enough to be the slave of 'con-
vention' in other people's houses. In my own, I
propose to do as I please."

"But the maid will be here in a minute."
"Yes, hand me the bell and I'll ring for her."
^"Somebody will see you through the window."
"My home is my castle."

"Heavens! You don't mean that you are
actually going to sit through this meal half-
dressed?"

"Certainly."

"I surrender," he cried, grabbing his coat from
the back of a chair and throwing it over her
shoulders as he heard the waitress at the door.
The shoe was on the other foot.
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No. Vic cannot do as we please, even in our

own home, at the expense of the conventionalities

of polite society. The domestic anarchist is a

public peril, as well as the political.

No man has a right to spit on the floor, put his

feet on the mantel, eat with his knife, chew a

toothpick in the parior, go through the door

before his wife, smoke in the presence of guests

to whom tobacco is oftensive> and a thousand

other things, just because "he is in his own

home."

A man's home is his castle, but not his cuspidor

nor his barn. I say no " man," not "gentleman,"

because I do not intentionally address only the

devotees of fashion. These essays are written to

the plain folk who compose the great mass of the

common people, to the men and to the women of

the "rank and file." I hate a " propriety"-ndden

society as much as anyone. There are purely

artificial forms and conventions in every social

system which are merciless tyrannies, and, like

boiled eggs, no good until broken. But, on the

other hand, there are customs founded on certain

facts and principles about life that demand uni-

versal recognition. There may be a wide diver-

sity of opinion as to what they are; they may vary

somewhat in different localities; but just as there

. [100]
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is a universal code of good morpis, there is a
universal code of good manners.

Now it is the civilizing and humanizing power
of these good manners for which I plead. There
isn't a miner's cabin, nor a workman's cottage,

nor a fisheman's hut, where they ought not to he
scrupulously observed. Life would not only be
finer, but it would be happier if they were. TTiere
isn't a human being on earth that would not feel

more respectable and comfortable (after he had
gotten used to it) with his face washed, his hair

combed an^! his teeth brushed. jNnd there isn't

anyone v -Id not be nobler and feel liappier

to obey t;. pie code of the customs of good
society which has at last taken permanent shape
in our American life. It is not my mission to

define that code, but only to appeal for obedience.
And I believe with all possible conviction that the
home life of common people, to whom "style"
in the ordinary sense of the word is utterly impos-
sible, would go ten times as smoothly and agree-

ably if "the proprieties" were scrupulously ob-
served. It is really pitiful for a careful student
of life to see how many humble homes lack this

single transfiguring element. The macliinery
itself is good, but it squeaks as it runs, ju.st for

lack of a little oil. The inmates do not realize this

[107] n
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They think the squeak is in the essayist, in the

self-constituted critic and censor, and that if he

would keep still everything would be all nght.

Once upon a time a ventriloquist stood quietly

in the engine-room of a great steamer and imitated

the squeak of a rusty bearing. The old engineer

found his oil-can and began to " grease up. He

applied his lubricant to every sensitive point, but

the creaking still kept on. His suspicions were

arouse<l, and creeping stealthily behind the ventnl-

onuist, he squirted about a half a pint of od down

his neck, with this quiet comment: "There, blame

you! I-et's sec it you'll stop squiiking now.

But the real point of this essay has not yet

appeared. I^* -~>e now press it into the consciences

of my reader ir- gently but as firmly as I can. It

is simply this-that a husband ought to respect his

wife's sense of propriety equally with his own, and

so ought the woman her husband's. Kach of us

has ha.1 training in a home where certain customs

prevaile<l. It was natural and inevit-.l)ie that they

should seem to us to constitute the essential ele-

ments of goo,l manners. But those customs di?er

and perhaps coT.flict. Now who is right? I, for

one, shall not attempt to say. But I know this-

that nothing but trouble will follow your efforts to

resbt each other's fixed ideas. We have our own
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personal sensibilities of the eternal fitness of things,

and we are bound to suffer when someone whom
we live with every day persistently tramples upon
them.

If that good wife of yours wants you never to

sit down at the table in your shirt-sleeves, don't

you do it, even if you are parboiled before you
have finished your meal. If your husband is dis-

turbed because you say "seen" for "saw" and
"had went" for "had gone," correct your gram-
mar at any cost.

Put yourselves in each other's places, and
remember how it grates to have your own sense of

propriety offended.

These are little things, but life i? made up of

"little things," and especially of little kindnesses

and courtesies—those petty sacrifices out of which
goo<l manners are made.

"Manners are an art. Some are perfect, some
commendable, some faulty, but there are none
which are of no inoment. How comes it that we
have no precepts by which to teach them, or at

least no rules whereby to judge them as we judge
sculpture and music ? A science of manners would
be more important to the virtue of men than one
would be likely to suppose," so thought Joubert,

one of the greatest of all critics of human life.

[109]
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THE SACRIFICES OF PARENTS
FOR CHILDREN.

HERE are many altars upon

which we mortals offer costly

sacrifices where the fires never

die down and the incense never

ceases to ascend.

But it is upon the altar of

childhood that the most precious of them all are

burned. For there is a divine instinct in the soul

that impels it to lay all its treasures at the feet of

the tiny god of the cradle. Nothing is too valuable

and nothing too sacred to be immolated in the

worship of this speechless divinity who rules our

world without a crown or sceptre. Men and

women who have lived almost utterly selfish lives

are amazed to discover how easy and even how

delightful it is to deny themselves the most cov-

eted pleasures and luxuries for the sake of those

exacting tyrants, toddling about the nursery or

growing into manhood and womanhood.

We speak bitterly and contemptuously of
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human selfishness, and there is much to provoke If

not to justify our cynicism. But when one stops to
think of the immeasurable and unstinted devotion
of parents to children it is quite enough to inspire
respect and even awe. How easy it would be to
do lessl In many cases it would undoubtedly be
much better to do less for these little parasites.
And yet the average father and mother continually
castigate themselves because they cannot do more.
They long and pray and struggle for greater power
and wealth and culture and position in order that
they may lay them upon this ever-smoking altar of
childhood.

How beautiful and wonderful it is. Last night
I happened to be seated at a concert by the father
of one of the performers. He could not wait for a
natural opportunity to inform me who he was, but
burst into my meditations with the excited infor-

mation that I should soon hear the wonderful
playing of a young woman of whom he had the
distinguished honor to be a parent. Presently she
appeared, radiant with the consciousness of power,
beautifully and almost gloriously dressed. I
turned instinctively to examine the clothing of the
father. It was threadbare and shii^y. His hands
were rough and homy. He spoke a broken Ger-
man. He was a rude, uncultivated man. But when

[111]
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that young girl stepped out upon the platform and

drew her bow neroas the violin, his eyes fillcil with

tears, his chin quivered, his l)osom heaved.

He did not need to tell rac the story of his life,

nor cf that of his "old frau," who probably could

not afford to come to the concert, because of one

last sacrifice for that pretty sash about the

daughter's waist. I could read it all in the prema-

ture wrinkles and gray hairs, in the cheap clothing,

in a thousand indescribable but painfully legible

signs. And it was a moving sight. I scarcely

heard the music, so profoundly was I stirred by the

thought of all those innumerable and hourly sac-

rifices that these parents had made for their chila.

But my admiration was qualified by questions

which I did not dare to ask. ^Yos she grateful?

Did she appreciate this devotion? Did she return

it?

I do not write to disparage such sacrifices.

They are sublime. It is a debt that we must pay

to Nature. None of us are too good to lay our very

selves upon that altar, to say nothing of our

money and our tastes. It is an infamy to com-

plain at the necessity of this self-immolation. It

is the highest dignity and the holiest joy of our

humanity. Co you feel that you are being con-

sumed in a fire of suffering and sacrifice for your
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offspring? Well, it was for this that you were
born. You know beyond a peradventurc, per-
haps, that you are overworked and underfed and
underdressed in order that this brood of noisy
children may have the advantages that you never
enjoyed. You know that you are deprived of what
seem your natural righto. You know that you arc
shortening your life and that you are certain to
die ten years before your time. Well, no matter.
You are only obeying a f\mdamental law of Nature.
You are doing nothing more than it is your duty
to do, and if you do it in the right spirit you will
enjoy a happiness deeper than the sea.

But at the same time you are running a terrible

risk of killing your children with kindness. An
irrational devotion to children is even more deadly
than neglect. To pamper them is to ruin them,
for it makes them helpless. People who are
always being done for, can never acquire the
power to do for others nor for themselves.

"Can any of you gentlemen tie a four-in-hand?"
asked a man of forty-five years in the toilet-

room of a sleeping-car.

"Can't you?" said I, knotting his cravat.

"Never did it in my life."

"Who does it for you?"
"I live in the South and the coons do."
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That ia history, but it is also tragedy. And

there is a tragic story of a boy who had a pet

squirrel. So overflowing was his love, that in

onler to e.xprcss that affection in action, he cracked

the shells of the nuts for his little pet. But in a

few short weeks the squirrel's unused teeth grew

out so I mg as to curl up like a shaving and make

even chewing impossible.

Such helpless crntures are not all in iquirreb'

cages. The str et ..' our great cities are full of

them—spoiled by the irrational affection of their

parents.

In the first place, such sacrifices make children

selfish. Not one person out of a hundred can be

toadied to and made a little god of, without

coming to feel that this sort of adoration is his

right. It is an instinct to love to be waited on and

petted. It stimulates our egotism. We become

accustomed to attention and to service and resent

its withdrawal. To grow exacting, inconsiderate,

and tyrannical when made the daily centre of the

family life is substantially inevitable. You have

sacrificed to this god umil he has become a mon-

ster.

In the second place, they make children un-

grateful. That U a very pretty theory of yours,

that the more you do for your children the more
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they will love and bless you, lint it ilocs not stand
the test of daily experience. Tlic moat loving,

dutiful and grateful children arc invariably the
ones who have been obligeil either liy the circum-
stances of their lives or the gocxl judgment of their

parents to do the most for their fathers and
mothers. Upon that assertion I will fearlessly

stake my claim to respect for carefully observing
the phenomena of family life. There is an Ineradi-

cable temlcnry in our human natures to despise
the people who truckle to us. We instinctively

love, honor and bless those who make us do our
work and bear our proper share of the burdens of
life.

Love your children; labor for them; sacrifice to

them. But make them tic their own neckties .ind

crack the shells of their nuts, or go without their

[US]
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LETTING CHILDREN "GET THEIR

0^\'N GAITS."

NE of the roost fruitful of all

sources of domestic uiilmppiness

is the stubborn detemiinatlon of

the parent to bend the child's

nature to fit its preconceived

.,^^_^^^ theories of its duty and destiny.

It requires an almost superhuman wisdom and

self-control to acknowledge their right and cap-

acity to do what they want to and be what they

wish to, after we have moulded them like clay

for a dozen or fifteen years. Nothing ever gives

us such a shock of surprise as the discovery that

our children know more than we do.

"No boy of nineteen is wise enough to decide

his 'life question' tor himself. I am his father,

and it is my duty to decide for him," said a man

to me not long ago.

I would as soon attempt to resist the course of

a star in its natural orbit.

My recognition of personality is viry humble.

[U6]
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There is always an individuality in each new life

that appears among us, before which I bow in

reverence. Each child has a natural "Unt," and
unless it is toward something {msitively evil, the

true mission of the parent seems to me to be to

discover and develop it.

There was a half-witte<l Scotch boy who felt

that he had a call to the "meenistry," and pre-

sented himself to the Presbytery.

"Do you think you can preach?" they asked.

"No—I could not prcoch."

"Could you conduct a funeral
T"

"No."

"Could you baptize a babyf"
"No."

"What could you do?"
"Well, if there was a meeting of the Presbytery,

I could object to all the motioru."

Now, I grant you, that the Iwnt of this Scotch
boy ought to have been restrained; but allowing

for such exceptions, I would hke to set forth my
view in the following parable:

The head jockey down on the Blue Lick horse

ranch got it into his head that the Iwautiful two-

year-old "Apple Jack" ought to make a trotter.

There were those who disagreed with him, as

for example, "old Uncle Eph," who had been
[117]
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with "Apple Jack" from the very hour of liis

birth, nursed him, fed him, groomed him and

petted him like one of his own Uttle piccaninnies.

He knew every point about him, good and bad

(although it was almost as much as any man's

life was worth to hint at any flaw in his presence).

"Nevah make a trottah outen dat young crittah

in de world," he would say with a snort, throwing

his head high in the air. "Taint his nachul gait.

I ain' sayin' what dat nachul gait is, case I ain'

been ast; but tain' no trottin' gait, sho's you's

bohn." But the jockey was a stubborn man.

When an idea was driven into his thick head, it

seemed to rust like an old nail, and nothing could

draw it out. And so, day after day, week in and

week out for months he hitched "Apple Jack"

to a sulky and drove him round and round the

track, trying to get him to trot. Sometimes he

coaxed him and sometimes he whipped him; but

neither method brought success. The spirited

and often frantic creature seemed to do his best

to please his driver; but in spite of himself he

could not manage his pretty feet. Trot, they

would not.
, TT » 1.

At last the head jockey got mad. He took

"Apple Jack" out of the sulky, led him down

to the pasture, opened the bars, hit the broken-
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hearted colt a sUp with the headstaU, and mut-
tered with an oath: "Get out of this, you good-
for-nothing puppy. Some fine day I wiU hitch
you to a hay-rake and see if you know enough to
do menial labor."

Tie poor thing hung his head, looked reproach-
fully after the retreating figure, and seemed to
say, "I am not ashamed to be hitched to a hay-
rake; but I haven't had a fair chance. T are is
something in me that hasn't come out yet, I
don't want to complam, but I just wish you
would let me try to find my own natural p,it,
and not be always yanking me around and hit-
tmg me with a whip."

Not long afterward, "old Uncle Eph" came
stealtMy down to the pasture, whistled softly,
put a bndle on the head of "Apple Jack," who
came mckering up to the bars, and led him back
to the bam. He put him into the traces once
more and drove him out upon the highway
Now. somiy," said he, "I'se gwine ter give you

de chance ob yo Ufe. De jockey done gone ter
town, and I wan' you ter make a record."
He laid the reins gently down on the sleek back

and the beautiful creature, with one wild, bJt
plunge, "struck his gait" It was an easy"pace "
He swung those dainty feet in a long sweep, just
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clearing the surface of the smooth road and went

spinning toward town at three-minute speed. It

was five miles to the village, and just as they

reached the outskirts they overtook the head

jockey and swept past him like a whirlwind.

"He's struck he's gait," yelled "old Uncle

Eph," through a cloud of dust, and the head

jockey aUnost fell out of the buggy in astonish-

ment.

Veil, there have been a great many young

fell >W3 whom I have known to be yanked around

and prevented from finding their gait. Some of

them have been as gentle and submissive as

"Apple Jack," and have gone through life trot-

ting or loping when they ought to liave "paced."

And some of them have taken the bit in their

teeth, kicked over the traces, and smashed things

generally.

I have one such young fellow in mind, whose

father has sat in the sulky behind him (sulkier

than the sulky itself, sometimes), and just pulled

him, and hauled him, and held his feet down

and curbed every natural propensity of his spirit.

He wants to "dock" him, "clip" hb hau-, and

make a "high-stepper" of him, and he will never

do it in the world. I just fairly ache to get hold

of him as
" old Uncle Eph" did of " Apple Jack,"

[120]
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for I am absolutely certain in my own mind that
he has a gait that would astonish the old man.
It wouUln't be anything fancy, but he would get
right down before the biggest load that you pile
upon a lumber wagon and go off with it as Sam-
son did with the gates of Gaza. I cannot say that
T believe in giving boys their "head," but I do
believe with all my heart in letting them "find
their gait." I never could see why stubborn old
jockeys should always know more than nature
herself. I have a sort of notion that Nature puts
one kind of gait into horses and boys as really as
farmers put another kind into fences.

Let them "get their gait," and then try to help
them make it perfect

tm] 1 1!
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A GOOD WORD FOR THE "BAD" BOY.

IHOSE bad boy? Almost every-

body's.

One day a little gamin peeped

into a street car door and cried

out: "Mister, your wife wants

to •, -v if you mailed that

letter?" Every man in . .e crowd is reported to

have reached instinctively for the pocket of his

coat.

The very mention of the "bad boy" gives

every parent in the world a start likj that. If he

is not universal, he is at least common enough to

be the one unsolvable problem of domestic life.

The mantle of this year's crop is falling steadily

on the next. Mothers are forever making the

bewildering discovery that their darling sons are

not angels, and no parent who b not hopelessly

vain will dare to say: "My boy is not like others."

For, while the fond and foolish boast is being

made, the listeners are laughing in their sleeves

or curling their lips, for the people across the
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street know more about your darling than youcan possibly know yourself.

But some of them are so much worse than
others that I shall sort out the very - baddest " iJ
of all and have a word to say in his behalf. " The
worst of boys is better than the best of men "
declares an old saw, and an honest observer b
at once convinced of its wisdom, for the man's

'

b^ness has a ways in it something of selt-knowl-
edge and self-approbation, while the bov's is
unconscious and uncomprehended.

If there is any one object on this earth to whommy heart goes out in utter sympathy it is a boy

ri^n ' tT'"^ incomprehensible desiri

»ul and wondenng why it is not right for him
to do what he wants to do. We must put our-»Iv«. back in the Uttle fellow's place and remem-
ber how ignorant and inexperien«d we also were.

ti^ofl r^P "1''°" '^' *S°""" ""J ">e injus-
tice of thmkmg that in ourselves every mortal sin

117 '
"'" """ " '"" '»^ -«y venial sin i^

If you have a bad boy, there are many thing,which you ought to try and recollect.
^

In the first place, that his badness is not dia-
bohcal, for it ^ „o, intentional. I do not mean

[123]
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that it U not so sometimes, but that you must not

infer that because you yourself eouU not do cer-

tain things ^thout ' ing intentionally bad your

boy cannot. It there was ever a nonscquUur m

the world, this is one. In most of the httle rascals

badness is only misdirected goodne^. mat

they actually do is a very different thmg from

what they start out to do. When I was keepmg

"bachelor's hall" in a little shack on the Colum-

bia river I tried to make a pie. H^!'"? '"'''^

the ingredients with the utmost care I put them

in the oven. Imagine my astonishment on open-

ing the door at discovering that my p.e was an

apple dumpling six inches thick. It .s my firm

(aUh that ninety-nine out of everv hundred o^

the worst things that boys do were meant to be

good pies and that their turning mto bad dumj^

C was a greater astonishment to them than

to Vou. How little they know about the ingre-

dients they are mixing. The poor litt o ehaps

are playing with violent explosives, and it isn t

strange if they get blown up now and then. It is

ZZ a boy to lie and steal and neglect his work.

It is very bad. But it is not so bad as it would be

in you. There is evil in it, and a whole lot of evil.

But it isn't all evil; and it you want to help a boy

vou must not misjudge liim.
" [124]
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In the second place, even if a boy is congenitolly
tfrong, and has a base heredity, remember the
ta^mendous power of environment. For one, I
believe with a grim and increasing faith that the
scientists have done the present generation of
children an irreparable injury by exaggerating
the fateful power of inherits traits. They spoke
to overwiUing ears. The discipline of childhood is
a hard and too often unwelcome task. People are
hungry for any justification of their neglect of
these solemn obligations, and it is so easy to
excuse our derelictions of duty on the ground of
heredity." There needs to be a trumpet soundedm this land to call people back to the old-time

sense of parental responsibility.

The fathers and mothers of some of us did not
excuse themselves from the solemn and even
awful sense of the fact that our destinies werem their hands by pleading this demoralizing
theory of "inherited tendencies." If we were
wrong, it was their business to make us right
They regarded us as clay in the hands of potters
and they turned the wheel and applied the paddle
and Ucked us into shape—mixed though the
metaphor be.

That bad boy of yours must be put right, and
God wUl hold you accountable for the task.

[125]
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You can delude yourself only too easily «:*h

these scientific half-truths about the traits of his

great-grandfather or grandunele cropping out in

him, but you cannot fool the Judge. Worse boys

than yours have been "brought to time" and

"put right," and if you do not bring that boy of

yours into line you will have to face the respon-

sibility.

In the third place, this great task requires the

consecration of the very highest talents you pos-

sess, and especially those it sympathy and m-

right. That little fellow .nust be studied as

KienUsts study the profoundest problems and

the most delicate organisms. He is a brand-new

combination. There was never another exactly

like him. He does not know himself, and so you

must learn to know him. You must brood over

him night and day, searching for the secret

springs of action and for the master key of his

being. Do not doubt for a single instant that

there w a master key. There U certainly some

central, pivotal principle or motive which you

can discover if you will, and by means of that

discovery enter th^ very sanctuary of lis spirit.

What a fascinating studyl The science of the

nature of birds and ants and bees and orchids
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H (goo^ TOort for tbe "gab" gop
of a growing boy. To master it require, infinite
pat.ence and devotion. It will not do to scold
and nag and cuff this little fellow, and tl.-n leth.m roam the street, while you go off to card
part.es or even to club.,. A lK,y i, „Iway, fi„t.
^° ."°

. i*''"^"
"•»' 'he most solemn other re-

sponsibihties ever have precedence over the ecluca-
t.on and d«cipline of a boy. I do not believe
that a man would have the right to acquire a seat
on the supreme bench, or even the chair of the
Wh.te House, at the expense of a boy. I know
that a mother who will sacrifice a boy to the
presidency of even the "federation of all thedub, on earth" is worthy to be reckoned among
the world's supreme disgraces.

[IW]
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Tire ENNUI OF CHILUHOOD.

F it is terrible to be tired o( life

in middle age. by what name

shall be deocribe the horror of

this surfeit in childhood? And

yet, who docs not know that

ennui has attacked our young

men and women, and that it has begun to infuse

its venom into the veins of our l»ys and girlsl

I have many little friends hardly out of pinafores

and knickerbockers who have drained the cup

of pleasure ahnost to the dregs. Tliere is not a

kind of toy which human ingenuity has devised

th-vt they have not played with for a few moments

and then tossed aside in dUgust. \\'hen you were

a boy or a giri you had a tup or a doll that gave

you delight through season after season. Dut your

children use up and throw away miniature steam

engines, automobiles, pianolas and cooking stoves

almo.Ht before the bill comes home from the store.

They have had Shetland ponies and dog carts

from the dawn of consciousness and think no more

[128]
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nf them and can ,0 more for them than you did
about an old cat or a mud-turtlc.

They have been to so many parties in clothes
that cost more than your wedding gown and to so
many theatres where every human passion has
been violently delineate.1, that there are no longer
any spectocles that can divert them.
At last, it has become impossible to give them

anything more than a momentary happiness.
Their sen.sations are incapable of being excited
except by more and more powerful stimulants
They are gluttons and drunkards of pleasure and
have become a burden to themselves and a tor-
ment to others.

Now, where does the responsibility for this con-
dition of affairs lie? But one answer is possible.
It IS with the parents. The child nature does not
change from age to age. The little people of this
present generation are as capable of being "pleased
with a rattle and tickled with a straw," as any
other. You have but to take away the costly
treasures that you have bestowed upon those
spoiled darlings; put blue jeans on them and
send them out into the countrj- to the farm-house
of some poor relation, to secure their almost
instantaneous return to a "state of nature." In
a month's time you may visit them in the absolute

[129]
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certainty of finding that boy who was sick unto

death of his bicycle, electric tram-car and tennis

court—^riding an unbroken colt, building a dam in

a meadow brook, and playing " hare and hounds "

with the zest of a new birth.

Yes, it is our own fault that our children are

surfeited with life. It is we ourselves who have

entailed upon them this curse of ennui. And all

on account of an immoral and inexcusable senti-

mentality. It is, in fact, nothing but a hideous

species of self-indulgence. We do not bestow

these superfluities on our children because they

really need them; nor even because they really

want them. We do it because we get a morbid

pleasure in seeing them abnormally happy.

The operations of two other influences intensify

this evil. The first is that of social rivalry. Our

neighbor's children have their luxuries and we

cannot endure the thought of lettuig them surpass

us.

The second is that of such great absorption in

business and society that we do not thoughtfully

consider our children's actual needs. Recall the

last Christmas day and answer a few direct ques-

tions. When you went down town to buy presents

for your brood of little bop and prls had you

carefully decided what they ought to have to do

[130]
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them good? Or dW you wait until the last
moment, grab a lot of money out of the drawer
and go rushing around from one store to another
spending it on any foolish gim-crack that attracted
your attention just because you were in a hurry
or had a backache?

Speaking for myself, I have done many things
on the day before Christmas that 1 shall have hard
work squaring myself for when I'm caUed upon
to sett!,' my final accounts.

No parent can righteously forget these three
fundamental facts n out children.

In the first place, playthings that save the
imagination and the inventive power of the child
trouble are almost certain to do it harm instead of
good.

In the second place, all precocious pleasures
encroach upon future happiness, for little people
who enjoy at the age of ten what belongs to the
age of twenty are spending their capital instead
of hvmg on their interest.

In the third place, over-gratified children
become selfish, egotistical, imperative and offen-
sive, for nobody loves a bald-headed and blas^
infant.

It is really a terrible thing to over-indulge a
child. The responsibility of surfeiting it with life

[131]
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and filling its soul with ennui is a solemn one,

indeed. How much better to deny them hurtful

pleasure and so keep them young and simple.

Hold some of their pleasures back for a future

day. Leave them siomething to thirst for and to

strive after.

A well-known English dean once had the mis-

fortune to lose his umbrella under suspicious

drcumstances. And so, at the close of his morning

sermon in the cathedral, he remarked in a signifi-

cant manner that if tlie person whd had it, would

throw it over the garden fence at night, nothing

further would be said.

On the following morning he not only found his

own umbrella, but some thirty-seven others.

I wish I knew some equally effective way to

persuade all the people who have filched the

natural enjoyment of life from their children to

make them all the restitution in their power.

It is horrible to think how many boys and prb

are being cursed by wealth. We suffer mental

tortures at stories of the deprivations of the chil-

dren of the poor, but I wonder whether the angeb

do not see more to excite their pity in contemplat-

ing the surfeit of the children of the rich.

Of all the calamities that ever fell on the souls

of men, disgust with life is the grand climacteric.
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"I have seen the world and have discovered
that ennui is our greatest enemy."
"Ennui shortens life and bereaves the day of

its light."
'

" Ennui, perhaps, has made more gamblers than
avarice, more drunkards than thirst, and more
suicides than despair."

Think of this honible affliction attacking a
Uttle child.

[133]
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DEMONSTRATIVENESS IN THE KCiME.

I
NDIVIDUAXSdifferenormously

in the capacity and the disposi-

tion for self-revelation. By a

natural tendency, some conceal

while others reveal their emo-

tions and their thoughts.

But art, as well as nature, conspires to develop

the habits of disclosing or hiding our true selves.

People deliberately force themselves (and educate

others) to use speech, gesture, and every other

medium of conununication to convex' true or false

impressions. The greatest of all diplomatists

boasted that he could conceal his thoughts by

means of seven different languages. One of the

very hardest problems in the conduct of life (and

of a household) is that of "demonstrativeness."

To how great a degree shall we "wear our hearts

upon our sleeves?"

I am for great opermcM. To me, utter trans-

parency b the most beautiful of all human quali-

ties. Nothing affects me so profoundly as to meet

[134]
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people whom I can see clear through. Do you
think transparency is shallowness? I do not.

Obscurity and opaqueness are not depth. Sheet
iron is opaque, but it is not deep.

It is the greatest mystery alwut a soul that it

may be both as deep as the sea, and yet as trans-

parent as crystal.

I am also for great demorutToHvenens. I abhor
a human clam. Give me a soul that pours out its

feelings like a singing bird and that flashes its

emotions from every facet of its nature like the
scintilUtions of a diamond. Such people are not
content to keep their feelings under lock and key
like money, nor even in a show-case like precious

jewels, but scatter their lights abroad like stars.

In a famous toast. Senator I.«mar described

St. Patrick as a man who had " a blow for the bad,
a smile for the glad, and a tear for the sad." What
a companion I AVTiat a friend I The soul of him
always bursting forth like light, like odor, and like

music. That is what I call "demonstrativeness."

There are some people whom you have known
for twenty years and do not know them yet.

The homes that I loVe best are those where the
inmates give free play to their affections. Hus-
bands and wives ought to be demonstrative toward
each other; parents ought to be demonstrative

[133]
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toward their children, and children toward their

parents; brothers toward sisters, and sisters

toward brothers. For, love is something that will

not be taken for granted. 'You ought to take it

for granted that I love yoj," snarls some cold-

blooded fish of a man when his weeping wife com-
plains that he never utters a word of alTection.

But suppose a rose should say to the florist :
" You

ought to take it for granteii that I an? sweet without

asking me to be all the time tiring myself out bv
pouring forth this costly fragrance." Suppose the

candle should say to the housewife: "You ought
to take for granted that I am bright without ask-

ing me to waste my tallow by burning all the

night 1" No, sir, Uiis is impossible. Love must
be manifested. It can be known only through

expression. It is cruel and it is irrational to ask
your family to believe that you love them when
you do not show it.

Home hfe ought to be full of kind deed), for

the} are the deepefit and most reliable manifesta-

tions of love. Let the courtesies of life never be

forgotten. Wait upon each otlier. Give up the

easy chairs. Op«,n the doors. Shut them softly.

Sew on the buttons. Carry the burdens. Split

the kindling wood. Bring in the water. Be
helpful.
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Home life ought to be full of genth and affee-
t>»nale words and.peec^s. If any member of the
family has .lone something well, tell him so. Is
the bread good? Acknowlclge it. Call each
other l,y your pet names. There may h,- .some
occasions when you ought to call your wife " Mrs "
and others when it is best to speak every syllable
of her first name, even if it's Marianna or Mehi-
tab c. But for everyday use, up stairs and down,
in-,loors and out, nothing goes quite so well as
Sweetheart." Butter your tongues. Ut your

words drop honey. Speak kind things to cvery-
bo<ly, from the tottering old grandfather down to
the scullery maid. They .say that "money makes
the mare go," but it is vastly more important <o
know that kind words make the home go.

" 'Tw a word thut's quickly spoken
Which—boing rcstraincd, a heart is brokenf

Home hfe ought to oe full of kisse, and carce.
And now mcthinks the ab is full of groans and
rcmonstr««es. The cold, hanl, practical, unro-
mantic natures roar their dissent. "Kisses!"
"Rubbish and non.,w«eI (V „hat value can
they be as evidencM of k>\Y? "

"Ki.sses are like grain, of gold and silver found
i^n the ground: of no value in themselves, but
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precious as showing that a mine is near," replies

George Villers. It was of love's young dream that

rare old Ben Jonson sang: "Or leave a kiss, but

in the cup and I'll not ask for wine." But I want

to tell some of the people whose homes are cold

as open Polar seas and whose hearts are sad as

autumn <lays, that if your broken-hearted hus-

bands or wives would find a kiss 'within the cup,

they would not ask for wine, nor diamonds either.

One warm kiss, one fond embrace would do more

to bring back the roses to those cheeks and the

light to those eyes than the gold of Croesus or the

jewels of Cleopatra.

Embraces and kisses at morning, noon and

night are a panacea for a thousand human ills.

You cannot overestimate their value. It is as

foolish to question the significance of a kiss as of a

spark of electricity. In these fond endearments,

love manifests itself. Anger manifests itself in

blows; amusement in smiles; sorrow in tears, and

love in kisses. When people can be mad without

striking, and tickled without laughing, and be-

reaved without weeping, they can love without

embracing and kissing and not till then.

Let love's light shine. Seek every medium for

its disclosure. Demonstrate its divine existence

by every device that is known to man. How
[138]
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many ,tarvcd hearte are dying becau» defraud«I
of th.3 heavenly mannal How like the dew, of
heaven a shower of ki.«es would fall upon the lip,
of a>me of the reader, of thi, brief e.„ay.

I had almost a, «on see children brought up
without the ten mmmandment, a, without em-
brace, and kiwea.
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BEING GOOD NEIGHBORS.

lO home a perfect that is not in

harmony with the neighbor-

hood life around it I do not

mean by harmony, that it is

to take the prevailing color,

direction and tone, whether

right or wrong; but that it must stand in a

truly sympathetic relation towards it. There

must be friendliness and helpfulness in the

hearts of the family toward the little world that

encompasses its dwelling. We cannot be churlish

and distant toward other people without their

resenting our inhumanity and repaj-ing it in kind.

If we infringe upon their rights, they will trample

upon ours. Beware of your children, your cow, or

your dog and especially of your chickens. I luive

known an old Shanghai rooster and a couple of

hens to produce a neighborhood war.

We must recognize the rights of our neighbors;

but we must also cherish their interests and seek

their welfare. Do you really wish your neighbors

[140]
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well? »^1" them feel ;„ur kindly .Ji^pcition.Do not be h»nh will. il,. ,!,:i,lr™ „hon ih<n
trample your lawn or -lirkl: U ,tl •,

, win
Oows. BuninwhenB.,yo.;,i.,,ick. Call on tl.o
ftaingers. Send them a l.u.eh .,: I.is.u.l.. cr ,
bouquet of flowem while they :,,c 3.i,li„g. Oo
every kmd office except lending. At loa^t, refuse
them as long „ you can. But, above all, do not
borrow. It waa being borrowed from (,« much
that drove a woman to the following paradoxical
reply to a request for the loan of a w.,h-tub
Lend you a tub? No, The hoop, have burst;

the Steves have fallen down; the bottom is lost-Md, besides, it is full of water."
A good deal more depends on esUblishing t)>ese

fnendly relationships than we dream, for the reac-
tion that seb, in from a neighborhood upon a home
IS M powerful as that of a galvanic battery.

VVhatever other mistakes you make, do not be
a poor neighbor." Get your heart right toward
everybody on every side of your home. Be sure
jmd imA th^^ell, and you'll be almost sure to
treat them well and be well treated by them

I was walking along one of the main streets of
Indianapolis.

Suddenly a cheery "Hello" rang out upon the
•"T, and an old gray horse was reined up by the

' *."
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curbstone. A cheerful face peered out of the

buggy, a few kind words were spoken, and we

parte<l.

I had not taken a dozen ateja when I heard a

loud "Say."

Upon turning around, I saw that the horse was

again at a standstill, and the genial face of the

"Iloosier" was peering from un^er the back cur-

tain of the buggy.

"What b it?" says I.

"I wish you well," says he.

I had met this gentleman for the first tin.
.

•. a

the previous day. He was not under the slightest

obligation to me, and there was not the least pros-

pect of our ever meeting again; but he stopped his

old gray horse, on a cold day in winter, to tell me

that my destiny was a matter of personal interest

to him.

"I wish you well," says he.

Long after he had dropped the curtain and van-

ished from my view, I stood looking after him.

Only a moment before I had been presaed down

by an unusual burden, for I was passing through

one of those dark spots that we all find upon the

journey of life.

But somehow, after the kind old Hoosier had

spoken, the burden rolled from my shoulders.
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T
^* r*"" ™ "«"." I kept saying to myself.

I had just been muttering all the hard things
that had ever been said about the selfishness of
mankmd.

One of those infernal distiches that stick to thememory like burrs and that poison the heart like
arsenic, had been ringing through my head as
monotonously as an old cow-bell.

"A. I WM walking by myself, myself said to me •

^oMhl"
''""• "^^ "^ "' "^""^ '"""^y <"«

Suddenly, like the song of the first robin in
spring, I heard the sweet refrain, "I wisl> you
well, I wish you well," and this from the lips of a
stranger.

"^

I am not ashamed to tell you diat tears of grati-
tude filled my eyes, and that I cannot recall the
words up here in my cosy study without a warm
feeling around my heart.

He gave me no money, he did not oiTer me any
substantial assistance in my pressing emergency,
but he "wished me well."

I do not know what mysterious power was in
that wish, but it seemed to cany me over a rough
spot and it was just at that time that the tide
turned m my life.
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Perhaps it a literally true, what Elizabeth Bar-

rett Bnwwning said, that "every wish is a prayer

—with God."

At any r»te, my experience gav<> the lie to that

sneer of the Roman poet Plautiis, " 'lie wi»he»

well ' is a worthless word unless a dee<l go with it."

What an atmosphere to fly in, are good wishes.

How easily the tired wings are sustained by them.

How cheerily the sailor-boy puts out to sea wnen

his sweetheart stands on the wharf to " v/ish him

well." How bravely the regiment goes into the

fight when mothers and sisters and wives stand on

the brow of the hill and "wish it well."

Life is a hard strug^e for most of us, and the

leaat we ran Ho is to "wish each other well."

Whoever you are, down there in the arena,

covcre<l with dust, and half dead with the struggle,

"I wish you well."

Perhaps I shall never have a chance to serve

you, but 'I wish you well."

However disagreeable our neighbors may be,

we at least can wish them well, which will be to

treat them well, for wiahes are the fathers of

thoughts and deeds.

[144]
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A BOUQUET OF POISON WEEDS IN THE
HOME GARDEN.

HERE are .1 great many things

that doctors and ministers learn

about home life through very

exceptionLl opportunities.

It has been dubiouslyaffirmed

that a disciple of Mrs. Eddy
once found a little boy crying by the roadside and
asked him what the matter was. With much blub-
bering and moaning he managed to tell her that
he had eaten some green apples and was suffering
pain.

"But, my little man, you are not really suffer-
ing. You only think so," said this metaphysical
"Good Samaritan."

"Excuse me for contradicting you; but I've got
inside information," the boy replied.

Upon some of the sources of domestic infelicity,

we too have "inside information." Of course, I
do not mean to say that no one but ourselves
knows anything at all about the vices which I
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have called "a bouquet of poison weeds from the

home garden;" but ouly ihat wc know them quite

as exhaustively as anyone else, and perhaps a

little more so.

The first of these weeds is " melancholy." There

is absolutely no other mental state of miud so

bitter-sv.-eet as melancholy. It is the very joy of

this misery that makes it dangerous—for we are

never so happy as when we are sad. To sit down

and deliberately chew the cud of discouragement

is to most people a delicious luxury. But it is also

a demoniac and deadly one, for it throws a pall of

gloom over the life of every other person in the

household, and finally reduces the one who feels

it to pessimism and despair. Do not flatter your-

self that you are doing no harm simply because you

do not break out into open laments. The very

expression of your countenance paralyzes hope

and joy.

The second of these weeds is "irritability."

Perhaps there are some cases in which this

wretched vice is purely physical. Sickness and

even weariness put the nervous .system out of gear.

It is said that thore are industries in which the

accidents are twice as numerous in the last hour

of the day as in the one immediately after dinner.

There are such hours in the home, when we are

[146]
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all unstrung and off our guard-when the slam-
ming of a door or scratching of a pin will make us
jump like the explosion of a cannon. But genuine
iiTitabiUty" (the real thing) is a moral disonler

and lies within the prorince of the will Did I
say "moral" disorder? I meant mmora/. There
« only one phrase in the English language that
adequately describes it, and that phrase is "pure
cussclness." Blaming it on one's ancstors or
one s environment will not <lo. The disorder is a
vice an,l one of the worst in the whole calendar
I believe in my heart that there are multitudes of
cases where irritability has produced as bad
results in domestic life as drunkenness.
The thinl of these weeds is "fault-finding "

There IS a subtle mystery about complaining.
The people who do it most, do not seem to know
that they do it at all. They call their complaints
narrations of facts. (I wonder if a mourning <love
imagines that its plaintive note is pitched in the
same key as the cheerful song of a robin.) When
a man comes home at night, tired and hungry
longing for gay laughter and pleasant conversa-
tion, it 13 worse than any nightmare to hear a
woman open the faucet and turn on her customary
stream of complaints. How horribly they dribble
mto his ear. " The cook has been impudent, and
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the baby has been croos, uid the neighbor's chil-

dren luive made a noise, and the butcher has given

her tough meat, and Oh, dear, and Oh, dear, and

Oh, dear. Nobody in the world has ever had

such troubles.

At first her husband tries to soothe her by

declaring that such little things amount to nothing,

and then she flares up and tells him that he has no

appreciations of the hardships of a woman's lot.

If he loses his temper and tells her that he cannot

endure her whining—she thinks he is a brute, and

goes off to bury her face in a bed pillow. But do

not imagine that this vice is of the female sex

alone. There are big men who whimper like sick

puppies. I often think of the comment made by

Mr. James on the philosophy of Schopenhauer

and Nietzche: "They remind one half the time

of the sick shriekings of two dying rats, lacking

the purgatorial note which reUgious sadness gives

forth."

It would be a thousand times more agreeable

to Uvc with Niagara Falls roaring in one's ears, or

to listen to the perpetual bellowing of thunder,

than to the ceaseless wails of an habitual com-

plainer.

Did you ever think that the noblest quality of

the human soul is utterly lacking in complaint

—
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the quality of dignity ? Complaining is a running
sore. No complaincr was ever admired and none
was ever loved, except under protest. A dist!..-

guished critic has recently asserted that "great"
music never complains. Neither do great men or
women.

If you do not know the difference between a
mere narration of the events of daily life (to which
all people love to listen) ami "complaint," then
let a friend advise you to stop all other bu-iincs.s

and master the distinction. Complainipf; is not
like snoring (the music of oblivion). Tlic snorer
can never learn how offensive is the quality of his
midnight symphony, for the moment he awakens
to listen, he ceases to sing. But the note of com-
plaint can be distinguished by attention. You can
be taught to hate it in yourself as badly as in
another.

The fourth of these weeds is "nagging," the
grand climacteric of all the vices of domestic Ufe.
Nagging is the sting of the bee complaint. Per-
haps you would be interested to know that the
word nag means to gnaw. (Gnaggan is the Anglo-
Saxon form.) I suppose it was suggested br the
sound of a dog's teeth on a bone—gna^n,
gnaggan, gnaggan. And what a horrible, per-
sistent, crunching noise it is. If you have a dear

fU9]
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friend whom 3
< tum into a boatileee enemy,

just begin to nag hint . Find wme liMit trivial tauk

an<I chew away a 't.

t suppose there Oight to be a note of »yi»ipatt>7

and even tenderness in this criticism of a vice that

is so often provoked in mothers by the tantaliza-

tions of childhood. "The faults of the chiKl are

p<,'r8istent; and » must the corrections be," the

p(X)r, tormentcil woman says in silf-defence. Per-

sistent? So, indeed, they are. That's what turns

\tomen into naggers, I know. And it is a terrible

provocation. But it won't do. The child will

cnly stand it until it is able to resent it—and then

follows the catastrophe.

Don't nag. Don't nag the children. Don't

nag the cook. Don't nag the grocer's boy. Don't

nag the night watchman ; but, above all, do not nag

your husband.

I wonder if this essay has seemed to reflect too

severely upon the ladies? If I have called them

hard names, I humbly beg their pardon, in this

story which, I cannot but hope, will seem a

compliment.

Joseph Choate was at a reception in London,

when a bumptious Englishman mbtook him for a

butler or valet.

" Call me a cab," he sud, in a pompous voice.

[ISO]
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XXVI

YOUR HOME WILL BE WHAT YOU
IMAKE IT.

J^^ATERS never rise above their

levels, nor homes above the

ideals of their' founders. In

every home there is a potential

paradise, just as in every block

of marble there is a potential

angel. No matter how humble it is, do not belittle

its possibilities. Regard it as being capable of

becoming a veritable heaven on earth. Do not

despise an acorn, for it may become an oak; nor

a cabin, for it may become the habitation of

saints, the residence of heroes, the shrine of hap-

piness, and the temple of peace.

A little skiff lay floating peacefully upon the

quiet waters of the St. Lawrence River. On
the oarsman's seat, Francois, a weather-beaten,

weather-wise, and weather-fearless Canadian,

watched and waited to see me get a bite. Luck
seemed against us, and Francois had determined

to pull up the anchor and try another place, when
[152]
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my rod gave a spasmodic jerk, and I took a few
turns on my reel. There was no response at
the other end, and I sank back reluctantly into
my seat, exclaiming petulantly: "It is only a
perch!"

"Play it for a bass," said Francois, laconically,
and let the anchor drop back into the water.
He had hardly done so before the line tightened

with a jerk, and I jumped to my feet shouting:
"It's a maskalonge!"

Then came another sag, and I sat down again,
muitering miserably: "Pshawl It was nothing
but a pumpkin seed."

"You ought to have played it for a bass," said
Francois, shaking his head disapprovingly.

A few moments elapsed, then came another
strike, and my reel began to sing.

"It acts like a pickerel, but it may be a bass.
Play it for one," whispered FrancoU, reaching for
his landing net.

"That's no bass! It's more like a sucker," I
replied, dragging my catch carelessly to the sur-
face.

"Play everything for a bass!" cried the guide,
imperatively.

The captive was watching for that very loosen-
ing of his line, and, big black bass that he was,
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gave one mad leap into the air. &ang the hook out
of his mouth, and vanished.

" Didn't I tell you to play everything for a bass ?"

screamed Francois, as I collapsed into my easy
chair, and almost cursed my negligence.

"Play everything for a bass I" That is not a
bad motto. ^\'hen the opportunity came to the
young Napoleon to turn his guns on the Paris
mob, he took no chances of its being a perch, a
pickerel, or a log, but played it for a bass. It was
the same with Gustavus Adolphus, Charlemagne,
and Caesar. It is the same with all successful
men. They have never lost or scorned an oppor-
tunity, men they looked down into the sea of
life, its contents were as invisi'Dle to them as to
anybody else. Their success has not turned so
much upon hindsight, or foresight, or insight as
upon their clear perception that out of the most
insignificant beginnings grow the mightiest events.
They treat the nibble of a minnow v/ith as much
respect as they do the gobble of a wiiaie.

I have a great deal to do with young men and
young women just beginning life, and they do not
differ in any other respect so much as in the impor-
tance they attach to little things. I have known
some who would post a letter or run upon the most
trifling errand with as much seriousness and devo-
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t on to duty as .f settling the fate of a nation. TheyP% every minnow for a bass, while their coZpamon, play every basa for a minnow.

weL onS °' "'" '""* ""^"^"'^ '''^'f - " "
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.
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or, as Franeois says, how they "play it." Ido no, ,^^ ,^^ ^^^j j^^ ^^ iffe orCJtruths of hfe. or the real laws of life can be alte^by our treatment of them, any more than y ^^J
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emhed beg,nmng, and by a sublime confide^I,and a noble art, made it opulent with beauty an^

Take the deeper question, "Is our life eternal'"I do no mean that, if ex-'stence after deatlTwere aphysical impossibility, our faith in that exirenee
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or our effort to attain it can change the fact.

Altliough T ought to say that even of this I m»- ot

be quite sure, for, believing as I do in the \.^^.-

less evolution of life, there may !« a point where,

just as the effort of some noblest creature broke

the bonds of brutehood and emancipatetl the im-

prisoned soul into its true humanity, so there may
be a point where the determined faith of some

heroic spirit in the possibility of survival after

death may inaugurate a new life in a new realm of

existence.

At any rate, standing here upon the shores

of eternity and in the shadows of this earthly life,

there is no man who may not make his present as

noble as if it were immortal, whether it is or not.

He has only to treat it as if he btiieved it were.

This was the spirit that animated the Divine

Master. He played his life for everything that was

in it. He treated it every day and every hour and

evory moment as if it were divine. He knew him-

self to be the Ijon of God. Nothing was trivial to

Him. No opportunity was insignificant. No
state of life was mean or poor. Not for an instant

could He be compelled to treat Himself or His fcl-

low-men in any other way than as if theywere all the

children of a common Heavenly Father, and were

all destined to an immortality of bliss or woe. No
[156]
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man can doubt that there were many places H thatWe where, .f He 1„„1 taken it lightly or lost Hi,
faith m It, subhmuy, it would have sunk to the
eyel of the lives around Him. It was Hi, sublime
faith, courage, constancy and conviction that were
rte essence of His humanity and the evidence of
«i» divmity.

Joseph Addison once said: "We make oro-
v.«on for this life as if it were never to have an
end. and for the other life as if it were never to
have a beg,nmng." This is the trouble with our
Uves Lifeisamiaaion. Every other definition
of hfe IS hhe and leads all who accept it astray
ReLgion, science, philosophy, though at variance
on many points, all agree in this, that every ex-
istence ,s an aim." Do you doubt that this faith
of Mazz.ni s made him the man he was? Was
. not because he played hfe for all there was in
It that he found it so noble and so good?

H.i^""/'' 1 f^^''
°^ "" "Whangel," said Victor

Hugo. .\nd I affirm that it was treating his lifefrom that point of view that Ufted him to such an
exalted plane.

wandered, but the path leads back tothe goal. Play your home for a heaven
a heaven it will be.

and
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ABILnY OF PARENTS TO SEE A JOKE.

HERE are many good "people"

who are not good "parents."

The quaUties which make a

man a first-dass general or

banker or statesman or mer-

chant do not necessarily make
a first-class father; nor do those which make a

woman a brilliant social leader or club president

or prize winner at whist parties, necessarily make
a model mother.

In order to name all the qualities that go to

make good parents, one would have to furnish a
complete catalogue of human virtues, but there

are a few that are essential.

And for the first I select "a profound sense of

personal responsibility." But some parents seem
to regard themselves as merely links in the chain

of life, to draw the next generation after them with
as much indifference as the links of a pump chain
feel in drawing one another over the wheel. If

the only influence in the evolution of a child's life
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were heredity, this might do. But environment is,
after all. the main, shaping power of character,
and the true parent feeU that every day of a cliild's
life 13 a judgment day for him. He appreciates
the perils of shipwreck. He measures the tragedy
of moral ruin. He holds himself accountable to
God for the character and destiny of this being he
has summoned into life.

For the second I select "a beautiful blending of
sternness with gentleness." It will not do for the
father to be all one and the mother all the other.
Each must be both. But how difficult it is to
keep the soul in this fine equilibrium, to be as
hard as steel and immovable as granite when a
child needs to be curbed or cliastened, and to be
aj fluid as water and as caressing as air in all
those moments when it needs sympathy and ten-
derness. If you are not the first, the child will
trample you under its feet, and if you are not the
second, it will consider you an iceberg.

In the third place (be prepared for a surprise)
I name "a keen sense of humor." So great is the
importance of this grace in dealing with child l.fe

and so little recognition has it had that I may seem
to exaggerate and throw it out of all proportion.
But I had almost said: People who cannot see
a joke have no business being parents. Child-
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hood is certain to be full of absurdities. In adjust-

ing th^-mselves to the existing conventionalities of

life (. o many of whicli are irrational) the little

people will make ludicrous blunders by an un-

avoidable necessity. Nine-tenths of the things

they do in contradiction to the existing customs

are nuite as rational as the customs themselves,

and are done because they cannot see any reason

in many things being as they are (and no more
can I).

A teac/icr became exasperated with a little

.'ellow who always said, " I have went home," and

miule him stay after school until he had written

tlie correct phrase, "I have gone home" five hun-

dred times. But at the end of the lori; columns

he added, "Dear teacher, I have got through

and went home."

A httle girl was writing a composition on "The
Rabbit," and found herself in the predicament

of the poet Schiller, who said of himself: " I h. "e

been for years trying to describe a hero without

ever having seen one." This bein^, the case with

the Uttle girl, she asked the teacher "u the rabbit

had a tail?" "A small one—none to speak of,"

she replied. ^Vhereupon the little girl affirmed in

writing: "The rabbit has a small tail, but you

must not speak of it."

[160]
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Now, what ia the parent to do who hasn't a keen
sense of the humor in tlie thousand and one situa-
tions into which the ignoranre of childhood crowds
it, and the quaint remarks in which it describes its

impressions of life?

A stranger was calling in a home that was full
of noisy boys. A half-uozen of them were rolling
and tumblini; on (he dining-room floor, shouting
and poundiny eaiii other until the guest became
alarmed, and asked the father why he did not
interfere. The good man had not even heard
them, but, looking over his shoulder at the riotous
mob, he said, with the utmost tranquillity, "Let
the lambs play."

It is the abiliti to distinguish the lai.Uike from
the wolf-like quaUties in the child, that makes the
wise parent. And this true perception U rootedm the sense of humor. The sublime and the
ridiculous, the grave and the guy lie so close
together as to be distinguishable only by a trained
sense ^f their true relation.' .

" Humor is the ir is-
ible tear in the visible smile." "Humor is of a
genial quality and closely allied to pity."
Ah! Thero you come upon t' .• deep and subtle

beauty of a sense of humor in the parent! It is
the feeling of pity that lies back of the emotion of
fun. All right-minded parents realize the pathetic

[161]
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element in the ignorance and inexperience of the

child, lliey laugh, but they also weep (secretly)

at the piteou.1 .situations in which the little stranger

finds itself among all the artificial conventions of

our stiff and formal social system. There is some-

thing terrilile obout pouring the fluid nature of a
little chilli into this rigiil rnohl ond expecting it to

take the unnatural shapes without blunders and
protests.

Many tragic sights that I have seen in homes
where such formalism exists and where childhood

is judgetl by parents who have no sense of humor,
make me fee! a profound relief when I hear a
hearty laugh from the lips of a father or mother.

For all little newborn souls need laughter, as

flowers need sunlight and rain.

Let us laugh with them and laugh at them. It

has been sententiously observed "that Rome died

laughing," for "the Romans were shouting and
applauding in the theatres when the Vandals were

bursting open the gates." If people had more chil-

dren and a finer appreciation of the unconscious

humor in their thoughts and words, they would
not need to go so often to circuses and theatres

for hollow and empty laughter. The laughter pro-

voked by childhood is as ihe music made by the

rain upon the roof or the wind among the tree tops.
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"Slupi<l people who Ho not know how to I igh
are always pompous and 8elf-conceit«l."

"One good, heaity laugh is a bombsliell explod-
ing in the right place, while spleen and discontent
•re a gun that kicks over the ir who shoots it

off."

"A home without laughter is a flower without
perfume, a bell without sound, a lamp without
Ught."

"A keen sense of humor is as necessary ir ;

parent as a keen sense of justice in a judge."

[1«3]



"LITTLE LIBERTIES"BETWEEN SEXES.

I
T seems unreaMonable in Nature

to make such a fuss over what

people call "little liberties," but

she is relentless in her opposi-

tion to familiarities between

the sexes. The doctor and the

rinistur resent the necessity of having to stop

kissing the little gjrls they have ushered into the

world or baptized into the Kingdom, just because

"they have put on long dresses." The young
men and maidens cannot see why it is not as

proper for them to kiss each other when they

come back from college as when they used to

play "pillow and keys" at a Saturday afternoon

party, in pinafores and knickerbockers. Old
sweethearts and friends attempt to maintain the

free intercourse they enjoyed before marriage,

even when they meet each other in their new-

made homes.

Nevertheless, it will not do! Nature b against

it tooth and nail, hoof and clawt She draws a
[164]
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sharp line and says: "Thus far shalt thou go and
no farther." We may protest and argue and
denounce as we will—her fiat has gone forth.

How many homes have been wrecked by this
rock of "little liberties "—the stolen kiss and the
furtive embrace—on the ground of old or intimate
friendship!

Whose heart has not resented this apparent
prudery in our great mother, Naturel There are
emotions of friendship that are inexpressible
through any other media but an embrace or a kiss.

There are also feelings of sympathy or pity that
are capable of absolutely no other manifestations.
WTiy then should we be forbidden to reveal them
in this way?

No matter! Nature will have none of iti She
has issued her manifesto. Kissing games must be
confined to the tiniest children, if permissible at
all. The dance must be eliminated, or safe-
guarded with the strictest regulations. All famil-
iarities among people of opposite sexes must be
resolutely abandoned and denounced.
Such is the verdict of human experience, of

history made piteous with futile efforts to evade
this fundamental law. Do not blame the religious

and serious-minded people for insisting on this

principle. They did not make the law. They
[165]
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only announce and defend it. Nature alone is

responsible, and she cannot be altered. Sex is

what it is. Nothing is more elemental and

ineradicable than its passions.

All men understand this peril, and when any

one of them attempts to deny his comprehension

of it he is insincere; although some of them may

be honest in their overestimatien of their power to

control their impulses. Many women are fatu-

ously ignorant or indifferent about it, and permit

men to override an instinctive and natural antip-

athy to those too free relationships of a dissolute

or careless society.

I plead for a loftier ideal of this relationship

between the sexes. Every husband and wife is

able to realize when a too great freedom is grow-

ing up between them and their intimates. Let it

be instantly repressed. No one can tell where it

will end.

But, while the other essays of this series have

been mainly directed to husbands and wives, this

one (which I would gladly write in fire instead of

ink) is penned particularly with reference to the

sons and daughters of these husbands and wives.

If you parents have not done your duty in warn-

ing them about this matter, let a stranger do it for

you.

[US]
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between Sexes
I think that most young men are sufficiently

mtelhgent about this vice of "familiarities "
If

they take these "Hl«rties" with young women,
^ey do It with a full sense of their significance and
danger. They may not intend any harm ; but with
a reckless confidence in their own will power, they
run a risk that is inexcusable.

It is, therefore, to the young women that I makemy appeal. You have an instinct that warns you
against these "little liberties," and I beg you to
obey It. Of course, there are y jung men who will
call you a pnide because you will not permit them
to kiss you. But there is only one thing to do, and
that IS to bow before this instinct of your soul.
You crave the society of men, and you observe

that the girls who are free with their kisses have
men swarming around them like bees, while others
who carry themselves with a womanly dignity are
neglected and even ignored. This is hard, of
course; but so are many other things. It is hard
to wear calico when others wear silk. It is hard
to work while others play. It i, hard to close -.p
your typewriter and go home to wash dishes and
darn stockings, while others are hurrying gayly
off to theatres or balls. All denial of self is hard
But It IS right and God requires it.

Let me say two things to comfort and strentrthen
[167]
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you. In the first place, you are avoiding a great

risk. Nothing is more certain than this—that

every woman's downfall began with a "little

liberty." Whatever the other steps may have been,

the kiss was always the first one. The tragedy

would never have happened but for that appar-

ently innocent familiarity. That this risk is real

and appalling, that it is greater than those of the

first sip of the wine cup or throw of the dice, goes

without saying. If the ruin of a life, if the utter

perversion of a nature, if the final destruction of a
character is horrible, you will at least act very

wisely in not takiuj that reckless chance out of

which it is so frightfully liable to issue.

In the second place, if you lose the interest and
admiration of the flippant young fellows who are

"going the pace that kills," you will gain the

respect, and perhaps ultimately the love of some
man whose ideals of womanhood entitle him to

your confidence. Down deep in his h; art every

man bows low before a woman who holds her

body sacred and who keeps her kisses and em-
braces for the man who offers her his hand and
heart in marriage. Such men are not all dead yet.

Wait until the right one comes. Better spinster-

hood and a long hfe of toil than wedlock with a
rake.
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TAMING A SHREW.

IHERE i3 only one poanble dis-

covery, more terrible than a
man's finding that the girl he
married for her quiet gentleness

is in reality u termagant 1 Yes,

"it is really better to dwell in

a desert land than with a contentious and fretful

woman."

What is a man to do who finds out that his wife
is a TOten? The ducking stool is out of fashion,

and the jail yawns for a wife-beater. Is the case a
hopeless one, and must he settle down to let that
tongue wag on forever? It is a serious question,

and because there are so many men whose lives

are a torture on account of their fretful, complain-
ing, scolding wives, it is out of place to joke.

There is a congenital tendency in some women
to fret, (jod help them I They are as much to be
pitied as blamed. In dealing with them the first

experiment should be made with aHence. It is not
too much to say that the very existence of any
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home ia imperiled by the presence of a shrew, for

the disposition to fume and scold is certain to

increase with the passing years and the growing
burdens of life. And no matter how patient a
man may be, continual dropping wears away a
stone. The quietest and most placid temper is

liable to ejtplode under the incessant strain of a
vixen's fault-finding, and as "back talk" is sure
to provoke a quarrel, the husband of a shrew must
learn to hold his peace.

It is not enough, however, silnply to be still,

for a woman who is the victim of this loathsome
infirmity will talk as long as anyone will listen.

But there is a psychological law in which there lies

some hope. She iiriU not talk to henelf. It is

among the bare possibilities of life that if she sees

her husban ; clap on his hat every tune she opens
her batteries she may learn to keep still for fear

of being left alone.

This, however, is but a slender hope. The dis-

ease is too deeply seated for superficial treatment,
and requires heroic measures. Nothing but the
exercise of masculine authority backed by the
highest kind of moral power, will work a lasting

cure, and it is because husbands hesitate to resort

to this extreme measure that so many homes are
wrecked by shrews.
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Most men arc utterly dispirited by a shrew's
ceaseless outcry against life. A few CTperiments
convince them of the incalcukble force of this
unhappy disposition, and they give it up as a bad
job and fly to the saloon for consolation. Still

oUier men are too courteous to oppose and struggle
with a woman. There is in every true gentleman
an instinctive deference for her sex and tolerance
for her little weaknesses. Nothing is more dis-
tasteful to him than the assertion of his superior
stren^h and will. Tlie moment people lose self-

control they resort to violence. There is but a
step between resistance and wife-beating. The
instinctive fear that a blow will be the consequence
of a brawl has kept many a man quiet and patient
until he found rest in the grave. For all men who
do not possess the highest type of moral power
and the most perfect self-control, there is no safe
way but silence and non-resistance.

There are, however, men who possess qualifi-
cations for delivering women from the influences
of this devil of frctfulness and fault-finding, and
it is iheir duty to exercise their powers, not only
for their own sakes, but for their wives. For the
finer natures of such women are as sure to go to
pieces under the evil influence of this pernicious
habit as are those of their husbands.
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What must a man do, thenf Resist it! Stond
6nn and flat-footed against iti Tell his wife he
will not have it I Warn her that she will ruin her
own soul and his, and perhaps break up the home.
This is not a matter to be minced. It is not a vice

to be excused or condoned, being every bit as
vicious as drunkenness. A common "scold" is

not a whit more respectable than »n ini-briate.

Termagants do not reel and fall down in a stupor.

They do not smash furniture and pav/n their

jewelry for whiskey. But they do fill the cups of
their husbands and their children with bitterness.

They quench all domestic joy. They throw a
continual shadow over the housr'aold. And the
shrew ought to know it. There is no real obliga-

tion on a gentleman to permit Ms life and bis home
to be ruined from a sense of chivalry. His wife is

a woman, but she is also a moral agent and
accountable for her conduct.

What such women need is to be brought face to

face with the moral depravity of shrewishness.

Poor things! They are often sick and nervous.

Those natures arc as delicately tuned as Apollo's

lyre. The Utile discords of daily life produce
agony. T'-'!e3 are exaggerated into enormities.

It's hard, and we lay our pity at their feet. But
still, they, too, are endowed with personal respon-
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sibility and with a free will. They havr no right

to be home-wreckors and heart-breakers, even if

they are womr". They have consciences—let

their husbands appeal to that sublime tribunal.

I«t such husbands be as cahn and as just, but as
stem and exacting as God himself.

Many a woman who is now in some lunatic

asylum because she was permitted to work herself

into a frenzy over the trifles of housekeeping, might
still be sane and happy if her husband had pos-
sessed the moral power and had exercisixl his

authority to hold her back from that most inexcus-

able of all suicides—the destruction of a soul by
fretfukess.



XXX

HUM "IZING THE BEAST.

N multitudes of men the animal

nature predominates. During

courtship the beast qualities are

kept under leash; but only to

capture their prey, which, when
at last it lies quietly under their

paws, they proceed to devour.

The discovery of these brute propensities is a
hideous blow to the soul of a sensitive and spirit-

ually-minded woman. If there are any horrors

greater thn .1 those of the inquisition, they are those

of a honeymoon in which such discoveries are

made, and if there is any problem more terrible

than the humanizing of the male beast, it is prob-

ably incipable of solution. Tliose women who
have found the answer ai- "they who have cone
up out of great tribulation," for, to be able to con-

vert a man from that view of marriage and of

womanhood which such brutes hold—to that

spiritual conception whicli is the true ideal—is a
victory worthy of an angel's prowess.
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Of the more delicate aspectt of thin problem it

is forbidden iw to »pea'<; but TOnrcrninR „ wife's
ability to cope with tlio iiniinid rlemcnt of pure
dclfislmess in the nnture of brr husband, a few
frank olMrrvatioii.s niuy lie made.

Ifniloubtedly the time to mnko n stand against
it, is at its very first diselasurp; but most women
are so stunned by this unexpected manifestation
that they cannot lielievc the testimony of their
s-nses. By waiting to sec if they are not mistaken
and by concealing their horror and contempt, they
lose the golden opportunity. But the longer they
postpone the fight the harder the battle will Im,
when at last, it has to Iw set in array.

Before beginning the fight, however, let a wife
be .sure that what has shocked her is in reality
brute nature and not mere man nature. After nil,

there is an encmous difTercnce between the male
and female. Remcml)e', Oh I weeping and
wounded wife, that you have married a man and
not a ichool-ffirl. His thoughts, his feelings, hU
needs arc what they are—and not what you have
idly dreamed them. In every man there is much
that will jar upon a woman's nerves; but which
is not bad—being oidy masculine and not malevo-
lent. Perhaps you arc stjueamish. Possibly your
sensibilities are morbid.
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But if thi3 man whom you have married has in

him the real animal nature, throw down the gaunt-

let and fight it out. If he believes that he ought

to be waite<l on and catered to and cringed Ijefore

and molly coddled; if he regards you as a mere

menial; if ho wants his own way always and every-

where, the probabilitie,- are that nothing will ever

affect him so profoundly as the immediate dis-

covery that there is something in the soul of a

woman that will not degrade itself to the level of

the beast.

I am a believer in the natural awe of man's soul

in the presence of a woman. 1 think that until she

shows herself a chattel, he is prepared to bow

before her as a divinity. Although he may not

be consci us of this, and may really regard her as

his inferior, I still am sure that if she suddenly

unveils the majesty of her womanhood he will

prostrate himself in the dust. But if he is per-

mitted to abuse her for a little while, she will

possess no more of this supernal beauty and

authority in his eyes than an idol which a wor-

shipper has once dared to shatter. And so I say,

that a woman's rights can never be so safely

asserted, nor her divinity so surely proclaimed,

as in those first moments when her husband dares

to question it.
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At any rate, the humanizing of the beast in the

man is a matter of the disclosure of a divinity in

the woman. She must make it manifest that there

is something too sacred in her soul to permit this

selfishness to live in her presence.

But she cannot do this by denunciation. Loud-
mouthed fulminations against his brutality will

only degrade her in her husband's eyes, for the

true divinity neither strives nor cries aloud, nor
frets.

And she cannot do it by argument, for, as the

virtue of Caesar's wife must be above suspicion,

so must her divinity be above discussion. Female
prerogatives that admit debate are already for-

feited. Let her imitate the Supreme Being who
never deigns to answer the arguments of His
detractors.

Perhaps the art of taming the tiger in a man is

incommunicable, but still it is an art, whether

communicable or not. And at any rate, it is clear

that the first prerequisite is a noble soul. There
must be a real divinity, pure, imselfish, majestic.

In the second place, there must be a masterful

will, exerting itself quietly, steadily, irresistibly,

from day to day and year to year.

And in the third place, it must be as gentle as

it is powerful, acting like the sunlight and the dew.
[177]



There must be no quarrelling in the cage. The
tiger will always win in an open fight. Victory

must be secured with the eye and not with claw

and fang. Superiority must be manifested by the

majesty of the mien and not by some poison in the

sting.

But it is quite as fatal a mistake to suppose that

this brute nature in a man can be cured by petting

and nursing. It is not truculcnce and servility; but

superiority and grandeur that conquer and con-

vert. I do not say pride aijd haughtiness; but
" superiority and grandeur." It is they alone that

can make the man

"Arise and fly

The reeliog faun, the aensual feast;

Move upward, working out the beast

And let the ape and tiger die 1"

Perhaps few women possess these gifts on a

grand scale. At any rate, there are multitudes of

homes where women are hopelessly chained to

men whose animal instincts they have never suc-

ceeded in taming. What message has human
experience for them? Be patient I Be quiet! Be
silent, and learn not to care I Live your own life I

Treat your husband's selfishness as if it were a

natural force like frost or fire or rust or mildew.

Busy yourself with household cares and charities.
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Above all, live in your children and confide your

sorrows to your God.

Does this strike dismay to your souls? Do you

ask whether there is no other relief? I answer

—

none. Do you ask whether you can be happy?

I answer—tl t depends upon yourself.

If you are low-spirited, little-mindcd, feeble-

''earted you cannot.

If you are high-souled and lion-hearted you

Women of exalted natures have been happy

with no husbands at all; with dead husbands; and

even with bad husbands.

Truly heroic souLs are always greater than any-

thing that can happen to them.
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T least two lamilies out of every

three are forced by the exigen-

cies of life to make a home for

some poorer dependent relative.

Thb situation presents one ot

the greatest problems of domes-

tic life, and it is of the utmost importance to know

the moral laws that underlie it.

In the first place, the unity of the family must

be preserved. There is a certain divine fraternity

between parents and children that cannot be

shared by even the most intimate friend. Tliat

sacred circle of sympathy is a wall of fire and

cannot be penetrated by anyone who has not the

passport of that blood relationship. This seems a
great hardship to the outsider, but it is inevitable.

The circumference cannot be the centre in any

kind of circle. It is useless and it is presumptu-

ous for the grandfather or the grandmother, the

brother or the sister, the father or the mother, to

hope to share that inner intimacy.
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In the second place, the primary hearts of the
household must be maintained. They may Ix
veiy inexperienced and act with the poorest kind
of judgment, but they must not be interfered with.
They have a right and duty to live their own lives,

which no one else can live for them, and must give
their home a character derived from their own,
even though it be a poor and fven base one.
Now it is forgetfulness of these two immutable

facts by outsiders in the household that produces
most of the trouble arising from this complex
relationship. Of course, there arc selfish and
brutal men and women who have homes of their
own, and who would make the position of a
dependent intolerable under any circumstances.
But after studying the home life of America in six
different States and many more towns and cities,

I give it as my opinion that if the outsiders in these
homes could only understand and obey the two
laws that I have enunciated, they would find their
e.tperience a thousand times more comfortable.
For, as a matter of fact, there is a transcendent
generosity and magnanimity in the average Amer-
ican home.

Let us get down to concrete cases. Take the
average mother-in-law. What she needs to do is

to realize that in the home of her child she cannot
[181]
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be what she was in her own. She has had her

day. It is pathetic; it is tragic to have to fade into

the background, but it is a psychological neces-

sity. If she tries to force this new household into

the pattern of her own, she will break it or her-

self. There is absolutely nothing else to do but

sink herself out of sight and shut her eyes to things

she does not approve. If she really wants to

influence this home, she must wait until her advice

is sought for. It the young people get into trouble

and ask her how to get out, ber councils will have

some weight. But if she volunteers them, they will

certainly be resented. Shi nay regard this tact as

irrational and unjust, but she cannot alter it. This

is "human nature," and it she had ten thousand

years to try to make it different she would fail.

It was because she did not reaUze these tacts that

the most famous of all mothers-in-law was immor-

talized in this classic story: An undertaker was

arranging funeral details with a bereaved hus-

band. All the other carriages were satisfactorily

fiUed; but when that autocratic official assigned

the mother-in-law to the one in which the widower

was to ride, he bolted. " But what would people

say, if you should refuse?" inquired the funeral

director. The poor mourner, subsiding into his

chwr, repUed miserably: "Well, put her in, if
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you're bound to; but you'll spoil bU my pleasure

in the occasion."

^Vhat householders and housekeepers want of

the outsiders is sympathy, not criticism; approval,

not advice. If anyone who occupies this con-
fessedly unenviable position is willing to give

sympathy and approval, they do not need to worry
about their welcome. Undoubtedly it is hard for

the pcrnr outsider to see things going on that do
not meet with his approbaiion and which he firmly

believes will wreck the home. But we mu.st never
forget that it is really none of our bu.siness; that

there arc other good ways to conduct a home
besides the ones we adopted for our own, and that
while we are responsible for the home we built

ourselves, wc arc not responsible for the one in

which we are only guests.

And yet the outsider has a mission (that divin-

est of all missions), sympathy and approval. It

is a very delicate and beautiful art to liestow

them, that is sure. Think what a benediction an
elderly person can Iw in a household if he is never
critical, but always cheerful and helpful! What
this man and woman who are struggling with the
hard problems of life need more than anything
else is encouragement. If an old grandfather or
grandmother who has fought a thousand battles
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to a victorious finish and reached a safe harbor

after encountering a thousand tempests says to

them day after day: "Be brave! Be cheerful I

Keep a good hope ' Life is livable 1 We also have

made mistakes and expericnce<l failures, and yet

have come through"—do you suppose they would

be willing to part with the sources of such encour-

agement? Who arc the most important people in

a game of football? I reply, "The "rooters" on

the beni-hes." It is the wild yells of inspiration

from sympathetic classmates, undergraduates,

and alumni that win tbe pennant. And it is

so in homes.

Do I hear some unhappy "outsider" muttering

to herself, " But suppose things go so wrong that

you simply can't approve?"

Well, probably you are oversensitive and per-

haps conceited. You think your own ways are

the only ways. You lack charity and insight.

You lack breadth and comprehension. There

must be sonr.c tew little things to praise. Begin

with them. The initiative must always come from

you. You are the passenger. You are the one

who receires the favors. The irreversible law of

Nature prescribes to you the duty of self-suppres-

sion, of gratitude, of appreciation.

There is unquestionably some way of ingrati-
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Bting yourself into the affection of the people with
whom you live; but if you had rather gratify your
pnde by self-as,wrtion than adopt it, you cannot be
restrained from vaur infatuation.

And yet I do not want to exonerate the " insiders"
froi.T all blame, by thus stating the primary sources
of do.-ncstic unhappiness in tht.* complicated
households. Those of us who enjoy the sacred
privileges of having homes of our own are brutes if

we do not show a tender consideration tor those
who are thrown upon our good graces for support
or for consolation. Remember their regrcU, their
deprivations, their loneline-ss, their sense of out-of-
placeneas. Think how hard it is to be dependent I

Put yourselves in their places. They must often
be sad. Their sighs and tears will often make
them seem ungrateful when they really are not so.
"Why should you be homesick? Aren't we

doing everything we can to make you happy?"
asked a woman of her Swedish servant girl.

"Ah! ma'am, I'm not sick for the home where
I am, but for the home where I am not," she
answered, witli a to
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THE ANIMATING PRINCIPLE OF THE
HOME.

T makes no difference how beau-

tiful the house is nor how im-

mense its revenues, if the ani-

mating principle is wrong. A
happy hnme U the emanation

of a happy spirit. The inmates

must be cheerful. They must Iw ready to take

the bitter with the sweet; the downs with the ups;

the outs with the ins.

I love a parable. Let me set forth this idea in

two.

THK CUCUMBER AND THK PUMPKIN.

One evening the front door bell rang, and,

being alone in the house, I answered it.

Lifting my eyes to the level at which the faces

of callers usually appeared, I saw nothing.

Suddenly a peculiar gleam of light from beneath

arrested my attention, and, looking down, I saw

two jack-o'-lanterns.
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One (,f them, made out of a larRe ripe m.mpkin.
wa.H round and RlowinR, like the moon. It, eyes
.sparkle.1 with delight, tl,e corner, of (he mouth
turnc.1 upward, ami the teeth showed as if tl

merry ol,i fellow was about to burst into a peal „f
iauRlitcr.

The other was fashioned from a eucumlx-r It
was long, lean, and melancholy. The eyes
emitt.-.! a jaundiced light. The complexion was
a jealous and disgusting green. The corners of
the mouth were drawn downward until they
seemed to drop below the chin, and the whole
countenance was "sicklicl o'er with the pale cast

"
of dissatisfied and unhappy thought.
At a single glance I saw that there were the two

types into which humnn society is divide<l.
The one was an optimist and the other a pe.,si.

mist.
'

The first was making the best of everything and
the second was making the worst.
The pumpkin excited the risibilities of every

beholder, pro,luced a feeling of gladness in his
heart, and sent him on his way rejoicing. The
cucumber froze his very vitals and made him
thmk that life was not worth living.

^Vhat could have made this difference? The
same candle light shone in both.
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It must have been the tool of the carver, and the

difference in the faces was only skin deep.

But mark you, it is deeper than that in the

countenances of men.

It is "a meiry heart that maketh a cheerful

countenance."

The spirit of the cheerful man coruscates

nth the light of truth and hope ; that of the melan-

choly man pales with the waning beams of van-

ishing faith in life.

It only prosperity could produce happiness, and

failure invariably generated despair, we could

neither give praise to the one nor blame to the

other.

But the pumpkin and the cucumber often grow

in the same field, are hoed by the same gardener,

and watered by the same showers. What do you

make of that?

Life is an irrepressible struggle for supremacy

between the pumpkin and the cucumber.

Be a pumpkin 1

THE PICKLE AND THE PEACH.

Four big, Percheron horses were pulling a

heavily-loaded wagon up the Reading Road. On

the seat sat two men, who were partners in the

dairy business. One of them was round of face
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and ruddy of skin. The other .•n: >can, ^^ia. ,al,
wrinkled and sour.

The name of one was Peach and the name of
the other Pickle. One of the hind wheels col-
lapsed, the axle dug into the road, the horses
stopped, and Peach and Pickle sprang to the
ground.

" Busted, ain't we ?" said Peach, sweetly, adding
a low, soft whistle.

"Busted!" thundered Pickle. "I should think
so, with two tons of -mash' on the wagon, five
miles from home, the cows unfed, night coming
on, and the old Harry to pay! Luck has always
been against me from the time I cut my baby
teeth. This is the worst of all possible worlds,
and life ain't worth living.

In the meantime Peach had begun to look
around, and just as Pickle was shooting off his last
explosive, he slapped him on the back, and ex-
claimed: "Pickle, look I There's a blacksmith
shop. Who would have believed it! Breakdown
right in front of a blacksmith shop I Well, if that
ain't the greatest streak of luck I ever struck in
my life. I've broke down in all sorts of places,
fording rivers, climbing mountains, crossing
prairies, and I don't know where. There might
be a postoffice or a district school or a meetin'
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house nearby, but the blacksmith shop was always

miles away. But, here we are, broke down right

in front of one I Well ! well 1 if this ain't a picnic.

"Peach, you are a fool!" snapped Pickle.

"Why, no I ain't," said Peach. " Sposen we had

been half way between Avondale and the dairy—

what then? I tell you, Pickle, bad as it .s, it

midit l>e a pile worse I It's not once in a hun.lred

years you have the luck to break down right in

front of a blacksmith shop."

While Peach was talking, he was also working.

But while Pickle was cursing his luck, he stood

with his hands in his pockets.

I could not help wondering what connect., ii

there was between their complexions and their dis-

positions.

Was Peach sweet and hopeful becau!>e he wa^

ruddy and round, or was he ruddy and round

because he was sweet and hopeful?

Was Pickle acrid and ugly because he was lean

and wrinkled, or was he lean and wrinkle,! because

he was acrid and ugly?
,

Why isn't a peach a pickle, and why isnt a

pickle a peach?

We are getting into deep water ; but I am reason-

ably sure that Peach could have sworn and kicked

if he had wanted to , and Iam inclined to tWnk that
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if Picklehad been sodisposed, he could have whis-
tled and unbuckled the traces and taken a hopeful
view of the situation.

They both were in the same trouble. They both
looked at the same broken wagon. All the mis-
fctune that Pickle saw and all the good luck that
Peach saw, was real.

But Pickle always stood in the shadow when he
contemplated life, and Peach always stood in the
sunshine.

It is more a question of purpose than of tem-
perament; of principle than of liver.

You can make a pickle out of a human peach,
and you can make a peach ou* r-' a human pickle.

Say, Pickle, if you are b . be a pickle,
do try at least to be a picklei. .. ^.

[Wl]
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AMUSEMENTS FOR BOYS AND GIBLS.

aUT of what bitter experiences of

trying to repress nature was this

nice old proverb distilled? " All

work and no play makes Jack

a dull boy."

I I
To run and roll, to tumble

and dance, are as natural to children as breatWng

and eating. Their antics have no more pu po^

than those of a goat. They are as entirely without

emulation as the rippUng of water over stones.

And therein lies their divine lovelmess

Mischief is natural, also-.^ natural as i^
play. But into it has ente'. ;

^

purpose. The

Le impsl They are out fo. fun, "owj Th^X

wish to laugh at somebody's expense. Well, t^s

Snot is to be restrained, but not suppressed;

chltened. but not destroyed, mat bhss would

be eliminated from childhood by its ext.rpat.on

rndalsofrommanhoodl «ff "^'^"f ; J:
„rischief in two brothers who te.^ the.r lU^e

"we should never have heard how, distracted
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by their continued affirmation that her dolly was
starving ji death, she cut it open to see. Finding

the precious Inxly stuffed with sawdust, a substance

which she had never seen before, the blue-eyed

angel ran to her tormentors and exclaimed, joy-

fully: "She ain't starved! She's full of oat-

meal 1"

I don't like to have the young scoundrels tip

over my ash-barrel on Halloween night, but if I

should never have another ?hance to see some
dear, timid, old lady jump at the "tick-tack" they

had fastened to a window, life would be as dull

as a seaside hotel without college boys and girls.

The parents v.'ho do not spend a large part of

their time and strength planning for the amuse-

ment of their children are off the track. And away
off, too I Some tired travellers were riding over a

frightful piece of roadbed on a South African line,

and as the train rolled and plunged, were jostled

against ^ach other desperately. After awhile one

of them said to the other :
" Ain't we going a little

more smoothly ?" And he, letting go of the seat in

front of him to wipe the perspiration from his

forehead, replied :
" Y-y-yes. I think w-w-we are I

We must be off the t-t-track." But if any of you
have a home where discord and strife abound,

I smoother iI go a great get

I
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on the track of a whole lot of gcxxl games tor the

little ones.

Mucaulay said that the Puritans hated the sport

of "bear biiting," not so much because it gave

pain to the bear as because it gave pleasure to the

baiter. What we must do is to find games that

will give the iitmos; possible innocent pleasure to

the minds of o>ir children in tliosc hours when

their work iias been done or when it is impossible

or harmful to work any longer. Their minds

must be diverted; their native love of sport be

gratified.

And first—out-of-door sports.

Blessed be the child that grows up on a farm or

in a country village, and especially if there be a

Uttle lake v/ithin reach for skating, swimming and

fisUng. It was a fine wit who remarked tliat "it

was strange how often big rivers flo*ed by great

cities." It I could make a world, I should plant

a little lake by the side of every cradle. To have

a whole county to range in (as I did when a boy),

plenty of streams and ponds; sugar groves to go

to in the spring; cider mills in the autumn, and

almost every member of my father's church hav-

ing a good farm where I was welcome to milk the

cows and ride the horses, is to enjoy the best bless-

ings that God can bestow upon a growing boy.

[194]
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One of tliose old farmers (to liis everlasting honor
Iw this story told) sent me to milk a cow one day,

and just as the bucket was about half full came
into the stable to see how I was getting on. "Well
iIoMcI" he said, whereat I was so startled that I

IcU off the stool, and the cow put her foot in the

pail.

Was he angry? Not a bit. He leaned against

the door and laughed until the tears ran from his

eyes.

He was a boy at fifty, and every one of his half-

dozen children grew up to be noble men and
women, very largely, I cannot help thinking,

because he loved all innocent fun and permitted

them to enjoy it.

To romp and skate, to swim and fish, to play

"hare and hounds" and base ball are physical,

mental .and spiritual necessities to growing Iwys.

A horizontal bar in a back yard, a punching-bag

and a pair of boxing gloves in an .attic, a set of

tools in a basement, have been the salvation of

thousands of youngsters who, without them, would
have gone where the prodigal son did.

And second, there are the in-door sports. Rainy
days, winter evenings, and Sunday afternoons have

to be reckoned with in child life. The parents who
know how to solve the problems they present, will

[196]
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see their children come to noble manhood and

womanhood.

I here lay a garland upon the tombs or on the

heads of all dead or living inventors of good games

for children. We celebrate the value to society of

the men who have invented the steam engine,

spinning jenny, telegraph and telephone. But

what of those humble geniuses who first con-

structed a top, a hobby-horse, a doll, a bagatelle-

board, jackstraws, ping-pong, flinch and even

tiddle-tewinks 1 They, too, have served their gen-

erations, for have they not kept the devil from

finding mischief tcr idle hands?

Take dominoes, checkers, backgammon and

chess, and see if you can measure their blessing

to humanity in affording diversion to restless or

to jaded minds. I am for almost every game but

"cards." Before those bespotted and bedazzled

pasteboard mysteries I stand aghast I If I were

superstitious, I should think them haunted by

some malicious spirit. No adequate reason can

be advanced why pieces of thick paper decorated

in that particular way should have been the source

of so much misery and crime. Why is it (let him

answer who can) that they so often (I had ahnost

said invariably) lead to the misuse of time, to

quarrelling, to cheating and to gambling? What

[106]
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ingredient b mixed with that paper ? What chcm-
iral is there in those paints ? WTiat spell or incan-

tation was breathed over then by their inventor,

that always and everywhere thty lead up to, if

they do not acutually involve society in, so much
wrong?

Well, they have come to stay, no doubt, and we
must make the best of them. We must, indeed, or

they will make the worst of us.

Tlie wisest people whom I know have con-

cluded that it is better to teach their children to

play cards at home than to provoke them to learn

to play in the barn loft, on the sly.

Alil But amusement is a divine art I Study it,

practice it, master it. Make your brilliant parlor

or your humble sitting-room a place where your

children and their friends will find happy enter-

tainment, and we shall wait at your door to see

noble youths come out

[m]
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KEEPING OUR ASCENDANCY OVER
OUR CHILDREN.

[IjL true parents long to retain

the love, respect and reverence

of their children, but nothing is

harder and few 'hings are more

uncomm6n. \ 'i'- : these little

people are in the uncritical

period of life they look up to us as worshippers.

Tliat period passes, and they look down on us as

judges. Let that day dawn when, even for an

instant, they suspect our divinity, and a new era

has opened.

Do you remember the first time you ever ques-

tioned the justice, the wisdom, or the integrity of

your father or mother? How the foundation of

your thought-world seemed to rock beneath your

feet! What? Was that being whom you had

looked upon as the incarnation of perfection,

human, fallible and even sinful? Ur loubtcdly

that was one of the most tragic experiences of your

life. And your children are making this discovery

[188]
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about you. You cannot presume upon their

remaining in ignorance of your defects. Their
faculties are being sharpcnetl, their experience is

being enlarged, tlicy are l)ccoining capable of

analyzing and judging even the characters of their

parents. The iliiy will arrive when you cannot

retain your ascendancy over thcni unless you
deserve it. Childhood Iwstows icvercnce on age

as a free-will oflering, but youth surrenders it only

upon compulsion. Day by day those little Iwings

are discovering your deficiencies and withdrawing

that ndoiation with which tliey hniked up to you

from the cradle. At fifteen or twenty the process

of analysis is complete. They do not tell you what
they think, but they know. You are catalogued.

Stop for a moment and think how few parents

you have met hcve preserved such a posi-

tion in the thought-world of their children as their

hearts covet. I recall an okl lady about whom a

large family revolved, like stars around a central

sun, until at seventy-five or eighty that sun .set and
left them in unlighted gloom. They never took an
important step without consulting her. Jlen and
women of stooped shoulders and gray hairs crossed

continents and oceans to lay the problems of their

lives before that clear intelligence and to seek

consolation from that great heart.

[199]
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But in moct cue* the children break %w.j and

wek other sdviMn, having learned to regard their

paienta with contempt or pity. The gods of their

infant days are buried beneath the ruini of their

temples.

And the parents? They mourn the departure

of the "good old times" when children honored

their fathers and their mothers, according to the

commands of the decalogue. They complain of

the disrespect of young people for age, ignoring

with a fatuous obstinacy the possibility of their

being at fault themselves.

But let us be guilty of no injustice and let us

cherish no delusions. It is a general principle, if

not a universal fact, that parents lose the rever-

ence of children only by becoming unworthy of it.

For, it is as natural for youth to look up to age

with reverence as for a daisy to look up to the sun

in adoration. Let us see what we must do to

maintain n ascendancy over the minds of our

children.

In the first place, we must be strong. All chil-

dren love strength and despise weakness, and, for

that matter, who does not? At the first evidence

that you have not the true courage of life to meet

its sorrows and bear its burdens you lose caste with

a growing boy or girl. " I never dreamed that my
[MO]
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father could go to pieces like that," I heard a six-

teen-year-old girl say scornfully to her parent,

wh^n he "caved in" under a burden that heaven

had laid upon his shoulders. It may have been

an unsympathetic judgment, but it was inevitable.

Youth has no pity and no honor for cowardice or

despair.

In the second place, you must be fair. Parti-

ality or injustice excites revubion in the hearts

of young people. "Fair play" is their golden

rule. They may be deceitful and even treacher-

ous themselves, but they will not tolerate it in

another. There is no wound so deep as that cut

by the sword of injustice. Let your children once

conceive the idea that in your court the judge sits

blindfolded, and your hold on them is lost.

In the third place, you must show a sweet

reasonableness. All children (and boys especially)

have an instinctive feeling that a certain consid-

eration ought to lie shown to youth. They know
that inexperience deserves to be dealt with gently.

While they despise us for excessive leniency, they

trust us only when we remember that they are

young.

In the fourth place, it goes without saying that

we must be loving, but it is too t ften forgotten that

we must be good. If you are cross, avaricious,

[201]
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dishonest, or impure, you not only will not retain

the respect of your children, but you do not

deserve to. I wonder more and more at the incred-

ible stupidity with which people expect their chil-

dren to remain blind to their shortcomings. You
know that faults are hateful, and yet you demand
your children to revere you, in spite of defects

that mar your character and blemish your soul.

You must, then, expect to be able to conceal your

vices I But what right have you to hope to deceive

those bright eyes? And if they do not make these

discoveries themselves, by and by they will hear

whispers that will arouse their suspicions. And
the more successfully you conceal the evil the more

powerful will the revulsion of the child's soul be

when at last the disclosure is made. For then you

will seem not only a knave, but a hypocrite.

Do you resent this explanation of the loss of

your ascendancy over your children? Neverthe-

less, it is the true one. The simplest facts of

human Ufe forbid the dear delusion that our

children are irreverent and disloyal without a

cause, or that that cause is the stubborn depravity

of their own natures.

I do not wish to minimize the inherent egotism

of the child nature. I do not wish to condone the

wickedness of those exceptional children who
[202]
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depise and abuse their parents out of a sheer and
uncontrollable propensity to evil. But I do sin-

cerely believe that the most of us have forfeited

respect before we have lost it. Who ever gets so

old and wise that his heart does not yearn for

parental advice and sympathy? Ah I but it must
be wise advice and intelligent sympathy.

If you wish to be looked up to and reverenced

by your children to the very last, you must remain

nobler and saner and stronger and sweeter than

themselves.

[a»]
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NERVE STRAIN.

T is the incessant strain upon the

.lervous system that, after all,

constitutes the chief danger of

home life. There may be house-

holds from which it is absent,

but most of them are in the cem-

etery. Whilewelive, there isno"letup." "The
rest of the gravel Don't talk about it to me I I

shall no sooner get settled down to it than Gabriel

will blow his trumpet, and 111 have to get up and

go at it again I" exclaimed a tired New England

housewife at the close of a long New England

sermon.

Considering the whole parallelogram of forces

that are forever pulling at the nerves of husbands

and wives, the wonder is that more of them arc not

insane. The struggle to make ends meet; to

get the children well fed, well clothed and well

educated; to nurse the sick; to harmonize incom-

patible tempers; to get along with ugly neighbors;

to meet the exactions of society, business, politics,

[204]
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and religion; to be forever rubbing up against each
other hke pebbles rolled by the waves of the ocean
—these and a thousand other frictions—all make
us think that the nervous system ought to have
been made out of piano strings.

How shall we quiet our nerves?
In the first place, let us get a dear vision and a

firm hold of the fact that the trouble really is
"nerves." It is because they are tired and over-
wrought that everything about the home seems
monotonous and intolerable. Most of the daily
happenings are inevitable and can neither be
ehmmated nor radically altered. \ certain num-
ber of dishes will get broken; about so many doors
are bound to slam; there will be an average
number of burns, bruises, fevers, calls, visits,

misunderstandings, and a fixed proportion of
general "cussedness."

The cure for nerve strain does not lie in some
impossible revolution in the nature of things and
events, but must be attained by resting the nerves
themselves.

o. Therefore, get plenty of sleep at night. Many
a home has been wrecked on the rock of "late
hours." It is a vicious and unpardonable habit to
sit up nights and miss the recuperative influence
of unconsciousness. Two or even one extra hour

[205]
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in bed would have saved many a couple from the

divorce court. The ratio between sleep and good

nature is as fixed as between that of time in the

oven and brown on the pic crust. People who are

out at the theatre or the oar<l party night after

night until the "wee sma" hours, have no one to

blame but themselves for being irritable and

unstrung. Lock the doors, pull down the shutters,

put out the lights at nine o'clock and go to bed.

Do it religiously. Do it inexorably. ' nd the whole

complexion of life will alter.

b. Get a little nap in the middle of the day. And
do not aneer, as you read these words. Of course,

it is impossible for some, and it is hard for all.

But to a degree that not one person in a thousand

realizes, this privilege lies within the reach of the

great mass of the people. You could do it if you

would. Had we that fixe<l and resolute hatred

of a weak set of nerves which we ought to have,

we would get that half hour's nap at all hazards.

The siesta ought to be made a national custom.

Laws that would force us to bed for an hour at

midday would reduce the expenditure of the gov-

ernment for insane asylums and prisons to an a."!.

tonishing degree. Let every patriot help to work
a reform. Go to your room and close the door,

not only as a good parent but a patriotic citizen.

[200]
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e- Get plenty of out-of-door llfp Ti,

«>un ry. It jj..kes no difference whether the rZ
« falhng or the sun blazing or the snow flj^ng-when „y nerve, get to going. I strike out'fof awalk. It saves time. It saves money. It save,
fnetion. It .saves life. It saves homj

It was said of the Rosetti family that they woreth.r nerves on the outside of their elothes. Pr„b-Mj they were poor sleepers and poor walkers.
d. Take a vacation now and then. I do notmean m Europe. I am not one of those doct^^,who prescribe a winter in Flori.la or Egypt to adO^goods clerk or a typewriter with such madden!ng nonchalance Tl.is is what I mean. Sea^hhe neighborhoo,l in which you live until you 6ndsome quiet httle hotel (if you can afford i[), or ^not, a mode.,t farm-house to which you can slipaway occasionally for a couple of days or even a7^>e night, and have a perfect a^d aWutechange and rest.

«"'"«
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Each of us has experiences in life, the value of

which we will not permit anyone t question, and

this is one of mine. I know beyond all peradven-

ture, the value of these little vacations. Many a

time I have gone off to a modest country tavern

on Saturday afternoon, a nervous wTcck; crawled

into bed, eaten a simple supper, and come back

a new man, all for the moderate price of fifty

cents or a dollar at the outside. The strain- lets

up. The muscles relax. The nerves cool down.

I have actually felt nervousness (whatever it is)

drip off the ends of my fingers as my limp arms

hung down at my side, Uke drops of water.

John, let me impart to you a suggestion of

incalculable value. If Mary (God bless her I) is

run down and irritable (forgive the word); if she

cries at nothing and wishes she had never been

bom, just you find that place I hinted at and take

her away for a couple of days. You won't know

her when she comes back. She neetls to get away

from the cook stove and the children. The chil-

dren? Yes. What shall you do with them? I

don't know. Boil some eggs; lock them (the chil-

dren—not the eggs) in the cellar and leave them

to worry it out. They will gain all they lose when

Mary comes back rested and quiet and happy.

Two days will do it. There is magic in a "little

[208]
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trip." Docs it look impossible? But it is not.
"Uve finds a way." If you only knew how much
good It would do, you would accomplish it in the
face of national opposition.

We do not suffer from nervousness because
there is no cure. We suffer because we do not
possess the resolution to resort to Nature's simple
remedies.

!
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YOUNG MARRIED FOLK SHOULD LEAVE
PARENTAL HOME.

HALL the young married couple

stay in the parental hou^e? A
thousand' times " No."

If they are not yet able to set

up for themselves let them wait,

wait until a better day, before
they wed. Nothing can be more fatal to their

self-respect than to be dependent on the "old
folks." Unconsciously, perhaps, but no less surely

they will cringe before the hand that casts them
crumbs, and sooner or later become parasites.

They will accustom themselves to a scale of Uving
which they cannot support when thrown at last

upon their own resources. They will shape their

lives and their habits to those of other people
instead of developing that individu "ty which is

essential to every true household. i..ey will sub-
mit themselves to needless trials which are liable

to develop bad tempers, and all this will issue in

an aggressive assertion or a cowardly suppression
of their true selves.

[210]
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It stems an easy and desirable thing to stay in
the home nest until you try it, but it is a situaUon
that develops a hundred unforeseeable and dan-
gerous complications. It does not make any differ-
ence how many eggs you mix into an omelet, but
It makes a great deal of difference how many
individuals you mix into a family. In Oriental
Unds it seems possible to add family to family in
a home, cs you add acres to acres on a farm.
But the Orient is not ^Vmerica. National tem-
perament must be taken into account. We are
higher-spirited and more independent. We
demand the right to assert our individual life, and
the way to do it is for every young marrial couple
to go at the earliest possible moment to their own
house or apartment and there lay the foundations
of their separate family Hfe.

It is in the highest degree essential for them to
be alone wliile they are adjusting themselves to
each other in this new and strange relationship.
They will have trouble enough in doing it without
having the needless pain of spying and censor-
ship. It will be a miracle if they do not have dis-
agreements and misunderitendings under the
most favorable auspices. Now and then two
natures may have been so benignly moulded as
to melt into each other without friction, but the

[ril]
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chances arc against it. Wlien those almost inevi-

table troubles come, it is infinitely better for •.!.(

younj? lovers to settle their diderences without

interference. Let tlicni discover the seriousness

of a quarrel, and then let them learn the divine

art of making up.

But besides the obtigntii.ns and the benefits,

think of the |>I"asure« "f those first adorable expe-

riences of houso^fc, ,.ig. Tlie period of the found-

ing of a home '•• ihe golden age of humanity.

\\'hat ' 'ocent follies are then indulged in I What
absur unders are committed I How large a
part of the best memories of later life cluster

round those primitive experiments! One of my
parishioners told me the story of her first .supper

in her new home. The little house had been all

furnished before the young couple started on their

wedding trip, and they came back to it in the

afternoon of an ever-memorable day. The hus-

band rushed to his place of business to attend to

some important affairs and came home in the

evening hungry as a bear.

In the meantime, the dainty bride, hovering

about the little nest more like a bird than a
woman, had prepared the evening meal with her
own hands. The table was spread with snowy
linen and adorned vrith wedding presents of silver

[212]
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•nd cut gloss. OviT all this loveliness a can-
delabrum sheds a soft glow, and a bomiuet a
delicious odor.

The one article of food was on angel cake I

Supper was announced in the sweetest voice
of the hridc; the ravenous groom sat down, and
the following conversation was held:
She—"Isn't the table beautiful?"

He—"Elegant
I But where's the food?"

She—"WTiyl It's here!"

He—"What! that measly little cake I I could
eat a quarter of beef!"

A stormy scene followed; hut to-<lay that mem-
ory is one of the most valuable a.ssets of their
domestic life.

And who of us has not such recollections of
those halcyon days, when, young, inexpericncecl,
sentimental, lo^^ng ond hopeful, we set up our
lares and penatcs in some modest little cottage?
I could give e.vpcrt testimony on this subject
myself. There is not money enough in the Bank
of England to bribe me to forgetfulness of those
far-off events in the morning of my .lomestic
world. We two children, I remember, bought
the smallest cook stove and the largest turkey in
the little Texas village where, on a home mis-
sionary field, we began to play at housekeeping

[213]
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And when we tried to put the Brobdingnagian

turkey into the IJUiputian oven, it would not go.

One-half projected into the kitchen—and almost

filled that, by the way, for everything was on the

smallest possible scale. It is more than a quarter

of a century since then, but I can still feel the

emotions of amazement with which we looked

into each other's eyes, and still hear the loud

explosion of merry laughter with which we greeted

this impossible situation.

^Vhat did we do? Why, the man of the house-

hold took his hand-saw, bisected the turkey at

right angles to his breast bone, pushed l.'in into

the oven, slammed the door with a loud bang,

and uttered a triumphant "There I"

Could that have happened in the parental

home? And could life have been as romantic and
sweet without it? Nol Nothing can compensate

us for the loss of those dear, delightful first expe-

riences with the real problems of laying the foun-

dations of a home.

Go off by yourselves, young lovers I If you
have brave and noble hearts you do not need to

fear narrowness, or even deprivation. The more
you have to economize and struggle the better.

Our own most delightful periods in both expe-

rience and memory was that in which we had no
[2W]
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guaranteed salary, but lived out of Sunday collec-

tions gathered in a hat. To ait down and count
those coins (and buttons) on Sunday evening,

and then, with a superhuman skill, compel them
to cover the expenses of the next week was the
sort of discipline that we needed, and we made
merry over it, because oui ';earts were young and
full of love.

I seldom envy the millionaire his paUce, but I
never see a young couple begin housekeeping in a
little cottage without a sigh and a regict.
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ART IN THE HOME.

HE hunger of the body U two-

fold, for food and drink, while

that of the soul 13 threefold, for

truth, goodness and beauty.

The former are clamorous and
irresistible, wliile the latter are

undemonstrative and repressive. It is possible,

and it is even easy, to quench these inherent long-
ings; but to do so, is to commit spiritual suicide.

The love of beauty is the source and inspiration

of all art, and art is the embodiment of beautiful

thought in sensuous forms. All souls have at
least some vague glimpses of the "eternal beau-
ties;" but there are constantly appearing in the
world elect spirits who see it with the eye of genius
and who have been endowed with the impulse
to reveal their vision to their fellow-men through
poetry, music, painting and sculpture. These
men are among the greatest benefactors of the
ages, for humanity is starving for a deeper insight

into Nature's loveliness. A\'hBt we need more than
[216]
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light upon our intellects is dew upon our hearts,

and beauty is dew. All "things of beauty arc joys
forever;" are "wayside sacraments;" are "their
own excuse for being," and they possess a mys-
terious power to cleanse and sweeten.

This brief essay is an appeal to all its readers
to reflect more deeply upon the value of real works
of art in the home and to the formation of an
invincible purpose to secure as many as they can
acquire by any and every reasonable sacrifice and
effort.

I know only too well, with what resentment
this appeal will be read by many people whose
one ceaseless struggle in life is keeping the wolf
from the door. I have sat in my little cottage and
read the pleas of Raskin for massive furniture,

delicate drapery and exquisite pictures, saying to

myself with indignation: "If he had been com-
pelled to live on the collections gathered in a hat
on a rainy Sunday from a congregation of miners
or cowboys, he would have known quite well why
I put up with ingrain carpets and machine-made
furniture." But he was right in his courageous
insistance, and so was William Morris in harping
ceaselessly upon that single string: "Have noth-
ing in your house that you do not know to be
either useful or beautiful." And it is our duty to
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remember with profound gratitude these two

indubitable facts.

First, that there has been no other age in the

world in which the possibility of acquiring works

of art lay within the reach of so many people.

Second, that every year is bringing that possi-

bility within the reach of an increasing number.

This is certainly true of the great masterpieces

of lilerature. IIow few homes there are in America

too poor topurchase those one hundred great books

in which Lubbock declares that all the great liter-

ature of the world is enshrined 1 It is equally

true of the great masterpieces of pairUing and

tmlplure. Photography and lithography have

reproduced these immortal pictures so perfectly

and so cheaply that the Madonnas of Raphael, the

landscapes of Caret, the portraits of Rubens; in

fact, the greatest achievements of the greatest

geniuses of all ages may hang in modest numbers,

even on the walls of the miner's cabin. As to

the great statues, there are plaster-of-Paris casts

of the head of Young Augustus, the Winged

Victory, the Quoit-thrower, the bust of Hermes,

Apollo Belvidere, the I.aocoon, which may all

be purcliased for three, four, or five dollars

each, and serve as, by no means to be despised,

substitutes for marble.

[218]
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In this list of the great treasures which feed
the soul with beauty, the Oriental nig deserves
a place. After the mind has lieen once trained
to perceive its loveliness, few other things will

serve to rouse the rcsthetic feelings more power-
fully. Its influence surpasses tlie comprehension
of those who have never fed their eyes upon that
firm texture and those gorgeous colors. I do not
believe that it is going beyond the mark to say
that in the long run it would repay any family
which earnestly seeks the very best things in life

to live on bare floors for five years in order to
save money to buy one really splendid Oriental
rug.

At any rate, however inaccessible the temple
of beauty is through other portals, the door of
music is always open. A piano, an organ, a
mandolin, guitar, or even a banjo, will admit
you to its sacred enchantments.

After all, it is not so much the lack of money as
the lack of taste that accounts for the presence of
the wretched gim-cracks that serve to make so
many American homes hideous. We fill our
houses with all sorts of bric-a-brac with as Tittle

regard to their significance or value as boys fill

their pockets with plunder on a holiday excursion.
If there were no ways in which this taste could be

[21»]
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educated, it would be almost cruel to Teproach

each other with its absence. But the art exhibits

in every great city, and the books and magazines
that circulate in every little village, and even in

the most remote farm-houses, make bad taste a
sin. We permit ourselves wilfully to remain in

ignorance of the "best."

And, after wc have secured our works of art,

still we are not out of danger. We must compel
our souls to give them a constant attention. It is so

easy to become accustomed even to sunrises and
constellations, and also to Vandykes and Corots.

At last, upon weak minds, art acts as an opiate

rather than an inspiration. We look at our

pictures until we do not see them, just as peo-

ple listen to the roar of Niagara until they do
not hear it or until its thunderings put them
to sleep.

Let me drop a few hints.

If you cannot afford originals, do not despise

good copies.

Give preference to the great classics.

If your own taste is not cultivated, get advice

from specialists.

Be humble enough to accept judgment of the

great art critics, even though you cannot perceive

what they see to admire.

[2»]
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GETTING YOUR SECOND WIND.

HERE come times in the life of

the household when eveiything

and everybody appears about to

colUpse. The family, like the

individual, gets run down. The
ambition, the vitality, the re-

aouTces are all exhausted. It seems utterly useless

any longer to scheme or labor or hope. We feel

as if we might just as well abandon any expecta-

tion of ever rising above a low level of mediocrity.

We are drudges ourselves and our children will be
drudges after us. What's the use of contending
against fate!

Those are critical and pitiful hours. Tliey are
to be resisted with blind fury if we are no longer

capable of opposing them with intelligent courage.
But to arm you for such seasons and for such
struggles, let me remind you of one of the sublim-
est facts of life. There are "reserve forces" in

the soul. You are not at your wit's end nor your
rope's end as soon as you think you are. Never

[2!i2]
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• flat stone in hii pathway, paiues long enough
to itoop down, turn it over, drop a little spittle

under it from his parched mouth, replace it, and,
rising with the pain all gone, puts forth another
burst of speed thut will take him to the "cover,"

where be can throw the yelping hounds from his

trail.

If that noble merchant who fell dead at his desk
last month had only paused long enough in his

flight from his troubles to have rested his tired

broin and overtaxed heart, he might be alive and
well to-day.

It was the short rtfiit that saved the little

"hare," and wouM have saved the big mer-
chant.

In the meantime, one of the little "hounds" is

panting heavily up a hill, his sides collapsed, and
his breath all gone. His companions look at him
with an eye of pity or of triumph, thinking he will

soon be out of the race.

Not he. He knows a thing or two. A few steps

(he cannot tell how many), a little more hard
pu6Bng (he cannot tell how much), and he will get

his "second wind." So on he goes, higging a
trifle, but undismayed, until at Ust his heart

begins to beat a little easier, his lungs to play more
freely, and his relief has come. With leaps like
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the greyhound who* part he i, pl„yi„„ ;„ ,.

P-.e. h. follow, U.. "h.™," «„/Jt2,
, S

Poor old Dob»n forgot .11 about hi, '
,,. .^.jw.na," when h. «,w hi, rival, out,trip.;,., hm

.nh.r«.and«,hedrappe..outl,yVw"

..gh«I a, they ,,».| on, reU.xe,l hi, energie,, an.

.pentth.re,tofhi,lifecur,inghi,dj;i„;t

men of ,peed and endurance. Any ^.-hoolboy
could have given him a pointer.

'

I>x,k out for the man who remembers «,dbehcve, m hu "wcond wind."

.K "ii*?
" ""''' '"" ''"^ "' ">• "«» go out in

the boiler, repow and ,ilence follow. Thev a»nothmg but machine,.

But there i, «,me «,rt of strange app^tu, inthu human organum that wind, it^lf up by run-mng down. In the great burst, that we all have
to make at time,, ,piritual energie, recuperate,
tired muscles recover tone, the Mnoki^ flax
rekindles, and on we go.

There is a "second wind."
I have heard that a faded opal will recover it,

lustre If Uid away in the dark, and that a dimmed
pearl will regain brightness if sunk awhile in the
sea.

[226]
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I know that exhausted vitality can be recuper-

ated as mysteriously.

Many a time I have run until I got my "second

wind," and reached the goal that seemed so far

away.

And I have seen the same thing in family liie,

again, and again and again.

There arc plenty of families which have but

recently moved into palaces, who, but a short time

ago, were upon the verge of landing in a hoveL

They remembered their second wind.

/jll.

[«»]
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THREE WAYS TO BEAR TROUBLE.

OW do you bear your troubles?
There are three pretty well-
deBned ways.

In the first place, you may tiy
to dodge them. The moment

,,. ,
y°"find'ifeirksome,dropeverv-

thmgandrun. Docs the old harness chafe ? Geta new one. Is your work hard ? Throw up your
job. Has m^ied life brought you unex^
f f S''P off alone some night and leavT^
fam.^ to sh t for itself. The world is full of suchsn^ks. I W.I1 say nothing of their meanness, but
will try to expose their foUy.

What do they make by it? There is no pUceand no calhng where they can escpe trouble Itthey should take the wings of the morning and fly
to the uttermost parts of the earth, trouble would
bewaitmgforthem. In one disguise or another
she assault, us at every step of life, and dogs us
like a shadow. You may cUmb from a hut to a
palace and e.Tchange a spade for a sceptre, but it

[227J
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you are an honest man you will haTe to confeaa

that the burdens that you have to bear are as heavy
as ever. The new harness chafes in a different

^t, but it chafes. Wliat support have you in that

delusion that leads you to expect to escapetronUe
by flight? There is none in human eq>erience. It

IS a mental hallucination. There may be other

reasons that are good for your leaving your present

lot in life, but the hope of escaping sorrow and
care is madness. Settle down to your work. Ac-
cept the situation. "Men are bom to troubles as

the sparks fly upward." Do not waste a moment
in idle dreams of exemption.

In the second place, you may try to "drown"
trouble.

It is the scheme at the drunkard and the opium-
eater. Writhing with what seems to be unendur-
able sorrow, they submerge consciousness under
the oblivious flood of the poppy or mandragora.
Now, I do not mean to say that there are not
troubles which it is legitimate to escape through
stupor. To coasciously suffer the agony of a sur-

gical operation when it might be annihilated by
an aneesthetic would be irrational. But, whether
I can prove it or not, it is a crime to reason from
tills a<lmission, to the right to stupefy the senses

by alcohol or opium, in order to escape mental
[228]
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yoa. It is intolerable; go taxd stupefy your sen-

sibitities with a glass of whiskey I Someone has

beaten you in a trade. It is beyond human endur-

ance; go and prick yourself into unconsciousness

with a hj-podermic syringe. Bah! When one

stops to think of such poltroonery; it is enough to

make him blush for his race.

In the third place, " You may cast your burden

on the Lord" ia the full assurance that "He shall

sustain thee."

Now, do not throw this paper down and turn

away. This is not a sermon. It is a scientific

lecture. It is as demonstrable as keeping dry

under an umbrella that "In the time of trouble

God will hide you under a pavilion; in the secret

of his tabernacle he will hide you; he will set you

up upon a rock." There is not a day of human

life that millions do not verify this promise.

While multitudes are trying in vain to "dodge" or

"drown" their troubles, these Christians throw

theirs boldly on the shoulders of the great "Burden

Bearei," and go forward on the journey with

songs in their hearts. Do you doubt it? Stop a

moment to think. Suppose a man reflects on the

phenomena of life until he arrives at the conclu-

sion that it is evolving according to a sublime

moral order; that an infinite mind and a paternal

[230]
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he^ direct it; that hi, own eax^r is mapped out»nd h., own de^ny safe-^lo you doubt Zt he»n throw h. f^ head and heart on those grea

^t - on a pdlow? mile you are skuikin^r

look^ hs „juarely in the faee and say.,: "Itrallnght. It i.s a part of the scheme. tL troubllare on y .nc.dents. They are the shadows o„ ,h"sunny landscape, the minor chords in the sublimeharmony. Other men no stronger than I 1 a"eendured them, and I can. God loves me. Ilewm
puUmethrough. Iwiillookforthehiddent^-
'ng^ I will learn the subUme lesson "

There are people right on your street, friendwho have stood up under the burdens that have'smashed you and "driven you to drink" 'rith

f™'::."".""^'^ ^-^^ -d pea'ee in their sou^by
just IMnhy ,,,„, tkcyht.. Talk about "drown-.ng trouble!" Talk about '-dodgi-ng troubllrThey look their, in the face. To Inch souls noburden .s unbearable; no task impossible. Youdo not see that there is any sud. supporting
power .„ these thoughts? Neither does^^yo fme B.11 see how there is such .supporting piwcrm the ocean unt.1 at last he learns to he flat onh s back and let it float him. The great ocean
of love, as well as that of water, has its mysteri"

[ 231 J
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gbree TOaigg to »car grouble

0U3 buoyancy. Throv/ yourself confidently on the

love of God. It will not let you sink.

I know a man who has a very bad habit, which

has so fastened itself upon him, that he says, with

a whimper: "It's no use, I'm done for; I can't

control myself."

I told him of the battle fought and the victory

won by an old-time friend of mine.

He had been drinking for twenty years or more,

and had at last made that most horrible of all dis-

coveries—that his manhood was almost gone.

He said what every such man whom I have ever

met says: "There's no need of another hell."

One night he came home, ate a few mouthfuls,

rose from his chair, took his wife's face between

his hands and kisised her many times, just as he
used to when he was a young lover.

Opening the door into his little "den," he
turned around and said, " When I come from this

room, I will either be carried a corpse, or walk
out a free man."

The door closed. The key turned in the lock.

What do you suppose his wife did ? You scarcely

need to be told that she gathered her little brood

of children around her, "as a hen gathers her

chickens under her wings," and slipped quietly

away to her chamber, where they all knelt down
[232]
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i

manhood and another that God ''ame to his

rescue.

I am not explaining it. I on' tokl my friead

that it happened.

I know that mon lie <k>wn exliauste<l, and out

of the storchotiae of Nature, while they sleep>

strength creeps into them.

A puny plant Mtted from the cold clay under a

wall and placed in the rich k>am of a sunny garden

springs into a new life.

A wheel revolving amidst coiled wires gathers

measurele3.s ele<'trical force from the atmosphere.

Is it incredible that a man wrestling all night

in prayer should break into some mine of strength,

or draw into his soul new energy?

Life is a fathomless mystery, but there is always

strength and hope for those who struggle.

Make another effort to be free, and then another

and another.

Do not lose faith in the possibilities of life; but

if you have lo.st it, regain it.

Some time you will come out of the smoke of

your battlefield with the radiant face of a con-

quvor.

imt



THE COURAGE OP LIFE.

INDIVIDUALS become diwour.
' "Bed and so <Io families. You

ma/seethetraces of this malady
u> the features of Initli parents
and children; i„ the clothes they

.1. • .^ .

.

"'*"' '" ""« crumblinir house,
;;ey.nhab.t; in the disorder, «..„as^^^^^^^^^^^

my nights with agony. Those I tjL^ ^^^
dead. No one cares for m. 1 1,

" ™»i are

;o-he future. TheX^^rnd:iTCdeepenmg shadows."
^'

The father says: " I am a failure. Mv life h».consisted of a series of blunders I h
steadilv down hill I W ^ ™ ^™
fr;.„,i; ._ ,^ "'". ' .'"'^^ disappointed my

nothing to look forward to

fry.

our
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> ill;

puental Look at our home I We nerer have

been anything and we never can be I Who cares?"

Perhaps you do not know how many such

homes there arc I I wonder if there are any at all

where there have not been nt least brief periods in

which this feeling of <lespair has taken possession

of the inmates I There are very few families

whose prosperity continues uninterrupted. Months
and even years come when every effort at im-

proving conditions proves futile.

Such periods arc "testing times," and in them
you will see of what stuff the family is mndel I

know of a home in which a man faces hunger

every day. In his whole life he has not been at

any time twenty-four hours removed from want.

He is an unskilled toiler, with a big family. A
girl of twelve cooks—when there is any food.

She is patient, brave and loyal. She smiles in

the midst of misery, and often sings because of

the hope that lives in her heart.

There is a mother so twisted and misshapen

by rheumatism that she no longer looks like a

human being. She sews with what .Jie colls her

"good hand," which is so crippled that she can

barely hold a needle. She is in constant pain,

and yet there is no sign of despair! The children

hope that good food and warm clothing will be
[836]
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theirs «,me dav The man beUeve. that he will»met.™ find a ,.e^y ,.„b. Ue girl Wiel^

J"'
""•."- *^-P will be Mter;,;^

the poor cnppled woman i, p„,ie„t i„ hor ,uffe !

^^UuWhve. n.e« people Have the"Jur-

In the very gift of "being" resides the righttohve! Vouarealive-therrforeyouhave^!
thng to expect from existence You have a ho™,
-therefore jou may believe .hat it ™„tain, f"you ble«.ng, "Sitting Bull" once said to Jan,"

entitles me to exercise any influence I possess I«n satisfied that I was brought into lifeTTpur!
pose; otherwise-why am I here?"
These wortls have the triumphant ring of .passage from an old Hebrew prophet or theRonmn EpictetusI Yes-we are he« for a pur!pose I I^t us then seek to accomplish it with an

.nymeible courage! We shall not be exempt from
P«.n and suffcnng and we shall have to struggle
against temble odds. But we ought at lea.Mo
have the courage of animals and birds IA l|ght-housekeepcr on a lonely promontory
possessed a flock of ho^ng pig«oL His w^
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TTbe Courage of Xife

fell sick and he released one on whose ankle he

had tied a message to a doctor on the main land.

Within a few moments ..iter her arrival the bird

dropped dead, and upon examination it was found

that she had Sown twenty-one miles with seven

gunshots in her body, fired by some reckless

sportsman as she sped upon her way!

How many of us men and women flutter to the

ground when the first shaft of sorrow strikes us,

and give up the struggle of living I The elemental

virtue of the individual and of the family is un-

doubtedly this, " courage of life I" Nourish it in

your own bosoms and develop it in the hearts of

your children 1 Point out to them that each family

has a life of its own; a true identity; a real per-

sonality, and that God will lend his benediction

to every effort to preserve it. Make them feel re-

sponsible for its life by seeing your own devotion.

In alt the annals of human courage and purpose

which I have ever read, no story has moved me
more than that of the vain efforts of her friends

to persuade the mother of Dwight L. Moody to

distribute her children among her relatives after

the death of her husband. With a wild passion

of resentment she denounced their judgment,

gathered her little flock around her, and fought

her way through poverty to independence!

[238]
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Take another iIIu,tration-thi3 ;ime from the

2' "nd kmdled fires in the kitchen and breakfastS "1^, "* ""*
'r'"^

''°™ *e teakettle
boiled, potatoes were baked, and rice cookedand n,y lord «.t with a book, superintendtg '

ao lidT "r, "^r"'*"*
""""Jy to watch him," "^ady and willmg ,„ do these things, to saveme an effort, and at the same timeTsuperio

to all, and i^^ f„ ^j^, ^ i„^^„^^
what was about him I I have a new sense ofh» universal power from this novel pha«, of hLWe. It seems as if there are no kind of action ^wj-h^he were not equal. At home among the

The conscience of every man recognizes cour-age as the foundation of all manlinessfand maXness
^ the perfection of human chaUr. "'thow few mdmduals and families possess it'lThe too prevalent type of charactei finds itsdeal representative in the soldier who was leadingthe van in a disastrous retreat.

^
_^
'^W^t are you running for?" yelled his colonel,

[839]
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" 'Cause I can't fly I'' he replied, without stop-

ping.

Two of my friends were discussing suicide.

"Did you never seriously contemplate it?"

asked one of the other, a maiden lady with the

hardest kind of a life-battle to fight. With a grim

and courageous humor, she replied: "Not II I

am going to live—^just to sec what will become

of me!" ;

Sublime faith, hope, confidence!

Who knows? It may be that you are just

approaching the turn in the road, around which

you will see the goal you are pursuing! One
more tack rjay bring you to the harbor I

No one can tell what magnificent future may
just be dawning upon him! Wait to see what
will happen to you! It is always darkest just

before the dawn!
"We fail I

But 8ct«w your courage to the sticking place

And we'll not failf

fi [240]
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HOSPITALITy.

|N "inhospitable home" is the
same sort of contradiction as
an "unseaworthy vessel."

As the customs of life alter,

the forms of hospitality are

not diminish.
•*»'^= ^"' ''^ """Kations do

The traveller in this modern world of through
trains and easily accessible hotels has not the same
claim upon the friendly entertamment of house-
hoUers that the early pioneer had, when night
overtook bm on the prairie or in the forest; but
there are few nomes that are not often called upon
to offer food and shelter to the needy, or grad^
entertainment to friends.

''gracious

ho^Th °"f'
'° ^ " 8""*-=J«^b«r in everyhome therefore, and it is a distinct misfortune

when th« IS impossible. And yet it must not be
forgotten that its absence is sometimes the best
developer of the grace of hospitality, for there isno such culture of the heart as having to give up

[241]
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I

one's bed to a guest and sleep in a " shake dbwn"

on the floor.

Who cannot remember visits that have broken

up the even tenor of the household ways {or many
days and cost a sacrifice from every member of

the family, and yet were among the holiest bene-

dictions of the daily life? I have heard that in the

long New England winters my ancestors used to

load their families (and a bountiful store of pro-

visions) into their sleighs fnd drive back and

forth across the frozen country, visiting for many
days at a time in their old colonial farm-houses,

and the story haunts my dreams like one of the

old myths. It may be impossible to entertain

your friends sumptuously in high vaulted cham-

bers and beneath eider-down quilts; but who is

too poor to invite a friend in, to eat a crust of

bread and drink a cup of tea? The grace and

joy of hospitality are not proportioned to the

luxury of the feast but to the spirit of the

welcome. Shall I ever forget a supper of bread

and butter with apple sauce, in a lonely New
York State farm-house, served by the hands

of the old grandmother of a friend of mine?

That wild, winter night when I went to an icy

chamber, in the full expectation of taking my
deatlMX>ld, I found a genial warmth between the

[242]
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rrli^ ^» ''"'*^ '" "» •^'^h^n oven,
w«Pped m a flannel elo.h, and place.1 in thelong unu^ bed. I have slept on hLr ma.tLlm .team heated ehamber,; but neve, in m^^
have I expenenced such a delicious warmih asthat hot stick of hickory diffused tCTh

"
shivering limbs I

"™ugn my

to^'^-^^*^^^ " "^ extravagant; it is too

SThJll"
?°"''^"'"' O-o^*" hardly think

0/ the peat "rout," in the mansions of our nau-veau ncA, wthout disgust. If people cannotmake swell parties with hi«d Sans andexpens.^ caterer they do not da,, to entertain

v^^, and there are homes in wh'ch an eveningmea « a menace to private morals. Of such a

entered ,t who was not debased by its influence "

st.!r
"'^."'•"^ '" """ e^*-* of EngUsh

of VVJham Pitt who did not come out of ,, a

tlT..""^! ^^ *"' y"" '^"' »"<=h ought

:;^hter""'°'"''^^°-''°'<'--''of
There are multitudes of such homes and ofsuch people, th«i GodI To sit down at tU



Mcwpitalitf

tables bounti^Uy spread with simple food; to

rest a little while by the hearth fire; to listen to

those low voices; to breathe that pure atmos-

phere; to hear those noble sentiments of unselfish

heroism is like going into a cool forest out of u

blistering summer heat «nd Uke gliding into a

quiet harbor ou* of a weltering tempest on the

ocean.

Whatever else you deny
,
yourselves, do not

forego the pleasure of having your friends break

bread at your table now and then. Cultivate the

divine art of making them Ijippy and of doing

them good. However sad a heart your friend

brings with him, send him away witb a glad one.

Treat him so that '.he memories of that brief visit

will haunt him like the odors of crushed violets

or the memories of Sabbath bells.

Learn from blind old Homer the divine art of

" welcoming the coming and speeding the depart-

ing guest." The strategl.. moments of all hos-

pitality are those when your friend arrives and

when he leaves. Whatever else you fail in, do

not let him come without seeing gladness in rour

eyes, or go without beholding sorrow. It is

oftenest on the threshold that you detect the true

character of a host

[M4]
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HOrreEHOLD BENEVOLENCES.

IHAHITYbegiMathomcf
Y«j

I —but dws not end there, as
many people seem to think I No
^.ome is ideal which is not a
fountain of benevolence; but

obaorbed or evaoon-tAH Tk • •
'

™pa.powe,/creri!"r;:rsr^'

i-rh-'z-rr-'--th':

^Hichthe..:^;.!;^*.^:-;— Homein

words My cup runneth over," he uttered »unwersa, truth.
' >r the« is alway^ a littletel^f~m the cup o, every man's We and f^mthlWe 0. every home. It may not be an oveXw of

-n^but.t,.Ub.oftimeorstren^oth:;'



Wott0eboR> Senevolences

K;

If you doubt the truth of this usertion I have

only to remind you of the age-old proverli

—

"The best {riends of the poor are the poor!"

You cannot dig ao low down in the social scale as

to come upon a level of life where people do not

help each other. No I It is not the absence of the

resources of helpfulness, but of the ditponiion

of helpfulness that accounts for the lack of house-

hold benevolences. Families squander every-

thing on themselves and so imagine .hey have

nothing left for others.

To each one the good God has given a little

surplus for the assistance of people needier than

themselves, and this they squander first in order

to be sure of hiving the usufruct of all.

One Sunday morning a father gave his I ..y

two nickels, saying that one was for himself and

the other for the Lord. The little fellow put both

of them in liis mouth, and as he was on his way

to Sunday-school, stubbed his toe, fell flat and

disgorged the coins, one of which fell upon a

board and the other between the cracks of the

sidewalk.

As quick as thought he seized the former, put

it ba.'k into his mouth, and said, "It's too bad;

but I've lost the Lord"! nickel!"

Most people do.
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^J^^ ^ '*""''• N° °"« •«'
•Ppwii to them succcMfulIy for help. Theirdoor, ue .hut >gun.t the outside world. Thev
Jv.

for them,,.,, ^„,. Wh.t they „ij2h.v,g,^„ to othe.5 h.. .lw.y. been lo.t betw^

„

the cr«k. I, they have had Ud luck, it fa theircanty money that ha. di«ppe.,ed. If thev
h*ve had good luck, their own per^nal net^itii
mrtantly expand to the point o' tl»olute abwrp.
tJon of all surplurage.

This is a destructive and devilish .pint to set
into a hou«hold. The father of such a familvw« rec*.^ly appealed to for mor ,y to help an

,

fnend who had been unfortunate and repli,
v.th more than brutal unfeelingne*,: "Let him
help himself. I've had to help myself. No one
ever helped met"
The old Jews h«i . fi«j „tio between in«,me

.nd benevolence. To «>me this appear, .rbi-
tnuy and ^rational. And it must be confessed
that It cannot but be harder to a family with anmcome of 6ve hundred dollar, « year lo part
w.th a Uthe of it for the welf«e of soc^r
than for a f«mly with an income of five thoi^«Md doUar.. But this does not prove that the
fint family cannot and ought not to give up a
twentieth or a thirtieth! There fa . „jiy^

[247]
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pressure of obligation upon the well-to-do to

help the ill-to-do, and no familv can honorably

it.

It is our duty and our privilege not simply to

take out of our abundance, but out of our neces-

sities to help othurs. And to people who are gov-

erned by this principle there is always a little

something even in the poorest home that can be

divided with the needy.

Ijet every household havte its regular charities.

Choose some special object of your helpfulness

and devote yourselves to it untiringly. Let it have

all your spare pennies and the warm devotion

of your heart. But also open your household

heart to every object of human compassion.

Identify yourself by sympathetic relations (at least)

with every enterprise for the welfare of mankind.

"Do good unto all men, as ye have oppor-

tunity," says the Bible.

I wonder if a knowledge of the derivation and

original meaning of three of the most beautiful

words of our language would come home to

other people's hearts as they did to mine!

Let me sec.

Bene—well; volence—^wishing.

Bene—well; diction—speaking.

Bene—well; faction—doing.
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Benevolence; Benediction; Benefaction.

^Iti: u"'^
"' """"' 'r° ^^^ ™n well!to speak to them kindly; to act toward themchantably-what else is there?

It was Horace Mann who said-
"The soul of the benevolent man does not-em to reside much in his own body. ^,r

others It migrates into their bodies, anddenffymg .ts existence with theirs, Hnds itown happmess m increasing and prolonging
the.r pWs; .n extinguishing and solaSnf

I have known homes where this spirit hadtaken up .ts permanent residence and turnS
Jem mto a heaven of rest for the unfortunTNo one can enter those portals without a feeCof admiration and even wonder.

^
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KEEP SWEET.

POOR fellow who had been

passing through some very hard

experiences, told the story of

his troubles to his old friend

Dwight L. Moody. At the con-

clusion of the long narrative,

that wisest and kindest of counsellors put his

hand on the shoulder of the sufferer and said:

"You've been unjustly treated. It's quite enough

to embitter you ; but don't let it. Whatever hap-

pens to you in life, keep sweet. I've made it my
invariable rule to keep sweet 1"

If you want a happy home, this is absolutely

the only rule that will make it so. Enough things

happen to married people to embitter them

and to sour them both, God knows I Among

others less important, they arc not unUkely to

find that they have been badly mistaken in each

other, if not abominably fooled.

Even if they are happily mated, their children

are often sickly or unmanageable, bringing them

worry of mind or anguish of heart.
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' hoped to 'get on in th J world:

of We are possible only when IhA I ?
"*

of all malignant feeling '^e„po:Mh"
"""'''

out of your heart! ll,k ITkT' .
"'*"'"»

things, Take life in^ p:rt Ko"'?
'"^'"

you will surely expeSC a M '
L"!'"'W even in the greatest adversities ontf"""InthesecondpUce^

,.«^^J^



Keep Sweet

other people wretched. But every honorable

person in the world ought to be ashamed to add

to the sorrows of his loved ones. The greatest

happiness of life is in seeing the happiness of

those who are dependent on us, and it is so eary

to make them happy I You have only to carry

a smiling face which you can do even if your

heart is sad. But if you succeed in really "keep-

ing sweet," you will shed l^ght like a star and joy

will abound in the hearts of your dear ones.

In the third place, the embittered man makes

all the wheels of life go hard.

We never can see things right when we are

angry. It is Uke trying to look at a landscape

with a grain of sand in the eye. We misjudge

the situation of our affairs and the motives or

conduct of our friends.

And we not only cannot see things right, but

we cannot do them right! Anger disturbs our

aim. It is when you are out of temper that you

break your dishes and drop your stitches and

make the speeches that alienate your friends.

There are industries in which the accidents are

twice as numerous in the last hour of the day,

when the workmen are tired and nervous and

cross, as in the hour immediately lollowing din-

ner. Try to drive a nail when you are in bad
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way: the star, inTh^Z^s^^Thrr."""
'"

winds are his allies
^ ^8'" '" ^^ «he

verse I"
'~/"'6> -i accept the uni-

"Gadl She'd better r" V.

"^o'clock and aU'a wen
iiro o'dock and all's wdl."

Httfra;efo"J;£»lr^•'"'-''''^"«'•
different tone-

"^""^ "7"* '" "%%

•w killed; all's welll"
"'''"y'^; two men

[26S]
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It may be hard to perceive it at times; but all

it welll Let us not misunderstand life, thougli.

It is not a dream ; but a warfare. It M not all sun-

shine, but shadows also. It is not all comedy;

but tragedy as well.

"A little crib bedde the bed,

A 'ittle face upon the spread)

A little shoe upon the floor

A little frock behind tli« door.

A little hid with curly hair,

A little blue-eyed face and fair;

A little lane that leads to school,

A little pencil, slate and rule;

A little winsome, blithemme maid

A little hand within his laid.

A little family gathering round

A little turf-headed, tear-stained mound.

A little cottage, acres four,

A little old-timed fashioned store;

A little added to his soil,

A little rest from hardest toil;

A little sil' 2T in his hair,

A little stool aiid easy chair.

We say ' Good day' at early dawn.

We smile when little baby's bom.

We laugh all through the sunshine bright.

When life ia done—we say ' Good night.'

"

Can't you keep sweet through it all? Others

do I



GRAY HAIRS. THE SUPREME TEST OF
aiARRIAGE.

]AIX about the dangers and
temptations of youth 1 They
are mere popguns to the Mauser
nfles of old age I Youth tries
the flesh, but old age tests the
spirit. \Mien a man runs im

J'nst gray hair, wrinkles, disillusionmU'^
advancing sh^lows, bursting bubbles ol'grav^-he be^'ns to know what the real Z^
And age tests institutions as well as individual.Take mamage. It is hard for a young o^Zcto love unintemipt^ly through poverty,SWnng and the period of discovery, ';he„ athousand undreamed of faults and even wL-eal themselves. But the real pi^T .^r^'when a woman begins to have to brush theZ^™ff and pick the g^y hairs off from th st^^

shoulders of an "old manl" Is this tL '^
Hero to Whom she gavej^erbuddii'li^^rf



gupreme Zest of fParriage

this old dotard who a li^sing his memory and

manners? What is there to love about him?

And it comes to the man even sooner. What

a cold chill those wrinkles and that false front

send down his back I He married red cheeks and

bright eyes and pearly teeth and a plump figurr

—

not this thin, sallow, faded old woman 1 As for

himself, he feels as young as he ever didl His

eye is nut dim and his natui^l force is i.ot abated

(or so he thinks, the duncel), and the idea that

he, who is still so young and handsome (and who

could still have any sixteen-year-old girl for the

asking), must pass the rest of his days, bound

by the chains of matrimony, to this venerable

female person, excites a spasm of rebellion.

It is a good thing that these tremendous changes

do not come all at once, like lightning out of a

clear sky or a snowstorm in August. Nature is

merciless sometimes. It isn't an easy thing to

discover evidences of tdndness in her letting

these shocking alterations come at all. But if

they have to come it b at least an act of grace

upon her part to afford little premonitions now

and then, as single leaves falling at intervals fore-

tell the naked tree. They give us a start. The

heart stands still at even these slight intimations

of the approaching winter of old age. But it is

[2M]
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at least not like having the flowers frosted in a
single night I

There is a very dramatic story of a younir
woman whose lover fell into the crevasse of r
glacier, and who remained unmarried in the
fond hope of seeing his Ixxly when at the < ,d of
fifty years the flow of the ice rive, should bring
It to an open place in the mountains.
The day arrived, the body appeared, and the

^nkled old lady received a fatal shock at sight
of the pink-faced boy whose countenance she
imagined would be wrinkled like her own!

Well, it is to be said that if she found it hard
to love this beardless boy, she would have prob-
ably found it still harder to have loved a parch-
ment-faced old manl

Yes, the great problem of married life is old
ag;l It is not the problem as to whether grizzled
old couples will separate or be divorced. There
comes a time when sheer inertia will Keep them
together. But the problem is, wiU thtv continue
to love?

Upon this problem let us advance an observa-
tion or two. In the first place, the sooner we
recognize the futiUty of our efforts to maintain a
hold on each other by mere bodily charms, the
better. The delusion that love is physical dies

[267J
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hard. We aeem to know the aoul by its material

manifeatation atone. How can a beautiful soul

be in an unbeautiful body? When the body is

old, will not the soul be old also? P.iiaaoning

thus, we resort to "hair dyes" and "plumpers"

to feed the dying fires of "passion." J)ut it is

like feeding flames with cold water or gray mists I

In the second pk^e, we can only keep love

alive by becoming more b^utiful in character.

Do you not know that kindness is always beauti-

ful! Unselfishness will transfigure even a de-

formed body as the candles en an altar trans-

figure dark md ugly cathedral windows. If you

have been kind before, be doubly kind when you

are okl. If you want to keep love captive, you

must bind him now, not with red cheeks, but

with gentleness and devotion I This is the time

to let all your graces eflloresce. If you are sour

and irritable, as well as wrinkled and gray, your

doom a sealed.

Nothing can be so beautiful, but nothing can

be so ugly as old age. To be adorable was so

easy when your step was light and your figure

was round and vital force was issuing from every

pore. To be adorable now demands toil and

consecration.

Be mellow I After all, there is nothing so fine
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M ripenen. You never know how luKioua an
apple can be until the sun and rain have gotten
into every fibre and time has brought out all its

latent sweetness I Give me (above all other pco-
pie) an old man or woman saturated and steeped
in the golden light of the autumn of human life.

Be courteous I Courtesy is (in the essence)

appreciation, and therefore lielongs m its bright-

est manifestation to advanced years. There is

no chivalry Uke thot of the old gentleman I There
is no courtesy like that of the old lady I

Be cheerful! Aye, there's the rub I How the
shadows darken our old age I How they lengthen
across the landscape I VVhat is there to be cheer-
ful about? No matter, be all the more cheerful
as there is less to be cheerful over. Be cheerful
over nothing—like your little grandchild. You
must, if you want to inspire love I A cheerless

old age will no more inspire love than a cheerless

landscape will inspire flowers!

There are no such haters as unhappy old mar-
ried couples, but, on the other hand, thei« are no
such lovers as happy ones.

"On parents' knees, a naked new4>am child
Thou wept, while all around thee smiled.
So live that e're thy last long sleep

Thou then mayest »mUo, while all aiound thee weep "

[259]
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REUOION IN THE HOME.

IAN b incunbly reUgiotu," aal<l

Sabatier.

ita, man it incunbly relig-

ious! That divine malady (if

malady joi think it is) is ai

inseparable from humanity as

qualities are from rubstances.

It is as inevitable a function of our race to

produce philosophies, governments, and religions

as of a tree to produce leaves and blossoms and

fruit.

And, therefore, the puerility of those men who

arrogate to themselves the proud title of "I'Vee

Thinkers" (at> if no one else thou^" freely) '>t\-

sists in the twofold delusion—that a man can

stop l>' ing what he essentinlly is, and that tlie

race can muntain its ambition, its righteousness,

its existence without belief in that unseen uni-

verse from which it has been evolved.

In tlie presence of mystery, pain, and death,

man can no more help creating a relipous phil-

[860]
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KcHqion In tbe «onii»

osophy th.„ he can help creating a political phil-

anZt"
''"""" °' '^''' -^"-. -i

%*«my. As long as there is anything unknownmen w.ll speculate about its nature an.i such
speculatmn when it is reverent, is religion. There
will always be something unknown, fir each new
discovery by .eience only pushes the hori«,„
of the unc^mprehended a little farther back.
Therefore there will always be religion.

riir'/J^"'
"" '""" "^ "'""''' help theo.

n^.ng. A dog may suffer and only whine; but it

this' r'^ , "r""^ '"' ""•" '^ '^y "> bringtbs fearful phenomenon within the pale of

De<Uh When our loved ones draw that last
.nexph«.ble sigh, and He down on their biersin
hat last mexplicable silence, we must hope that

l5n ' ^"' '" *'"'™"' """^ """ ^°^'' "-

Do not waste your time, then, in trying tobamsh rehg.on from your own life andThe Ufeof the race, but consecrate your talents to the
pur,fieat.on of its heart-Ufe and practice. Ev ryfresh cosm,cal conception demands corresponding
changes m our conceptions of religion. We nowhave a n^ casmical conception, and it is neces-
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m

sary to revamp our ideas of our religious system.

This does not, however, mean either creation or

substitution, but only readjustment We must

find in this sublime theory of the sidereal uni-

verse mnterial for religious t'lought. Otherwise

science, however profound and true, will prove

impotent for the salvation of the race, for, while

society develops by knowledge. It lives by faith I

"Thou, Ix)rd, hast made us for thyself, and our

hearts are not at rest until they find thee," was

the conclusion of St. Augustine's reflection upon

human life.

The conception of a humanity filled with the

love and the spirit of G<xl, can alone furnish the

inner ideal by which the social organism can

develop. Society advances by the successive

decay of those ideals, as, under the ever unfolding

conceptions of God and his providence, one dis-

places the other.

All religions are entitled to our respect in pro-

portion as they have thus furnished humanity

with ideals higher than those they have displaced.

Christianity is therefore entitled to our supreme

respect, because it has displaced all lower ideals

with the highest. It is not the true glory of the

Christian religion to be unlike all others but only

to be their perfection and fulfilment, which it is.
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It may not be perfect in iu present manifesta-
tion, for every idea loses something of its purity
and grandeur in the attempt to realize itself But
because ,t is the only religion that to^lay canmake men either aspire or hope or blush, it is not
only entitled to, but it demands the reverence of
eveiy one who seeks the truth.

fie religious then. It is not enough that you
are simply good, " for religion is Hhics heightened,
enkindled ht up by feeUng." "It i, LraUty
touched by emotion." ''

And consecrate your whole strength to creating

vJ^'^lZ "'"""P'"'™ i" your home! Ut the
Uttle children breathe it from their infancyMake ,t perfectly apparent to them fro: • their
hrst dawn of consciousness, that their parents are
iving m the presence of an infinite .spirit whom
they love and adore with their whole hearts

It was said by King Uz^iah who began to reign
when he was sixteen years old. that "he set him-
self to seek God in the days of Zechariah who had
understanding m the vmon of God!" little
children know the people who have this under-
standing in the vision of God I Their own souls
are so full o wonder and awe that they discover
that spiritual attitude in others by an unerring
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It is a mental attitude without which both the

individual and domestic life will be i.n arid desert.

Among the traditional sayings of Jesus Christ,

these three are tlie most remarkable:

"He that wonders shall reign and he that

reigns shall rest."

"Ijook with wonder at that which is before

you.

"

"Raise the stone and thou shalt find me: cleave

the wood and I am there."

It was the mental attitude of awe, wonder, rev-

erence, devotion that made the Saviour's life sub-

lime!

" In every .soul," said Goethe, " there should be

a threefold reverence, for thit which is above, for

that which is around, for that which is beneath."

These feelings ought to pervade the life of

every household, for they alone can make exist-

ence seem sacred and beautiful to children.

Let the religious life in the home be simple and

sincere. Make it vibrant with joy. Help the

children to believe that God is love. Sing the

grand old hymns of the church with them at

the twilight hour. Tell them the sublime stories

of the Bible as a tonic for their spiritual languors.

Let there be no sham and cant in what you say

or do.
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Reproduce the religious atmosphere of such
homes as those of Elkanah and Hannah, if you
wish to have children like Samuel; and of Joseph
and Maiy, if you wisii to have your offspring
grow up in favor with God and man, like Jesui
Christ.
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HOME THRUSTS.

IHE home is ennobled by the

virtues of the individual. Let

me try to' brace up the weak

and convert the wicked by four

brief parables.

"saw wood."

They had met for the first time since the last

day of school away back in the seventies, and

were strolling along the boulevard, arm in arm.

It was —^" how's Tom?" and "how's Jerry?" and

"how's Frank?" and it was "do you remember

this?" and "do you remember that?" and it was

a laugh here and a sigh there, and now and then

a furtive tear.

"They tell me that Bill is rich."

"Yes."

"How did he make his money?"

"Oh, he just kept 'sawing wood."'

Thank heaven for this imperishable phrase I

[266]



The buck-saw and the saw-buck have vanished
along with the spinning wheel and the distaff.
There are millions of children who have never

heard the buzz-buzz-buzz of the saw, or seen the
spurt of the dust-up and down, up and down-
as the sawyer rose and fell at hU work.
The picturesque is disappearing from life, and

1 am one who mourns the passing o' the buck-
saw I How will needy sturlent, now earn their
way through college; dyspeptic ministers get
enough exercise to promote digestion, and old
soldiers with wootlen legs earn an honest penny to
supplement their pensions?

The buck-saw and the saw-buck have van-
ished; but they have left behind them a metaphor.

Keep sawing wood!"
Ransack the dead languages and plunder the

living, and Bnd me a better motto if you can I

The unfortunate n)ccau.se too late-bom) youth
of this generation may not appreciate its force
but those of us who have faced a cord of four foot
maple at daybreak and seen it almost impercep-
tibly, but steadily undergo its trisection, until, at
sunset. It lay ready for the fireplace-know how
piquant a metaphor it is.

The old Greeks said, "All triumphs come by
trying. '
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All we say to the tired, the discouraged, and
the hopeless is—"keep sawing wood I"

Is your burden heavier than you can bear? Is

your road rougher than you can travel? Are
your obslacled higher than you can surmount?
" Keep sawing wood I"

Say what you will, the forces of Nature all

stand waiting to help the man who "keeps sawing
wood."

When I wa living in the little frontier town of
Kettle Falls, ..way up on the Columbia River, I

entered a bank and found the cashier, a young
fellow of twenty, seated at his desk in an attitude

of profound melancholy.

"What in the world is the matter?" I asked.
He drew a deep sigh and answered, "I have

been out West for six long months and am not
rich yet!"

I suppressed a peal of laughter, clapped him
on the back, and said, "Walter, you are bom,
but you are not buried. Just keep on sawine
woodl"

>*

Sn4X OR SWIU.

In childh «d we see the weakness and the
strength, the 'ices and the virtues, the supersti-

tions and the foibles c f manhood.
[M8]
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A little boy of six had been begging to take a
bath in the surf. But when he saw the crested
breakers rolling toward the shore his desire was
swallowed up in terror. After all other [wrsuasiion
had proved futile, hU father offered him fifty

cents if he would let him carry him out in his arms.
The new motive proved irresistible, and clasping
the parental neck like a vice he permitted himself
to be borne out into the surf. He stood it fairly

well until the waves began to splash his trembling
little ankles, and then exclaimed in broken
accents, " Papa-I-guess-I-will^nly-take-ten-cents

worth-this-time I

"

You smile? Ahl but you are laughing at your-
self and at the greater portion of mankind.
There rolls the sea of life! It invites us to

plunge into its waters. V.'e see the hardy swimmers
sporting on its waves, and hear their shouts of
exultations; but the first splash of the spray in our
faces scares us back; it is so much colder and
wetter than we thought I

To encourage us to take our plunge, attractive

and costly rewards are offered us. They stimu-
late 13 for a moment, and under the impulse of
this artificial courage we go forward, but be-
fore we have fairly wet our ankles we cry out
with the faint-heartedness of the little child,
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"I-guea»-I-will-only-take-ten-cenU-wortli-thi»-

timel"

No man ever mastered tbe nublimc art of
breasting life's billows on "ten cents worth I"
He must do more than "wet his ankles!"

That was tlie trouble with Jenkins He wanted
« fortune, but when he leomed that lie hod to
"take his coat off," "roll up his sleeves," "begin
at the bottom," "get wet and dirty and tired," he
just said to himself under his breath, "

I guess I

will only take ten cents worth this time," and
never went near the water again.

That was the trouble with Dobaon, when he
started in to work for "Reform." He hod looked
at the men who went "bathing" (from a dis-

tance) and they seemed to him to be having
great sport. So in he went.

But when the wind of ridicule began to blow
in his face, and waves of abuse to roll over him,
he just cut for the shore and muttered as he went,
"I guess I will only take ten cents worth this
time."

And that was the trouble with Spingley. when
he tried to break off the drink habit. Hec^ Idn't

stand the laughter of the "boys," nor the dry
tickling in his thrott, and thought he wouldn't
quit this time. "Ten cents worth" was about
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tee-totul-isin lie coul.1 .stanil at
>U the

trial.

Any man who wanti ti. learn to swim on the
sea of life, must plunBr in "all ovrr," ".Im-k hU
head," "swallow wutir," and get half drowned I

He must "endure hardship," "bear the yoke,"
"be l.u(Tete.l!" Ten cent>< worth won't do I It
must !« "all or nothing," "do or die," "sink or
swim," "survive or pcrishi"

Fifty cents worth o< reward will always cost you
just fifty cents worth of wetting.

OVKR, THBOroB OR UNDER."

On those boyish pilgrimages which we made
into the country around Auburn on Saturday
afternoon—pilgrimages to those sacred shrines,
the swimming hole, the skating pond, the black-
berry patch, or the chestnut grove, upon coming
to the fences we always cxclaimwl: "Over,
through, or under," which was our style of saying
"In life there arc three ways of passing obstacles
—climb over them, crawl through them, or creep
under them."

In the morning, when our breakfasts were
close to our jackets, and the full tide of life was
surging in our veins, we vaulted the fences or
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Ktunbleil over their tops, whether they wera
Imard, picket, stone, or stoke-aml-riilcr, there
being, thnnk heaven, no Iwrbeil wire in thoae
goklen ilnys.

A httlc later on, when the sun was hot, or our
hands were numb, and our legs were weary, we
looked for convenient openings between the rails

(or made them) by which to secure an easier

passage through.

Toward evening, on the homeward way, dis>

appointed because the ice was too thin, or the
fanner was on the watch at the c<lge of the chest-
nut grove; hungry, cross and tired, we lay flat

down upon our little stomachs like so many
worms, and wriggled our way under.

This was life in miniature. There are still

obstacles to be passed, and there are still only
three ways.

Do you remember how you took your first

reverses? As a Kentucky mare takes a ditch in

a fox hunt, was it not? At a single, scornful leap.

But those that came afterward seemed one after

another to grow higher 1 We took hold of the top
rail, tried a spring or two, and then began to look
for some hole to crawl through.

But how about the last ones? Have you had
to lay down flat and crawl under? Well, it is
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better to get pHt them in that way than not at
allt

It wos said of the provincinla who participated
in the battle at Ijikc George during the Indian
wan "that in the morning they fought Uke good
boys, about noon like men, and in the afternoon
like demons."

No, we do not think you are defeate.1 because
you hove laid down to crawl under. You are
only Ured. The rest at the journey's end is too
sweet to be abandoned now.

That little fellow who just manages to squeeze
under that low rail in the last fence, his face all
scratched with brambles, great welts across his
back, where the farmry laid the l)ccch rod, his
bag of nuts in the farmer's hand, the seat of his
trousers in the mouth of the farmer's dog, knows
what home means—a great plate of buttered
toast, a hot fire in the grate and a feather-bed.
Keep on, 'over, through, or under." Home

lies at the journey's end.

"plat bahI"

Ten thousond men, women, and small boys
are seated around the "diamond."
The "rooters" settle themselves comfortably
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in the shade of the grandstand, and the "fans"

adjust themselves as best they can to the dull

misery of the bleaching boards.

" Clang 1 clang 1" goes the bell. The two

"nines" take their places and the audience draws

a (|uick breath.

"Play ball I" shouts the umpire, and the game
begins. With the precision cf a delicate machine

the work goes on, imtil a slide down to second

and a false judgment agitates the players like a

blow struck on the crazy bone. A wild kick

from Buck Ewing, an angry remonstrance from

Captain Anson
—

"white stockings" dancing up

and "red stockings" dancing down—criminations

and recriminations; the game stopped; the mis-

chief to pay, and ten thousand people who came

to see a hot game played out in a couple of hours,

sit staring at a trivial row which they neither

understand nor care a tuppence about.

Watch that mass of human beings I An angry

buzz arises from it. A spasmodic movement

shoots through it. It writhes and undulates like

a hive nf bees about to swarm. It contracts like

a vast serpent coiled around its victims, ready to

give them its deadly squeeze. Suddenly a wild,

incomprehensible roar arises.

"Play ball I Pkyballl PlaybaUI"
[274]
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The >a-,i orgiuiism has uttered its final com-
mand. \>tiat does it care about the personal

grievances or gusty passions of the players? It

has its rights—this vast organism—and will main-
tain them. It has paid for its sport. It demands
"value received."

"Play ball! Settle your diilerences where else

you will—over the fence, behind the barn—any-
where but here 1 Play ball

!

"

And this is the stern, imperative, the inviolable

command of the vast human organism we call

"Society," before whose gaze we are all of us
players.

What do people care for our petty grievances,

or our little indispositions? Each one of us is

expected to render some service for value re-

ceived, and if we do not do it cheerfully and soon,

we hear the angry muttering first and then tlie

fierce outcry: "Play ball I"

What do we educate these children in our pub-
lic schoob for? Is it to give them ta.stcs that make
them scorn the toil of life and sit around in idle-

ness? Not much. You graduates of Hughes
and Woodward and Walnut Hills; of Yale and
Harvard and Cornell. "Play ball!"

^Vhat do we hire you preachers and teachers

and postmen and policemen and street cleaners
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and firemen and night watchmen for? Is it to
nurse your grievances and fuss because you are
not better paid? "Play ball!"

What do we pay our Congressmen and Senators
for? Is it to sit in the halls of legislation and
quarrel and dicker and chew their little rags, and
leave the great organism of eighty million souls
to writhe and twist upon their bleaching boards?
Nol

" Play ball—everybody I " We have had enough
arguing and explaining and fussing. "Play ball I"

rr«i
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chapter. Humor abounds and it is all of that rich,
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Gosfel Messenger.
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many needless scars and unhappy hours. It deserves a
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as the author says."
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the wise and wmsorae French writer who has taught
the world some excellent lessons as to 'the simple life

'

Our great friend, Mr. Carnegie, or some other saga-
cious millionaire lover of mankind who abhors the idea
of dying rich,' could hardly do a better thing than to
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"The entire field of discussion in this book Is cov-
ered with a sentiment of what is good, what is pure,
what is conducive to the best interests of the compon-
ents and totality of the family in its interior and its ex-
terior relations, the place thui the home occupies to its
inmates and the attitude tliat it should have to the
other homes which compose what is termed society. Dr.
Goss looks at tbinRs as tluy are, hut he is not a pessi-
mist. He does not hide disagreeable facts in our mod-
ern life. Dr. Goss goes to the root of the various dan-
gers which menace home life, and having found the
cause, vigorously and tersely applies the remedy."—San Trancisco Chronicle.

"Its chapters Iwxes the com] iss of its subject, skip-
ping no point. Wide experience and keen observation
of real life yield material which is treated with plain
common sense, good wit and no lack of humor. Thus
it hits the need of the average man and woman and
of others that reckon themselves above the average."

—The Outlook.
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"These chapters are admirable prose. There is an
unusual sprightliness about thcni and some fine think-
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pages the book ought to attract a wide reading."—Syracuse Herald.
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noble in its sentiments, and in every way a help to all
those who are striving for the betterment of the home."—New Orleans Picayune.
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"The author shuwH a well-balaiKed judgment and he

writes pithily and well on everything interesting to men
and women who are ambitious to make home life what
it should be."

—

Nortiiksn Whig. (Delfast, Scot.)
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"Dr. Goss is a delightful writer and there is a ro-

bustness and geniality in his talks to husbands and
wives. It is packed with good sense and made britfht

and readable with plenty of good illustrations and
anecdotss."

—

Great thoughts.

"Encouragem . . is the keynote of lue book which
everywhere ^cA- . i.^ incentives to manly and womanly
effort, in all ciit^uinstances and under all trials. Anec-
dotes and practical illustrations of helpful conduct are
plentifully pressed into the service of bringing forward
the richer, fuller side of life."

—

The Light.
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"This book cannot fail to exercise a permanent and
binding influence upon the destiny of men and women
who are ambitious to make home life what it should
be."

—

The Aldeksgate Magazine.
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"This book is one of great power. It touches on sev-
eral delicate matters, but in a clear and healthful man-
ner. It would make a splendid present for the man
or woman entering upon matrimony or already mar-
ried. The happiness of the home is the main theme and
much common sense advice is imparted in such a fresh

and vigorous manner as is likely to arrest the attention

of the reader."

—

Dundee Advertisek.

WUl AffMl Ckaimclar.

"This is a capital l)Ook for husbands and wives and
those who are thinking of being such. It has plenty of

sound common-sense advice, calculated to exercise en-
nobling and permanent influence upon character."

—The CfHUSTiAir Miluoh.
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fruitfully applied."
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Col. Ceo. W. Bain, the noted Orator and Lecturer:

"Manhood'a Morning Is one of the most valuabla
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Prof. Lyman B. Spefrr. M. D., Author of "TJki
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